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GLOSSARY OF CIG TERMS
(From Sutherland et al., 1974)

Back Edge A Back Edge is one that cannot appear in
the environment being rendered because it
lies on the side of an object away from
the observer.

Back Face A "back face" is a face that cannot ap-
pear in the picture by virtue of being on
the side of an object away from the
observer.

Clipping Cull The clipping cull is the process of ini-
tially removing edges that are not visi-
ble because they are on back faces or
edges that lie outside the boundaries of
the viewing window.

Cluster A cluster is a collection of faces that
can be treated as a group for some
special reason.

Color or Shading Rule This algorithm relates the appearance of
a face in its visible location.

Computing the Plane Equation For vertices vi - (xi, yis zi), the

components a, b and c are found as:

j = (if i=n, then 1, else i+1)
a = (Yi'Yj)(zi+zj)

b = (zi-zj) (xi+xj)

c = (xi-x j)(yi+Yj)

Contour Edge A Contour Edge ii an edge that forms part
of the outline of an object as seen by
the observer.

Edge The edge in this definition is defined as
the delimiter of a surface. Therefore,
at the junction of two surfaces we would
encounter two edges.

Edge Intersection Edge intersection has to do with calcu-
lating the visibility of an edge. A
calculation is made whenever two edges
intersect to determine which edge is in
front of the other.
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Environmental Coordinate System The total coordinate system used to
relate all objects to the viewer. All
objects would be transformed to this
system to determine their placement and
their visibility.

Eye Coordinate System The coordinate system relating the posi-
tion of the eye and its viewing
direction.

Face A face is a polygon, usually planar,
bounded by straight lines.

Implied Edge The edge generated at the intersection of
two faces.

Linearly Separable Two clusters are linearly separable if a
plane can be passed between them.

Minimax Test These tests allow for a quick rejection
of objects that do not obscure one anoth-
er. It involves testing the maximum
values in x and y of one face as it re-
lates to the minimum x and y of another
face.

Non-planar A face .that does not totally reside in
a plane.

Object Coordinate System The object coordinate system relates the
surfaces of a particular object to one
coordinate system. This allows the ob-
ject to be repeated and/or moved very
easily.

Penetration The intersection of any two faces that
exist in an environment.

Perspective Transformation The transformation that produces the
illusion of depth on a flat screen of the
environment.

Planar When the plane of the face and the face
coordinate triples match, the face is
said to be planar.

Plane A surface of such nature that a straight
line joining any two of its points lies
wholly in the surface.

Plane Equation The equation used to define the location
and orientation of the plane of the face.
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Scene Coordinate System The coordinate system that relates the
viewer's scene presentation to the
viewer.

Segment Comparisons Segment Comparisons are performed in the
x-z plane. The segments are defined by
the number of edge intersections. In
each segment a search is made of all
visible edges to determine the closest to
the viewer and the rest are eliminated.

Sorting Sorting is an operation that orders a set
of records according to a selected key.

Surface Normal/Face Normal A surface normal is an outward-pointing
vector, normal to the surface of the
object.

Surrounding Polygons The Surrounding Polygon is a test used to
determine if a polygon obscures a point
or not.

Transformation The act of rotating or mapping one con-
figuration into another in accordance
with some function.

Use of Plane Equations The plane equation is used for many
things in hidden surface removal. By
substituting the values of another plane
the relationship to the original plane
may be established. The z values can be
arrived at and provide distance to the
viewer and the face normal may be cal-
culated for back face removal.
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SUMMARY

This report describes an evaluation of Computer Image Generation (CIG) Systems
as they may apply to flight simulation. Future trends are discussed as they
pertain to full mission simulation. The current state of the art in CIG sys-
tems is reviewed in general, with specific emphasis placed on what CIG fea-
tures are required to satisfy the needs of the U.S. Air Force, Wright
Aeronautical Laboratories, Control Synthesis Branch (AFWAL/FIGD), Wright
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

A major portion of the study relates to comparisons of CIG system features
available currently and in the future. The results are directly proportional
to the amount of information provided by manufacturers. Due to the proprie-
tary nature of CIG, certain necessary information is not available.
A review of the Table of Contents, major section titles will give the outline
of subjects discussed in this report. Sections 1-3 give background, scope and
goals. Sections 4-24 give details on CIG systems, with specific characteris-
tics. General Conclusions are given in Section 25 with Specific Conclusions
and Recommendations as they apply to AFWAL/FIGD Research and Development mis-
sion tasks given in Section 26.

In the appendices A, B and C are given a tabulation of our CIG questionnaire
as well as a CIG research road map.

This study does not make a recommendation of one particular CIG system over
another, nor whether to buy now versus waiting for the next generation.
Today's CIG systems can accomplish a good part of AFWAL/FIGO mission task
requirements if scaled down goals are set. However, the future for C1G sys-
tems. promise significant advancements such that the original goals may be
met.

xi
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SECTION 1

CIG STUDY INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Control Synthesis Branch
(AFWAL/FIGD) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433, has the respon-
sibility for conducting flight control research and development (R&D) on
existing and future aircraft. To properly fulfill this obligation it must
maintain an up to date test facility. The AFWAL/FIGD, recognizing this
responsibility, generated a five-year plan that outlines the steps to maintain
and improve the facility such that it will be properly equipped to accomplish
its charter.

One of the improvements listed in the five-year plan is to modernize the
existing simulators and add one additional simulator The Total Systemi Inte-
gration Simulator (TSIS). A major portion of the modernization is the ad-
dition of a Computer Image Generation (CIG) system that will provide visual
information to all the simulators (existing and new).

The AFWAL/FIGD currently has various types of visual display systems from
camera/model to raster CIG systems. The new CIG system will augment or
replace these existing systems.
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TIP

SECTION 2

CIG STUDY GOALS

The goals of this study were to produce information concerning the require-1
ments which CIG must meet in order to satisfy the AFWAL/FIGD full mission
task. Additional information on the current state-of-the-art and future trends
in CIG is provided. As much direction as possible is given for the writing of
a statement of work, the evaluation of proposals and acquisition of a CIG
system to be incorporated into the AFWAL/FIGD as an R&D tool.

It is the hope of the authors that impartiality has been maintained throughout
the study period and within this report. When manufacturers names are given
they appear in alphabetic order with no implication of merit being intended or
appl ied.
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SECTION 3

SCOPE OF THIS REPORT

The thrust of this report is to relay to the AFWAL/FIGD the information that
was gathered during the study period. Because of the full mission task
requirements of the AFWAL/FIGD, the study was directed toward raster scan
CIG.

Because of the time involved, there were no actual tests or experiments done
on the various CIG systems. The information gathered and used was provided by
the manufacturers of the systems, users, CIG experts and currently available
published material.

Since a major portion of the study relates to the comparison of CIG systems
available currently and in the future, some of the results are directly pro-
portional to the amount of information provided by the manufacturers.

Because of the nature of the subject specific conclusions are drawn throughout
the report. These conclusions are synopsized in the Specific Conclusions
and Recommendations section of this report (Section 26).

Various systems have unique advantages and disadvantages and total evaluation
of each is required to make valid comparisons between manufacturers. Unfor-
tunately due to the proprietary nature of CIG, some necessary information was
not available. Though the report is exhaustive it is not absolutely complete.
Different sections are explored to different depths because of the level of
information available.

The study will use terms such as edges and polyhedrons. We do not suggest
that the techniques that utilize these forms are the best or worst. We are
using them because they currently have the broadest usage and understanding.
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SECTION 4

CIG FAMILIARIZATION

4.1 LITERATURE SEARCH

A computer literature search was performed at three different facilities:

(a) The University of California at San Diego (UCSD).

(b) The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Industrial
Applications Center (NIAC) in Los Angeles (LA), California (CA).

(c) The Defense Documentation Center (DDC) in LA.

At UCSO the Bibliographic Retrieval Services, Inc. (BRS) as well as the DIALOG
(Lockheed) Data Service were utilized. The National Technical Information
Service (NTIS) (1964 - present) of the United States (U.S.) National Bureau of
Standards, Springfield, Virginia (VA) and the Information Services Division of
the Institute of Electrical Engineers (INSPEC), London, England data bases
were accessed through BRS and "DIALOG."

Within the INSPEC data base the physics, computer in control, as well as

electrical and electronic abstracts were searched.

At NIAC the NASA data base (1962 - present) was searched.

At DDC the DOC data base as well as technical reports (past work), work units
(current work in progress), and program planning (future work) were searched.

The key words and phrases for the search are shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
Table 1 contains the Computer Image Generation key phrases. Table 2 contains
the perception key phrases. Table 3 contains sensor simulation key phrases.
The lists are not complete but are meant to show the approach taken.

The results of the literature search took the form of titles and abstracts.
Each title and abstract was evaluated. Table 4 shows the evaluation technique
used. All documents with a score of I were icquired. Because of the volume
of the material no lower scoring documents were evaluated.

4.2 COMMUNICATIONS WITH USERS, MANUFACTURERS. AND KNOWLEDGEABLE SOURCES

Table 5 lists all the contacts made during the course of this report. It
includes those facilities to which trips were made as well as telephone and
letter contacts.

4.3 TRIPS

Table 6 lists all the trips made during the course of this report.
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Table 1. CIG Key Phrases

Flight Simulation Computer Image Generators
Flight Simulators Computer Image Generator
Control Simulation Computer Images
Landing Simulation Digital Images
Training Simulator Digital Image Generation
Visual Simulation Digital Image Generators
Computer Generated Imagery Computer Graphics
Computer Generated Images CIG
Computer Generated Image CGI
Computer Generation of Images DIG
Computer Image Generation

Table 2. Perception Key Phrases

Perception Altitude
Cue Visual Perception
Cue Human Performance
Texture Space Perception
Time Discrimination Pattern Recognition
Time Response Pilot Performance
Distance Sensory Perception
Velocity Visual Cues
Attitude Visual Perception
Position Visual Signals

Table 3. Sensor Simulation Key Phrases

Forward Looking Infrared Low Light Level Television
FLIR LLTV
FLIR Detectors Radar Images
Simulation Infrared Detectors
Simulators Infrared Images

Table 4. Selection of Technical Reports

lji Definitely of Interest
Probably of Interest

(3) Maybe of Interest
(4) Foreign Language
(5) Of Possible Interest to the AFWAL/FIGD
(6) Of No Interest



Table 5. Communications Table

Advanced Technology Systems (ATS), Engineering Department,
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410.

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory/Advanced Systems
Division (AFHRL/ASM), Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433.

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory/Flying Training Division
(AFHRL/FT), Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT),
Williams AFB, AZ 85224.

Air Force Simulator System Program Office (AF SIM SPO),
Engineering Division (ASD/SD24E), Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH 45433.

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL),
Flight Dynamics Laboratory (FI).
Flight Control Division (FIG),

Control Synthesis Branch (FIGD),
Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433.

American Airlines, Flight Academy/Simulator Engineering,
Fort Worth, TX 76125.

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA),
New York, NY 10019. AIAA Worling Group on Training
Simulation,. Daytona Beach, FL.

Army Project Manager of Training Devices (PM TRADE),
Aviation Division, Naval Training Center (NTC),
Orlando, FL 32813.

AWAVS - See Visual Technology Research Simulator.

3oeing Aerospace Corporation, Crew Systems and Simulation
Technology, Seattle, WA 98124.

Boeing Aerospace Corporation, Flight Training, Seattle,
WA 98124.

Chrysler Corporation, Defense Engineering Division, Detroit,
MI 48231.

Defense Documentation Center (DDC), Los Angeles, CA 90045.
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Table 5. CoInications Table (Cont)

Department of the Army, Aeromechanics Laboratory,
Army Research and Technical Laboratory (AVRADCOM),

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035.

'vans & Sutherland (E&S) Computer Corporation, Simulation
Systems, Salt Lake City, UT 84108.

Experimental Computer Simulation Laboratory, Code 974,

Naval Training Equipment Center (NTEC), Orlando, FL 32813.

Farrand Optical Company Incorporated (FOCI), Valhalla, NY 10595.

FB-111, Detatchment 3, Platsburgh AFB. NY 12903.

FB-111, Tactical Air Command (TAC) Headquarters, Directorate of
Fighter Reconnaissance Operations, Simulator Branch,
Langley AFB, VA 23665.

FB-111, Tactical Air Warfare Center (TAWC), Surface Attack
Simulator Directorate, Eglin AFB, FL 32542.

FB-111, Trainer Division, Hill AFB, UT 84056.

General Electric (GE) Company, Advanced Simulator for Pilot
Training (ASPT), Air Force Human Resources Laboratory/
Flying Training Division (AFHRL/FT)o Williams AFB, AZ 85224

General Electric (GE) Company, Air Force Simulation Systems,
Daytona Beach, FL 32105.

General Electric (GE) Company, Video Display Equipment Operations,

Syracuse, NY 13221

Gould Incorporated, Simulation Systems Division, Melville,
NY 11746.

Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Research Department, Bethpage,
NY 11714.

Honeywell Incorporated, Training Systems and Research Division,
Minneapolis, MN 55413.

Magicam, Hollywood, CA 90038.

Marconi Radar Systems, Limited, Control and Simulation Division,

New Parks, Leicester, England LE3 IUF.
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Table 5. Communications Table (Cont)

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)/Manned Vehicle
Laboratory, Cambridge, MA 02139.

McDonnell Douglas Electronics Company, Simulation Marketing,
St. Charles, MO 63301.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration/Shuttle
Mission Simulator (NASA/SMS), Flight Simulation Division,
Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
Engineering Laboratory, Johnson Space Center,
Houston, TX 77058.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration Industrial
Applications Center (NIAC), Los Angeles, CA 90007.

Northrop Corporation, AerosciLnce Laboratory, Hawthorne, CA 90250.

Redifon Simulation Incorporated, Arlington, TX 76011.

Systems Engineering Laboratories (SEL), Advanced Simulator
for Pilot Training (ASPT), Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory/Flying Training Division (AFHRL/FT),
Williams AFB,'AZ 85224.

The Singer Corporation, Link Division, Binghamton, NY 13902.

The Singer Corporation, Link Division, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

University of California, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,
Livermore, CA 94550.

University of California at San Diego (UCSD), San Diego, CA 92093.

University of Southern California (USC), Information Sciences
Institute, Marina del Rey, CA 90291.

Visual Technology Research Simulator (VTRS), previously known as
Aviation Wide Angle Visual Syst+em (AWAVS),
Naval Training Equipment Center (NTEC), Orlando, FL 32813.
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Table 6. Trips

Magicam- A wholly-owned subsidiary of Paramount Pictures, Los Angeles,
California. Magicam has developed a technique of color keying video
information using a computer-controlled camera slaved to a master camera.
This system utilizes an advanced synchro-servo system which displays a
very high level of positional accuracy.

UCSD - This facility provided on-line access to the B.R.S. and Dialog Data
Services.

NIAC - This facility provided access to the NASA Data Base.

DDC -This facility provided access to the DDC Data Base.

AIAA - Working Group on Training Simulation. This conference provided infor-
mation pertaining to CIG.

GE facility, Daytona Beach, Florida - A walk through was taken and a demo of
texture was seen.

USC - Information Sciences Institute. Discussions were held on current and
future CIG technologies.

E&S facility, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Boeing - A GE Compu-Scene system was evaluated and discussions were held on
current and future CIG technology.

NASA/SMS - The Link CIG System was evaluated and discussed.

NASA/Engineering Laboratory - The E&S CIG System was evaluated and discussed.

Experimental Computer Simulation Lab - Discussions were held on current and
future CIG technology.

PM TRADE -Discussions were held on current and future CIG requirements.

VTRS - A GE Compu-Scene system was evaluated and discussions were held on
current and future CIG systems.

Singer-Link facility, Sunnyvale, California - An F-111 was demonstrated and
evaluated. Discussions were held on current and future CIG technology.

ASPT - A GE system was evaluated and discussions were held on current and
future CIG technology.

Northrop Corporation - Discussions were held on current CIG technology and

Northrop requirements.

AFHRL/ASM- Discussions were held on future CIG and display technology.

AF SIM SPO - Discussions were held on CIG data base considerations.
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4.4 CIG THEORY OF OPERATION

4.4.1 CIG Conce t

Computer Image Generation (CIG) or Computer Generated Image (CGI) or Digital
Image Generation (DIG) is the technology (art) of portraying a visual scene
using computers, special purpose hardware, and a digitally stored visual data
base which has been previously built for the purpose.

The following sections will be used to bring the neophyte CIG user up to a
level of understanding that will allow him/her to comprehend the impact of
some of the figures and limits discussed later. The advanced reader may skip
this section and proceed to Section 5.

The computer-generated picture is produced very much like that of a newspaper
or magazine picture. If either one of these pictures were magnified, it would
become apparent that the picture was composed of many small dots. In the case
of colored pictures the dots would be colored (usually RED, BLUE, GREEN).
This technique using dots to produce a picture may be thought of as a quanti-
tized representation of the visual scene. The point being made here is that a
quantitized representation of a scene can look almost as real as the actual
scene itself. The number of dots, the size of the dots and the distance from
the picture all contribute to its fidelity.

Now that we agree that a picture can be made of many small dots, the next step
is to provide motion to the scene created eitger by the motion of objects in
the scene and/or the motion of the viewer. This is done by creating a new
scene at a given rate (the rate may vary but 30 Hertz is the standard U.S. TV
update rate, known as the frame rate). If we can put a group of dots on a
screen to form a picture and then create a new picture with these dots within
33.3 milliseconds (30 Hertz), we can produce what appears to be a moving pic-
ture. If we display alternate halves of the frame 60 times a second (60
Hertz), or every 16.7 milliseconds, we can eliminate flicker. Each half frame
is known as a field.

The following discussion will show how a scene is transformed from its real
world representation to its elementary parts (dots). At this time, let's make
the conversion to the standard graphics terminology -by calling the "dots"
picture elements or pixels. A picture element or pixel is the smallest
discrete unit on which the hue and/or tonal value can be controlled.

The "world" is first transformed into objects that can be defined by mathemat-
ical equations and characteristics (i.e., tree - cylinder, brown + cone,
green). See Figure 1.

Now that the world has been defined, the viewer is allowed to proceed through
it. The simulation system rather than the CIG system controls the world and
where moving models are placed. Therefore, the simulation system provides
position and change rate information to the CIG system on a continuing basis
(this is known as the simulation update rate). The CIG system uses the posi-
tion and altitude and attitude information to determine the possible visual
sphere (i.e., east end of L.A. International looking west), Figure ZA, 2B, 2C.

10



Figure 1. Representing a Tree

The next step is to reduce the amount of visual data to only that visible
through the windows of the simulated vehicle, 2C to 2D. Once this has been
done, the three-dimensional scene must be put in perspective and converted to
a two-dimensional scene for presentation, Figure 2D to 2E. We know that the
picture is made up of a matrix of dots or pixels; therefore, our next step is
to take the 2D picture and subdivide it into lines of picture elements
(pixels/dots), Figure 2F. Now we calculate each picture element of that line
to determine its attributes (shade or color), Figure 2G, 2H. Now begins the
construction of the actual picture. The picture element data is fed to the
display device and the new picture is constructed, Figure 2J. All of the
preceding calculations are done within 33 milliseconds (up to 1,000,000
picture elements).

4.4.2 CIG Basic Approach

The following discussion is a description of the basic functions of today's
typical CIG system. It is necessary to understand these basic functions to
appreciate the problems involved in presenting an acceptable computer image.

Many of the anomalies unique to a raster-type presentation are consequences of
the way the picture is constructed and therefore an understanding of this
construction is important.

Various systems use slightly different approaches, but basically they are all
very similar to the one described.

4.4.2.1 Data base creation. See Figure 3. Normally in a motion picture
production the scenes are recorded on film and then developed to enable pres-
entation. In a CIG system the act of photographing is done by an artist/
engineer (in whatever order you want). He first analyzes many pictures, draw-
ings, and in some cases the actual scene, and then he constructs the model.
The model must be as realistic as possible but must be drawn using the most
efficient CIG methods (i.e., as few edges as possible). Once he has finished
his drawing, he transfers the model into the CIG data base. This is similar to
the photographer taking the pictures and is done by converting the model into
a number of polygons. These polygons will have attributes such as color,
position, relationship to other polygons, etc. All this information is
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converted into a digital representation that is stored in the CIG data base.
Some of the problems encountered in this area are:

(a) Possible size of the data base

(b) Ease of modeling the scene in the CIG system

(c) Commonality between various CIG data bases (Simulator to Simulator),
Sensor and CIG.

The CIG Data Base Manager processes information about the scenery of the
gaming area. 7t does so by storing the mathematical description (of the
objects in the scene) in the proper files. This is similar to the processing
of exposed motion picture film to produce projectable motion picture film.

Once processed the film can be run through a projector and the scene is
recreated on the screen. In a similar fashion the data files produced by the
CIG Data Base Manager are processed by the CIG real-time programs to recreate
the scenery on the CIG screen.

4.4.2.2 Determining orientation. At this point the recorded scenes are
stored in the data base. They now are in a digitized usable format for the
real-time CIG system to use. The real-time processing can be likened to the
projection of a movie film.

Once the gaming area has been recorded, the problem is to provide for the CIG
viewer. The viewer must be able to proceed through the CIG visual environment
in any way desired. To do this the real-time CIG system must be able to
construct scenes from any viewing reference and lighting conditions. Allowing
the viewer to interact with the visual scene is where the CIG system departs
somewhat from the normal movie. The following discussion will explain how the
real-time presentation is accomplished.

The first thing that has to be done is to establish where the viewer is in
this expansive gaming area. See Figure 4. Since the gaming area (On-Line
Data Base) may be as .large as 500 by 500 nautical miles, a sphere, cone or
cube of possible visual data must be established which is a subset of the
total gaming area. The size of the visual sphere is controlled by the field-
of-view provided to the viewer. This sphere of possible visual data is also
referred to as the "Active Data Base". This data resides in the CIG memory
for fast and easy access.

The active data base is of interest because it represents the available
scenery that can be shown at any one instant. If the active data base is
exceeded (i.e., the vehicle moves so fast that the area of visible scenery has
moved out of the active data base) then the scene will obviously deteriorate.

The next bit of information positions the projector in our movie analysis.
This information is the position attitude and change rates provided by the
simulation program. This information is used to position the spot where the
eye is viewing the outside world. The active data base information is rotated
into the viewer's coordinate system to allow for follow-on processing.
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4.4.2.3 Determining what is visible. The problem now is to calculate the
visual information that is actually visible to the viewer. See Figure 5. For
this example, we will assume that the CIG projection system is a mosaicked CRT
presentation. (That is, the field of view is made up of multiple CRTs butted
together to provide a total scene.) The continuing discussion will now con-
centrate on the CIG system's presentation of a scene on one of these CRTs. The
same technique is used for the remaining CRTs. The example here is directed
at a mosaicked system but could be a view from other windows or instructor
viewpoints, etc.

An imaginary window the size of the CRT is placed between the viewer and the
outside world. Then the scenery, including moving models, is projected onto
the imaginary window plane. The visual information that is not required is
clipped away so that the remaining data left to process is that area that is
formed by the CRT WINDOW and its Z extension away from the viewer. The
objects are put into perspective size, dependent upon their distance from the
viewer. At this point, the level of detail (LOD) of the model has been
determined. LOD may be defined as a concept which allows a CIG system to
present the simplest view of an object consistent with its range from the
viewer. The purpose of having different LODs is to limit CIG system loading
by presenting only the detail which the viewer can discern. To implement the
LOD concept, an object which is to be depicted must be modeled separately for
each LOD (currently 3-8 levels) from most simple to most complex. These
related models reside in the CIG data base and an algorithm implemented in the
CIG system selects which one to display by considering range, system loading,
and object priority.

At this stage the objects within the window of the scene have been defined
by:

(a) Levels of visibility- the visible range affected by fog, rain, haze,
dust, etc.

(b) Their priority (i.e., who is behind whom)

(c) The object's proper level of detail.

Note: The distance a person can see is dependent on many variables. Fog,
rain, dust, etc. reduce the visible range. If we can use these factors in
realtime scene creation it will speed the processing required to build a
scene. The speed is increased by the elimination of elements in the visual
scene which would be beyond the visible range and therefore need not be
processed.

4.4.2.4 Creation of the two-dimensional scene. See Figure 6. The next step
is the creation of a two-dimensional scene. This means that all of the
objects that have faces that cannot be seen from the viewpoint will be dropped
from consideration. What is left is the list of potentially visible object
faces (i.e., those facing the viewer are only potentially visible because
other faces, which would occlude or occult them, may be between them aAd the
viewer).
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Figure 6. Creation of the Two-Dimensional Scene
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Now the remaining visual volume will be dissected by passing a number of
horizontal (could be vertical) planes through the scene. This will produce
the raster scan lines of the scene. The number of the cuts or lines is de-
pendent upon the screen resolution which represents the CIG picture. Current-
ly, that range approaches 1024 scan lines. Now that we have the scene dis-
sected into many lines, the next process determines the composition of the
scan line. Figure 6b shows what the screen looks like from a point in front
of the screen. In Figure 6d, a slice of the dissected scene is rotated such
that the view is from the top or X,Z plane. As you can see, some of the faces
fall behind others in this figure. The priority processing determines which
of these faces (which are now lines because we are only looking at a slice
through the Y-axis) are in front of the others. This is done using a sub-
division algorithm which looks for the start points and stop points of line
segments. These start and stop points are generated when the edge of a face
crosses a scan line. The number of priority calculations done on a scan line
becomes important when the "edge-crossings-per-system-scan-line" figure is
discussed. The magnitude of these calculations is related to the number of
edges that cross the scan line. The algorithm tries to reduce the lines
encountered in the X,Z plane to one continuous scan line along the X-axis
eliminating the occulted line segments. The system scanline is a combination
of one scan line from each channel in a multi-channel system.

When this processing has been accomplished, a scan line is complete with the
highest priority segments repres3nted across the scan line as in Figure 6e.
The next processing phase will deal with the subdivision of the scan line into
pixels. This processing defines the final hue and/or tone of each individual
pixel.

Now we have broken the picture down to its smallest part and the next process
sends these out to the proper display channel for presentation by the display
system.

For additional information on the "HOW" of CIG, refer to:

(a) Newnan & Sproull, 1973

(b) Sutherland et al., 1974

(c) Bennett, 1975

(d) Raike, 1976
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SECTION 5

CIG FEATURES AND CAPABILITIES

5.1 CIG FEATURES TABLE

Table 7 is broken down into seven CIG feature categories. They are:

I General Features

II Image Quality Requirements

III Astronomical Phenomena

IV Atmospheric Phenomena

V Terrain and Cultural Objects

VI Airborne Maneuvering

VII Light Types

No current system contains all the features listed; however, all the features
listed are applicable to one or more of the AFWAL/FIGD mission tasks. Conse-
quently, these features define a fully implemented generic CIG system.

5.2 SELECTED CIG FEATURES DISCUSSION

The following is a discussion of some specific CIG features from Table 7 which
require amplification. With the exception of the channel count, only GE con-
siders specific CIG features to be options. E&S as well as Link offer few
options and tend to include all the features their system is capable of gener-
ating as part of the standard package. There is a difference in approach
philosophy here. Future manufacturers also appear to offer a few potential
options.

(a) Level-of-Detail

LOD Is used in two manners within a CIG system.

(1) It is used to schedule the point at which additional detail in
an object should become apparent during approach. This sched-
uling allows the maximum utilization of system capacity without
overload. It has been found that a 2 to 1 ratio in complexity
of the models used for various levels of detail is optimal
(Bunker and Pester, 1979). The transitions should take place
each time the distance to the object is cut in half. Eight
levels of detail work well for this technique. It should be
noted that using this approach, however, doubles the on-line
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Table 7. CIG Features

1. General Features

(1) Occultation, Multiple levels of

(2) Level of detail (multiple), with blend at
transition. Object priority and channel
priority designation and slant range
detemine transition.

(3) System capacity
a) Displayable (potentially visible) data

base
b) Active data base
c) On line (available) data base

(4) Edge crossing capacity (see 11.1)

(5) Multi-channel operation

(6) Stereo - left eye/right eye (dual eye point)
calcul ations

(7) Head/eye slaved eye point calculation - six
degrees of freedom

(8) Support multiple simultaneous simulations

(9) Support simultaneous sensor simulation - using
common data base

(10) Automated data base building
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Table 7. CIG Features (Continued)

II. Image Quality Requirements and
Scene Anomaly Correction

(1) Overload avoidance

(2) Overload Management

(3) Anti-aliasing features (spatial)

(4) Anti-aliasing features (temporal)

(5) Vertical edge smoothing

(6) Horizontal edge smoothing

(7) Field rate updating or non-interlaced 60 Hz frame

(8) Non-restricting roll, pitch, yaw and mach rates

(9) Transport delay
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Table 7. CIG Features (Continued)

III. Astronomical Phenomena

(1) Sun image- remains at c but is moving object

(2) Moon image- remains ato

(3) Stars images - remain at

(4) Day illumination continuously variable with sun
angle, and visibility

(5) Dusk/Dawn illumination continuously variable
with sun angle, and visibility

(6) Night illumination (horizon glow)
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Table 7. CIG Features (Continued)

IV. Atmospheric Phenomena

(1) Haze (variable)

(2) Fog

(3) Light points

(4) Horizon glow

(5) Scattered clouds (moving object approach and
penetration possible)

(6) Broken clouds (moving object approach and
penetration possible)

(7) Overcast (approach and penetration possible)
internal illumination should vary with
position

(8) Thunderstorms (moving object and penetration)

(9) Lightning (in cloud only)

(10) Rain on windscreen
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Table 7. CIG Features (Continued)

I,
V. Terrain and Cultural Objects

(1) Modeling of two as well as three dimensional
features

(2) Shading (fixed smooth) unlimited with no impact
on system capacity

(3) Shading (sun variable smooth) unlimited with

no impact on system capacity

(4) Texture (20)

(5) Texture (30) real world analog

(6) Shadows

(7) Circle and elliptical features

(8) Reflections

(9) Transparency

(10) Translucency

(11) Color, muted subtle gradations

(12) Four seasons portrayal (i.e., winter, spring,...)

(13) Own aircraft occulting FOV

(14) Time variable effects (sea state)

(15) Ship wake (bow and stern)
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Table 7. CIG Features (Continued)

VI. Airborne Maneuvering

(1) Collision detection

(2) Sun glint

(3) Models, multiple moving

(4) Contrails (real time data base building)

(5) Tracers follow trajectory

(6) Ordnance impact (bomb. and shellburst)

(7) Deletion of destroyed models

(8) Smoke or dust

(9) Flares (projected lights)

(10) Grayout/blackout of scene (G force related)

(11) Glare

(12) Attackers gun flash
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Table 7. CIG Features (Continued)

VII. Light Types

(1) Lights (omnidirectional, directional and

dynamically [temporal ly] variable)

(2) Own aircraft landing light patterns

(3) Rotating beacons

(4) Approach Lighting Systems Simulation*

Standard approach light system with sequenced flashers ALSF-1

Standard approach light system with sequenced flashers
& CAT II mod. ALSF-2

Simplified short approach light system SSALS

Simplified short approach light system with sequenced
flashers SSALF

Simplified short approach light system with runway
alignment indicator lights SSALR

Medium intensity approach light system IMALS

Medium intensity approach light system with sequenced

flashers MALSF

Medium intensity approach light system with runway

alignment indicator lights MALSR

Runway end identifier lights REIL

Lead-in lighting system LDIN

Visual approach slope indicators VASI

*Includes both steady burning and sequenced flashlights with definable
vertical and horizontal coverage.

Note: Description of lighting systems may be found in FAA Handbook 6850.2.
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Table 7. CIG Features (Continued)

VII. Light Types (Continued)

(5) Runway lighting systems simulation

High intensity runway lights HIRL

Medium intensity runway lights MIRL

Touchdown zone and centerl ine lights TDZ/CL

Note: Description of lighting systems may be found
in FAA Handbook 6850.2

(6) No entry for 6

(7) STROBE lighting (controllable intensity)

(8) Taxiway lighting (controllable intensity)

(9) Own aircraft rotating beacon in cloud

I.. 28
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data base requirement. For example, a model using 1000 edges
in its highest level-of-detail would use 500 edges in the next
level of detail, 250 edges in the next, 125 in the next, 62 in
the next, 31 in the next, 15 in next, and 7 in the last. This
totals to 1,990 edges and should be contrasted with the highest
level of detail model which required 1000 (Bunker and Pester,
1979). Doubling the data base size doubles the effective cost
of modeling an object. Currently, the transitions between
levels of detail are abrupt changes and can be quite
disturbing. Methods of blending at the transition point are
available and should be implemented to alleviate this problem.
One technique currently implemented only at VTRS utilizes trans-
lucent surfaces to accomplish this blending.

(2) The level-of-detail can be controlled for overload management
purposes. Going to lower levels of detail to prevent or
alleviate overload is a universally applied current practice.
It is not a trivial task, as the lower level of detail objects
must be prioritized by importance and position in the field of
view. If the object is in the periphery of the observer's field
of view, going to a lower level of detail can be inobtrusive.
If the same object appeared at the point of fixation or was the
target which the pilot had been tracking, its change would be
quite disturbing. See Section 17.2.2.6, CIG Weaknesses, for
further discussion. Blending during LOD transitions caused by
overload management may not be practical because of the time
available to reduce overload.

(b) System Capacity

The CIG system capacity can be described with three different
approaches:

(1) Figure 7 shows the E&S polygon approach in which a 2-dimensional

convex (no re-entrant or internal angle >1800) patch with
vertices V1 through V4 define the basic unit.
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Figure 7. Polygon (E&S)
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(2) Figure 8 shows the display edge concept utilized by General
Electric.

31t
Figure 8. Display Edge (GE)

In this approach the edge created by the junction of two sur-
faces (S1 and S2) is the basic unit of measure. Currently this
concept is the most widely utilized.

(3) Figure 9 illustrates the face boundary concept, until recently,
utilized by Link. Here the junction of two faces is defined
with two edges. Link currently uses the display edge concept
illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 9. Face Boundary (Link)

Table 8 gives data comparing the three different approaches. A con-
version factor is given to convert polygons or face boundaries to
display edges. The Navy, utilizing a slightly more complex model of
a house as a standard for conversion, has come up with a multiplier
of 2.67. A potentially visible edge is any edge bounding a surface,
the normal of which makes an acute angle with the line of sight.
Potentially, visible edges may or may not be occluded by other ob-
jects appearing in front of them.
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Table 8. Polygon, Display Edge, and Face Boundary Conversion

Concept Count DE Conversion Factor Multiplier

Polygons 3 3 (NAVY = 2.67)

Display Edges (DE) 9 1

Face Boundaries 12 .75

The displayable data base is that simulation data which is being pre-
sented at any instant in time. Changes in this data base may cause
overload.

The active data base is the data base which is accessible immediately
and could be called up because of a rapid change in roll, pitch or
yaw. It is resident within the CIG system core or solid state read/
write memory.

The on-line (available) data base is that data base which is resident
in a mass storage device and contains visual information defining the
entire gaming area.

Currently the maximum displayable data bases are averaging approxi-
mately 8000 edges. Active data base storage runs as high as 6 times
the displayable data base. The on-line edge capacity is a function
of the storage media. One sinulator visited (ASPT) had the potential
to store 300 million bytes of data. At ASPT, the maximum amount of
data per environment is 16 million bytes. The typical amount of data
per environment is 4 million bytes.

Typical data bases currently run as follows. At NASA the Evans and
Sutherland Continuous Tone 3 (CT3) data base for Edwards Air Force
Base uses 856 polygons, 178 of which are for the runway and 16 of
which are utilized to portray a truck sitting at the edge of the
runway. An A-7 aircraft at VTRS required approximately 700 display
edges, while a MIG on the Link F-i11 system uses 800 display edges
and a camouflaged FB-111 uses 2000 display edges. The FB-111 gaming
area is 600 by 600 nautical miles and is comprised of 250,000 display
edges total. The Plattsburg Airport gaming area is 2 nautical miles
by 3 nautical miles and is made up of approximately 5400 display
edges. A lower detail surround is used with the Plattsburg Airport
and it is 6 miles on a side, comprising city and highways made up of
2,500 edges. There are 15 edges per square mile in the corridors.
Outside the corridors there are I to 2 edges per square mile. See
Stark et al. (1977) for a full breakdown of an airport scene.
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Table 9 shows the VTRS/GE on-line data bases by edge count and point
lights. These data bases are held in mass storage while parts of
them are used to create the active and displayable data bases.

(c) Edge Crossings Per System Scan Line

The concept of a system scan line is important. When edge crossing
figures are considered, they must be given in both channel and system
totals. The edge crossings per system scan line total may or may not
be the sum of the channel edge crossing restrictions. In systems
with high channel counts, a large proportion of the visual scene will
be made up of the sky. Consequently, while individual channel edge
crossing restrictions may be high, the total will be lower than the
sum of the channels. Systems that do not have an edge crossing per
scan line restriction may have a polygon per channel restriction to
consider (E&S). Current systems range from 256 edge crossings per
system scan line (Link FB-111) to 340 per system scan line (GE Compu-
Scene, Boeing) to 1024 edge crossings per system scan line (GE-ASPT)
to no edge crossings per system scan line restriction whatsoever (E&S
CT5). It is interesting to note that the ASPT system capacity is
currently 2500 edges and soon to be 5000 edges with the 1024 edge
crossings per system scan line capacity. This works out to 20% of
the displayable edge capacity. ASPT did not report an edge crossing
o-'erload problem. Other current systems go as low as 3.2%. See
17.2.2.1.

(d) Multi-Channel Operation

Multi-channel operation is one of the few features which are con-
sidered to be options by all CIG manufacturers. Current systems
range up to seven channels (ASPT) per system with nine (GE-2360 and
2363) becoming available in the near future.

(e) Stereo

Stereo operation must be considered as it may provide missing cues.
See section 7.1.1(a), 7.2.5.5, 15.7 and 25.1.2.6 for full discussion
of stereo.

(f) Head/Eye Slaving (Area-of-Interest Displays)

Head/eye slaved eye point calculation with six degrees of freedom
must be considered. This feature could provide two capabilities:

(1) Area of Interest (AOI)/Field-of-View (FOV) displays - which
allow concentration of edge detail and consequently more
efficient use of available edge capacity. See 14.1.8, 14.3.3
and 14.4.

(2) Monocular movement parallax could be provided by sensing changes
in head position and doing succeeding CIG calculations from the
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Table 9. VTRS/GE Online Data Base

Total Number ofTotal Edges Point Lights

NATO Air Field 4655 1914

Meridian Airfield 4060 3010

TA4J Aircraft 1059 7

T62 Tank 759 0

Lexington Carrier 1485 19

Sea Scape 600 1680

Fresnel Lens Optical Landing

System (FLOLS) 20 0

Meatball 9 0
T37 Aircraft (LOD#3) 424 0

Data Bases

Meridian 5878 3017
Contains:

Meridian Airfield
TA4J Aircraft
T62 Tank

Lexington 2538 1699
Contains:

Lexington Carrier
Landscape
FLOLS
Meatball
T37 Aircraft

NATO 4655 1914
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new eye point. See also 7.1.5.5 for definition of monocular
movement parallax.

(g) Multiple Simulations

Support of multiple simultaneous simulations is necessary. Simultan-
eous simulation requires the calculation of one eye point for each
simulation. Simultaneous simulations divide the available display-
able edge capacity between the simulations. Consequently they may
only be utilized when the combined edge count of each simulation
makes a total which is less than the displayable edge count of the
system. This implies a requirement for "edge/information poor"
scenes.

Because of the impact of shared system edge capacity on scene content
Boeing found that compatible scheduling of simultaneous simulation
was a major problem.

(h) Overload Avoidance

Unused capacity is inefficient and consequently expensive; however,
it must be considered as part of a system if the effects of inade-
quate overload management are unacceptable.

Displayable data base buffering of 20% - 400% may be required depend-
ing on:

(1) The effectiveness of the Active Data Base Management scheme for
overload protection. (See 17.2.2).

(2) The number of channel boundaries and the effect of truncating
edges on edge count. (See 17.2.2.2).

(3) System efficiency requirements determined by cost/utility.

Preferably there should be no limit on the number of allowable edge
crossings per system scan line. If the CIG approach dictates that
there must be a limit on the number of allowable edge crossings per
system scan line, this limit should exceed 20% of the displayable
edge capacity (e.g. 8,000 edge system 1,600 edge crossings per system
scan line possible).

(i) Overload Management

Overload management must be very sophisticated. In multi-channel
systems the occurrence of overload can cause the loss of all video
information to the display channels following the channel which over-
loaded. Inadequate overload algorithms can cause the loss of key
targets as well as cues.
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(j) Spatial Anti-Aliasin9

Spatial anti-aliasing features are currently able to correct most of
the position-dependent anomalies created by the quantitizing process.
See 17.2.1. 1.

(k) Temporal Anti-Aliasing

Temporal anti-aliasing is currently in its infancy. These time-
related phenomena are not specific to CIG but are characteristic to
all raster scan technology including broadcast television (see
17.2.1.2). For further discussion of both types of anti-aliasing,
please see CIG Weaknesses, Section 17.2.1.

(1) Field-Rate Updating or Non-Interlaced Frame

Field-rate updating or non-interlaced 60 Hz frame rate updating is
required to correct certain scene anomaly problems. See 7.2.1.2(a)
and (b). Currently field-rate updating is available in CIG systems.
However, it decreases the displayable data base system capacity by
50%. A non-interlaced 60 Hz frame rate is to be preferred over even
T'leld-rate updating (see 7.2.1.2[b]). However, it would require
doubling the bandwidth of the system and, indeed if it were possible,
would further limit system capacity and cause even higher cost.

(m) Non-Restricting Attitude Rates

Non-restricting roll, pitch and yaw rates are facilitated by adequate
active data base storage. A non-restricting mach rate capability is
attained by high data transfer rates between the on-line storage
device and the active data base. Depending on data base optimization
data transfers from the on-line data base to the active data base can
range from 8% to 40% of the maximum active data base capacity per
second.

(n) Transport Delay

Transport delay is currently an open question. If stated as a fixed
number, it is almost meaningless. Not unless actual aircraft dynam-
ics are considered can transport delay take on a meaningful role in
simulation. Please see Section 17.2.6 for full discussion.

(o) Haze

Haze should be variable. Haze creates aerial perspective through
which more distant objects lose contrast thereby aiding distance
judgment. Objects with a slant range exceeding the selected visi-
bility should not impact the displayable edge count. Haze is an
absolutely essential part of CIG simulation. Without It, the cues
to aerial perspective are lacking and roll as well as distance judg-
ments will be incorrect. Please see Section 7.1.5.4, for further
discussion.
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(p) Light Points

Light points should be attenuated with distance.

Some compensation must be made for the apparent oversized CIG repre-
sentation of light points at infinity. See 7.1.1(d) and 17.2.12. To
do this it may be possible to attenuate the light point's intensity,
thereby decreasing its contrast and increasing its apparent distance.
This technique can be used during closure to the distance where the
light point represents the correct angular size and intensity.
Closure, after that point is reached, should be portrayed in a real-
world manner by increasing both intensity and size of the light
point. These Increases should continue as long as slant range
continues to decrease and should not terminate at any specific slant
range. (See 17.2.12).

Subjective evaluations have determined that 6,000 light points are
adequate to represent a night runway scene (Rivers, 1977).

(q) Clouds

Clouds are available from all current manufacturers of CIG systems.
They lark realism but can be penetrated and flown within. Spec-
ification of their dimensions, position, top and bottom level is
avail able.

(r) Texture

Texture is just becoming available in rudimentary form (see 7.2.10.)
It should be considered essential for all mission tasks which include
low level flight within the flight envelope. (See 7.2.7).

Texture must follow certain rules if it is to function successfully
in a CIG system environment. Texture must follow all geometric
rules: texture cannot be truncated (i.e., simply end or abut a
different form of texture) unless it corresponds to the scene bound-
aries; it must stick to the ground and not appear to float; it must
follow the contours of the terrain which it covers; it must be com-
patible with smooth shading; and, most importantly, it must resemble
the real world in some fashion.

If texture is not an analog of the real world, the cues it provides
to the pilot, although they may allow for the maintenance of flight,
may cause the pilot to adopt a control strategy different from that
of the actual aircraft. Texture which appears to be an analog of the
real world should give the pilot minimal problems with scaling.

(s) Shadows

Shadows can be used to root objects such as trees and tanks to ter-
rain. Without shadows, objects may seem to float above the terrain.
Shadows may also be used to give cues on the rate of closure and
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height above the ground of an airborne target (Lewandowski, 1979).
(See 8.2.6).

(t) Circles and Elliptical Features

Circles and elliptical features are currently available. An argument
can be made for the efficiency of their use and the addition they
make to realism (Bunker and Ingalls, 1978). Estimates of hardware
required to add 256 circular features appear to account for 5% to 15%
of the total hardware (Bunker and Ferris, 1977). Bearing this in
mind, the additional cost may not be justifiable. In an edge-
oriented system, it may never be practical to add circle arc genera-
tion to gain capacity. Only systems which are innately different
from edge and polygon approaches may be able to make cost effective
use of this feature.

(u) Transparency

Transparency depicts the passing of light through a clear or colored
medium such as the glass windows of a building. Only the apparent
position and/or the color of objects seen through the medium may be
altered. Algorithms are currently being developed to do this; they
work well in non-real- time. Transparency's possible applications in
flight simulation oriented CIG is unclear at this time.

(v) Translucency

Translucency has been demonstrated by both GE and Link and has been
used for level of detail transitions by GE at VTRS as well as in
laboratory experiments (Bunker and Pester, 1979). Translucency could
also be used for a realistic representation of bomb burst on target
as well as shadow creation.

(w) Color

Color is currently a debated topic. Its inclusion, however, is
recommended as its cost impact on the CIG system is minimal. Display
considerations may be the deciding factor, however. Please see
Section 7.2.6 for a complete discussion of color considerations and
findings.

(x) Time Variable Effects

Time variable effects, such as sea state in which whitecaps appear
and disappear temporarily, can give strong cues in the low altitude
regime of flight.

(y) Wakes and Contrails

Ship wakes as well as contrails, smoke and dust can be difficult to
generate as they may require real-time data base building.
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(z) Collision Detection

Collision occurs when the simulated flight brings the aircraft in
contact with other aircraft, building, trees, terrain, etc. Col-
lision detection is offered by all current CIG manufacturers. GE and
Link both utilize either the eye point or a simple box surrounding
the aircraft to determine contact. Earlier E&S systems used this
same approach. Currently, E&S has a very sophisticated approach
which returns information to the host Central Processing Unit (CPU)
concerning the vertices as well as the slope of the surface closest
to the aircraft so that contact calculations may be made for surfaces
other than horizontal. This has application in the helicopters
approaching irregular surfaces for a landing.

(aa) Moving Models

Multiple moving models are possible with current CIG systems; their
generation, however, taxes these systems rather severely. ASPT cur-
rently has one moving element and has a goal of eight. VTRS added
another general-purpose CPU at the front end in order to go from one
to six. The NASA SMS has a goal of 38 moving elements. Please refer
to Section 17.2.9 for a further discussion of this subject.

(ab) Glare

Glare is of significance because no current display approach can give
a sun image of sufficient intensity to hamper the pilots ability to
perform the required tasks (see 14.2.4).
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SECTION 6

REALISM

6.1 REALISM- REASONABLE AND ADEQUATE

Because realism and CIG's current ability to produce it, are debatable issues
It is necessary to consider just what realism is and how important it may be
to simulation.

The concept of reality could be perceived as having two dimensions:

a. Raw physical events

b. Man's interpretation of those events.

In some cases "fidelity in simulation" may require a close correspondence
between the physical events and the simulation of that event. In other cases,
what is required of the simulation is the creation of an illusion which will
allow the observer's perception of the event to be proper (Wood, 1977). An
example is necessary for clarification. If a person were given the task of
simulating a motion picture, he would first consider the raw, physical process
of moving film through a gate, stopping it long enough to allow a shutter to
cause light to pass through the film frame twice, and then moving it on' to
bring the next frame into the gate. Man's interpretation of this event is
continuous motion. If the motion picture image to be simulated is that of a
car driving down a road, the simulation could be accomplished by having the
observer view an actual car driving down an actual road. The perceived ef-
fects of the interpretation of the event would be the same. However, the raw
physical events would differ significantly.

Man is a symbol-processor. his interpretation of reality is derived from ref-
erences to previously catalogued perceptual information. If this catalogue
can be indexed and the observer stimulated into using it properly, lessdemands may be placed on the visual system.

Absolute realism is, and will forever remain, unattainable, through simula-
tion. Slmuaonis the exact, or not so exact, antithesis of realism. A
sm'uated object is not, nor can it ever be, the object. A photograph is
considered to be the epitome of pictorial realism, yet a photograph of a real-
world scene is an abstraction of that scene, just as any CIG image is an ab-
straction of the real world it is meant to represent. With this fact in mind,
it must become apparent that no CIG scene may ever become the real world.
Consequently, a decision must be made as to what is adequate scene letail and
what is required scene detail, since under all conditions the scene portrayed
will be an abstraction. Rephrasing this concept: All CIG is abstract. A
decision must be made as to what degree of abstraction is reasonable and ade-
g There is no single answer to this question. What is reasonable and
wijitis adequate changes with mission task and desired goal.
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6.1.1 What is Reasonable Realism?

What is reasonable must be that which is in the realm of CIG to produce. An
attempt to totally match human perceptual characteristics would be unreason-
able. For example, at optimal light levels and spatial frequencies, the human
eye can detect movement down to 10 arc-seconds of displacement. A display
with a square field of view covering only 200 x 200 would require 7,200 lines
of resolution in each direction, and at 30 frames per second the required band
width would be one gigahertz, using conventional approaches (Tyler, 1978).
Not only is this band width over 30 times that of the maximum currently avail-
able, but the CIG system would be required to do calculations for over 50
times the number of picture elements. Clearly human perception limits are anunreasonable requirement.

Orlansky and String (1977) have pointed out that "The development of visual
displays for flight simulators is driven strongly by what can be done and not
particularly by what is needed in a display to make it cost effective for
training purposes." While Stark (et al., November, 1977) points out that
"they [visual systems) have almost always provided cueing information defined
more by their own unique capabilities and limitations than by the needs of
students of varying levels and kinds of abilities." Again clearly, some
balance between the hardware realities and R&D simulation requirements must be
met.

Basinger and Ingle (1977) look forward to future realism to add a "component
of fear" as an "authentic confusion factor" for low-level flight. Presently
fear and confusion apply only to the would be specifier of CIG systems.

6.1.2 What Is Adequate Realism?

What is adequate is directly proportional to the difficulty of the task and
the level of performance required. Numerous low-fidelity and non-fidelity
simulations have met with success. At ASPT, it was found that in some cases,
teaching a maneuver in reverse order is more efficient than teaching it con-
ventionally. For example, if a task such as landing or weapons delivery is
segmented, and the last part, then the middle, then the first part are taught
in that order, students reach proficiency faster. It was found that low-
fidelity simulation could produce significant transfer effects to a specific
aircraft for the air-to-ground tasks. Although this is a training environment
vis-a-vis R&D, the implication is that segmenting the R&D tasks may be an
effective tool, yet diverge from absolute realism.

Rivers (1977) found that "total fidelity throughout the flight envelope was
not achieved by any of the devices evaluated;. . . ." Because of the weak-
nesses of current visual systems, researchers have come up with numerous
methods to provide minimally adeguate cueing . Ritchie (1977, 1978) reports a
technique which he calls "representing reality,." He tells of a problem with a
CIG system in which the lack of resolution restricted the pilots from lining
up on a carrier deck at the proper distance. Normally, the carrier deck land-
ing area is black with 1 foot wide white edge markings. By changing the land-
ing area to white and outlining it in grey, the pilots were able to success-
fully line up.
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Bunker (August, 1978) discloses how the Navy 2F90 visual system at Kingsville,
Texas, was providing insufficient resolution to depict the Fresnel Lens
Optical Landing System (FLOLS) at the normally expected acquisition point
(slant range). "The solution- it was made less realistic. It's modeled size
was made a function of its distance from the pilot - larger than life at a
distance and decreasing to actual size at close distances. Result - satis-
factory training." Bunker also describes an early attempt to model a scene in
which the scene elements were randomly placed for realism but scene content
was minimal. Pilots were unable to maintain their glide path. By remodeling
the scene and making all fields square and roads parallel, they took the
naturalness out and this fixed the problem. In describing this early system,
the problem Bunker solved was that of inadequate edge capacity.

"The pilot will probably want the real world, even though there is evidence
that he can land his airplane if we provide him with as little as three dots
of light, properly oriented on the ground" (Flexman). "There seems little
reason to build systems with the highest possible fidelity without knowing of
whether or not they are needed..." (Cohen, February, 1979)

Stark (et al., November, 1977) points out that a chalked outline of a runway
on a blackboard has been used successfully in T-6 aircraft training. By man-
ually tilting the blackboard, the trapezoidal shape of the runway was depicted
for the students.

At the Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat (SAAC), it was found that a checker-
board pattern of one-half-mile squares allowed pilots to maintain control to
altitudes below 1,000 feet by visual reference alone. Geographical orienta-
tion Is aided by 8 unique symbols which are inset into the squares. From
these it is possible for pilots to extrapolate the heading of enemy aircraft
when those aircraft are not within the field of view. "The subjective realism
of the STG [Synthetic Terrain Generator in SAAC] picture is relatively low,
but its utility in supporting ground reference, air-combat maneuvers is very
high." (Stark, 1976). See also 7.2.4.1.

All these quotes may seem bewildering, however, one conclusion can be drawn:
if no attempt is made to train perceptual skills, fidelity to the real world
can remain a secondary concern. Proper pilot response is of primary concern.
To get it anything goes: reversing the logical order of events, reversing
gray tone representations, exaggerating size, providing unnaturally regular
terrain, providing only three dots of light for a landing, a white line trape-
zoid for a runway or 1/2 mile squares for terrain.

Although the preceding examples were taken from the training environment, they
do Imply that much can be done with low-fidelity and non-fidelity in the
visual scene.

6.1.3 Subjective Evaluation of Adequate Realism

Because pilots integrate cues from various sources, such as the motion base,
with cues from the visual system in order to come to a perceptual understand-
ing of their situation in space, their judgment may be distorted by any dis-
parity that arises. "... The response to stimulation that is being given
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may be distorted or differ from that which would occur under more natural
circumstances. Thus, the subjective impressions of an experienced pilot maynot be an ideal criteria for judging the accuracy or adequacy of a visual

display in the absence of other cues upon which he has come to depend on as
complements of the visual inputs." "Some of the refinements of the simulation
which make it seem highly realistic in appearance to someone seated in the
pilot's seat may be of little real consequence with respect to the job of
controlling the device. These elements may be extremely important for nutur-
ing the illusion of reality at a superficial level but could conceivably give
rise to relatively favorable, subjective evaluations of a device, certain
fundamental aspects of which were seriously incorrect." (Brown, 1975)

6.1.4 Who Uses What?

"The deletion of cues will be most disturbing to the skilled pilot, who may
have learned to recognize the effects of his control on each varying scene
element or in scene elements which are not used by other pilots or instructors
as reference." (Stark et al., November, 1977)

Palmer and Petitt (1976), in their paper on the difference thresholds for
judgments of sink rate during the flare, point out that pilots differed sig-
nificantly in their ability to judge sink rate from the cues provided by the
visual system. Since each of the pilots must be considered to have been
equally qualified, the only assumption that can be drawn is that each uses
different cues in the real-world situation. The consequence of not providing
the cues used by a particular R&D test pilot becomes obvious when this is
borne in mind. See 7.2.5.4.

Barnes (1970) postulated the concept of a visual threshold which had to be
exceeded prior to the initiation of action by a pilot. Reaching this visual
threshold occurs by passing through a dead band during which no action can
take place. This dead band increases with increasing uncertainty, caused by
degradation of fidelity. Degradation does not necessarily have a linear
effect on performance, however. "Pilots continue to perform quite satisfac-
torily up to some point where there may be an abrupt breakdown in performance.
The implication is that the pilots are able to compensate within fairly wide
limits. Their ultimate breakdown results when a limit of compensation is
reached, and breakdown cannot be attributed to the specific item of informa-
tion which is eliminated just prior to breakdown." (Brown, 1975)

6.1.5 Going Too Far Towards Simplicity

Ritchie (1977) unwittingly demonstrates that low fidelity can be carried to
excess. He describes an experiment which he finds both intriguing and
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troublesome. This experiment, done by Ryan and Schwartz (1956, 1969, 1960-
69), had test subjects determine the orientation of a hand which was depicted
in four different ways:

(a) A black-and-white photograph

(b) A shaded drawing

(c) A line drawing

(d) A cartoon-type, simplified drawing.

Ritchie states that "The subjects could make the response quickest and most
accurately with the cartoon-type, simplified drawing. Let me leave you with
the thought that sometimes we make it the most useful picture by deliberately
departing from fidelity in perhaps many yet-to-be-determined ways." What
Ritchie fails to point out is the fact that although the orientation of the
hand could be determined most quickly and accurately from the cartoon-type,
simplified drawing, the reason was that it was the least ambiguous of the four
depictions. The manner in which the hand was positioned and illuminated may
have led to confusion and illusion even in the real-life situation. In this
case, the cartoon may have given clarity where the real-world situation would
not.

6.2 EFFECTS OF INADEQUATE REALISM

Basinger and Ingle (1977) state that "Current and near-future requirements for
CIG realism are sufficient image content and image detail to allow the pilot
to perform his tasks in the simulator the same way as in the aircraft, but
without real-world appearance of images." They go on to say that future
requirements will be for "complete, real-world appearance." If this is a
requirement at all, it is a requirement today, as well as for the future, but
one which cannot currently be met. As Basinger and Ingle rightfully point
out, identical task performance between the aircraft and the simulator is
significant and may well be critical to the successful completion of the R&D
task.

When system limitations, such as restricted field of view, inhibit the appli-
cation of normal techniques and procedures, as was found by Rivers (1977),
realism or fidelity must be considered to be inadequate. In the SAAC system
when the entire field of view was filled with one square, "... the scarcity
of task-relevant, visual cues in the display forced the pilots to adopt a
control strategy different from that used in the aircraft." (Stark, 1976)
This concept cannot be over emphasized.
The danger that a modified control strategy presents in a research environment
is that changes made in order to improve aircraft characteriltics may. in
actuality, be simply changes required to improve the simulator characteristics
(Staples, 1978). In addition, "When a simulator is used to investigate the
feasibility of certain design characteristics or as a basis for ascertaining
whether a pilot can fulfill the role which is planned for him in some vehicle
still on the drawing boards, then there may be no way of ever knowing with
assurance whether negative conclusions drawn from simulator work are valid."
(Brown, 1975.)I 43



6.3 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SIMULATION VERSUS TRAINING SIMULATION

Heintzman and Shumway (1976) point out that simulation may be broken down into
five categories, two in research and three in training: (See Table 10).

Table 10. Types of Simulations

Engineering research
Training research
Undergraduate training
Transition training

Continuation training.

Each type of simulation places varying emphasis on the type of visual informa-
tion to be presented. Engineering may require total flexibility and the
ability to measure performance to a very critical level. Training may require
absolute fidelity in cockpit configuration and instrument presentation, while
allowing minimal fidelity or non-fidelity in visual presentation.

In the training environment, motivation must be considered and involving the
student is essential to success. A simulation which does not make the student
feel that he is "really flying" may be unsuccessful for this reason. Motiva-
tion is not as much of a problem in the R&D environment.

In the final analysis, the question is one of performance versus learning.
The R&D task requires the measurement of performance for evaluation, while the
training task requires learning on the part of a student. In training realism
should not be the issue. What should be the issue is whether or not the simu-
lation makes the real world "easier to handle" (Cohen, February, 1979). No
such requirement exists for the R&D simulator.

6.4 MEASURING REALISM

As has been previously stated, subjective judgments of realism, correlations
between visual information and performance, as well as the simplification of
cues, are extremely hazardous techniques to use when evaluating realism.
Brown (1975) suggests seven potential indices of flight performance in
reference to landings. (See Table 11).

Table 11. Potential Indices of Flight Performance During Landings

Rate of descent or sink rate in feet per second
Vertical component of acceleration
Point of touchdown
Glide path slope
Rate of lateral motion
Precision of longitudinal control
Overall coordination of flight.
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Palmer and Petitt (Visual Space Perception on a Computer Graphics Night Visual
Attachment, 1976) evaluated five perceptual tasks to determine which of them,
if any, could be used for a measurement of simulator realism (see Table 12).

Table 12. Perceptual Tasks and Simulator Realism

Objective-size judgments

Angular-size judgments

Shape judgments

Slant judgments

Distance judgments.

They found that "only the angular-size judgment task proved to be of potential
use as a measure of simulator realism."

6.5 REAL REQUIREMENTS

Until recently, the only simulation requirements model being utilized was the
"substitution model." This model, which applies to training, originated in
the coricept that the greater the fidelity of simulation, the better the
chances of effective training transfer. This implementation realized in the
hardware of a simulator caused the simulator to be utilized simply as a sub-
stitute for the aircraft and did not capitalize on capabilities that a
simulator could have which an actual aircraft would not.

More recently, the "training objectives model" has been suggested. This
model, utilizing the concept of a "skill differential," has the basic premise
that desired skill levels must be established as a goal prior to the specifi-
cation of a simulator (Thorpe).

While the "substitution model" requires an attempt to obtain absolute fidel-
ity, the"training objectives model" could conceivably utilize low fidelity or
non-fidelity. These authors would like to suggest a third model to be
utilized in R& applications. This model, the "pilot-response fidelity
model I" would permit the calibration of the simulator so that experimental
results would be meaningful. What is suggested is that a series of runs be
made in actual aircraft with measurements taken of performance
characteristics. The same runs would then be flown in the simulator, which
has been programmed to emulate the actual aircraft. The runs to be flown
would be flown by the same pilot or pilots. In this manner, data relating to
control responses may be correlated between actual flight and simulation.
Once a correlation is established between actual flight and simulation, that
correlation may continue to be used. However, because pilots differ, each
pilot to fly the simulator must be calibrated for the specific maneuvers he is
to execute. In addition, because pilots learn how to fly simulators with
practice, periodic recalibration for each pilot would be necessary. Of
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greatest importance is that a control strategy different from that of the
actual aircraft not develop. If it is unavoidable, it must be both recognized
and compensated for in the final results of any experimentation.

In the final analysis, the greatest realism is required on the part of the
user when specifying a CIG system. Pictorial realism and total fidelity may
be considered as potentially the ultimate goal for R&D simulation. However,
much can be done short of that goal.
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SECTION 7

PERCEPTION AND CUES

No definitive study has specified all the cues necessary for all possible
AFWAL/FIGD mission tasks. Numerous researchers over the past decade have
called for such work. Only now at ASPT and VTRS are these studies
beginning. See Appendix C for an overview of this research.

What follows in this section on cues is a synopsis of what the authors feel is
currently pertinent information. The information given on perception should
be used in conjunction with the section on display hardware (Section 14 and
particularly 14.5).

In order to establish the requirements for a simulation system using visual
cues, it is necessary first to understand human visual capabilities. Total
evaluation of human visual perception is very complex and goes beyond the
scope of this report. Its most significant aspects, however, are detailed in
the following paragraphs. Two reference documents proved to be of exceptional
value and should be utilized for further reference.

(a) "The Design Handbook for Imagery Interpretation Equipment," is edited

by Farrell and Booth (1975)

(b) "Perception of Displayed Information," is edited by Biberman (1973).

The act of perceiving visual information may be broken down into two
functions:

(a) Reception

(b) Correlation and interpretation.

7.1 VISUAL PERCEPTION - RECEPTION

Human reception of visual information utilizing the eye and its associated
musculature can be evaluated in a number of ways such as static acuity, fac-
tors reducing static acuity, sensitivity to movement and depth perception.

7.1.1 Measurements of Static Object Acuity

Acuity is a measurement of the ability to discriminate objects in a scene.
Four types of acuity measurement follow (Farrell and Booth, 1975). See Figure
10.

(a) Minimum Separable Acuity.

Minimum separable acuity (resolution) is the ability to differentiate
a gap between two closely spaced objects. The average viewer will
detect a gap between the two objects, 50 percent of the time, if they
are separated by more than 40 to 60 seconds of arc (Keesey, 1960;
Helmholtz, 1866).
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Figure 10. A Comparison of Acuity Measures
(Reproduced from Farrell & Booth, 1975)

(b) Minimum Vernier Acuity.

Minimum vernier acuity (lateral) is the ability to perceive sideways
displacement. If two identical objects are placed, one above the
other, and one of the objects - say the lower one - remains fixed in
place while the upper object is moved laterally to one side, the
minimum displacement which can be made before detection of displace-
ment occurs is approximately 2 seconds of arc. Vernier acuity is
also known as lateral acuity. It is important to note that the ob-
jects are of identical size and equal distance from the viewer at the
beginning of the test.

(c) Minimum Stereo Acuity.

Stereo acuity can best be defined as an observer's ability to deter-
mine that one of two identical objects is closer to him than the
other. In testing stereo acuity, the observer views two identical
rods - one placed above the other. The lower rod remains fixed, as
the upper rod is moved toward the observer. For the average viewer,
when the two rods are noticeably different distances from each other,
they are separated by 2 seconds of arc (Berry, 1948). The experiments
used to determine this figure utilized two identical objects which
were placed very close together, thereby causing direct comparisons
to be made. The ability to judge relative depth decreases as t a
reference object is moved laterally away from the test object. Other
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terms which are equivalent to stereo acuity are stereoscopic acuity,
stereopsis and depth perception. For a broader discussion of these
terms, please see Sections 7.1.4 and 7.1.5 below, dealing with depth
perception.

Stereo cues, theoretically, can give range information out to 1300
meters (via retinal disparity) (Staples, 1978).

(d) Minimum Perceptible Acuity.

Minimum perceptible acuity (detection) is the ability to detect the
presence of a dark object against a light background. Two factors
determine detectability. One is level of illumination and the second
is the contrast between the object and the background. Given suf-
ficient illumination and contrast, the average observer can detect a
thin, dark object against a light background 50 percent of the time
if that object subtends a visual angle of 0.5 seconds of arc (Hecht
and Mintz, 1939). This phenomenal sensitivity corresponds to the
capability to detect a wire less than .2 inches in diameter, 1 nauti-
cal mile away.

It is important to note that when the observed object is an intense
light source against a dark background the visual angle subtended by

the light source does not define detectability. An actual point
source of light (i.e. a distant star) would be invisible to the un-
aided eye if it was a non-radiating object. A point light source is
visible because the light energy it emits stimulates the retina.

What is perceived is a dot of light that represents a visual angle of
approximately 1.25 minutes-of-arc. This effect of expanding what
would otherwise be an imperceptibly small light source is called the
retinal spread function. In order to ensure that a simulated point
light source, in a visual scene, is small enough to spread out to
1.25 minutes-of-arc (on the retina) it should be depicted as no
larger than 0.8 minutes-of-arc on the display (Kraft, 1979).

7.1.2 Factors Affecting Acuity and Target Detection

The definition of 20/20 vision is the human eye's capability of identifying
alphabetic lettering such as the letter C which subtends a visual angle of at
least 5 minutes of arc or the eye's ability to recognize (50% of the time) the
orientation of the gap in the C which represents 1 minute of arc. All types
of visual acuity decrease in accuracy as the observed objects change from
static to dynamic. All the preceding test data were taken from static tar-
gets. Many things affect visual acuity, in a negative way, and reduce these
ideal findings. (See Table 13.)
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Table 13. Factors Affecting Acuity

Reduction in luminance

Reduction in contrast

Reduction in time available to look at or search for the target

Introduction of a non-uniform background

Introduction of noise

Lack of experience with the viewing situation

Lack of knowledge about the target shape and orientation

Reduction in information about when a target will appear

Displacement of the target from the fixation point

Reduction in information about target location

Reduction of the rate at which the targets appear

Reduction in the reward for correct response relative to the pen-
alty for reporting the wrong object, as a target

Target motion.

Figure 10 also illustrates the relative differences between the four types of
acuity. Of greatest significance is the fact that one arc minute of resolu-
tion, which is the current target for numerous visual systems, does not even
come close to approaching the human eye's ability to detect three of the four
types of previously mentioned acuity.

Siberman (1973) published a table of factors influencing target detection and
recognition, which was originally published by Self (1969). Biberman points
out that "Not all factors listed in each group are independent of other fac-
tors under the same heading, and the list is neither systematic nor complete."
However, Self's list is of interest, and it Is reproduced as Table 14.
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Table 14. Target Detection and Recognition

The scene (or total picture)

(1) The size of the picture or displayed image.

(2) Numbers, sizes, shapes, and scene distribution of areas con-
textually likely to contain the target object.

(3) Scene objects: numbers, shapes and patterns, achromat;c and color
contrasts, colors (hue, saturation, lightness), acutance, amount
of resolved details, all both absolutely and relative to the tar-
get object.

(4) Scene distribution of objects.

(5) Granularity, noise.

(6) Total available information content and amount of each type of
information. This is one way of suming up 1-5 plus other
elements.

(7) Average image brightness or lightness.

(8) Contextual cues to target object location.

The target object

(1) Location in the image format.

(2) Location in the scene.

(3) Shape and pattern.
(4) Size, color, resolution(s), acutance, lightness or brightness
(5) Type and degree of isolation from background and objects.

The test subJect (observer)

(1) Training.

(2) Experience.

(3) Native ability.

(4) Instructions and tasks briefing.

(5) Search habits.
(6) Motivation

(7) Compromi, a speed versus accuracy

(8) Assumpti is
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Human perception is very poor at judging absolute brightness but is extremely
sensitive to changes in relative brightness (contrast). Black-and-white con-
trast is so significant that for example, an object which is 11 arc minutes in
size will be Invisible to an observer if its contrast with the surround is
2.5% or less (Kraft, 1979).

7.1.3 Sensitivity to Movement

Tyler (April, 1978) lists five facts about human sensitivity to movement (see
Table 15)

Table 15. Sensitivity to Movement

"Movement sensitivity can be extremely fine, with movement de-

tected down to 10 arc-seconds displacement of the line."

"Movement sensitivity extends to high frequencies, at least 30 Hz
for this moderately bright stimulus, with little diminution in
sensitivity up to 20 Hz."

"Velocity sensitivity for the minimum detectable velocity (assuming
the maximum velocity in the stimulus determines threshold) can be
computed from these data to be only about 3 arc-min/sec."

"The peripheral retina is far less sensitive to movement than the
fovea, at all temporal frequencies and equivalent velocities."

"The maximum sensitivity to movement occurs at about 2 Hz at all
retinal locations, including the fovea."

7.1.4 Primary Factors Facilitating Depth Perception

Cues to depth perception, almost exclusively, give relative depth information
rather than absolute ran e. Convergence [using binocular disparity] may be
the only cue to absolute distance information (Kaufman, 1974).

Binocular vision allows the perception of depth through disparity. It is
often evaluated in relationship to a number of factors. Information within
quotes in this section, unless otherwise noted, is from Reynolds et al.
(1978): "The three primary cues to depth perception are accommodation,
binocular dispart and convergence." Kaufman (1974) points out that accom-

!on is an ctive cue to depth over a limited range, e.g., 1 or 2
meters.

7.1.4.1 Accommodation. Accommodation is the ability of the eye to adjust in
such a manner as to bring an object into focus. The image of that object is
focussed sharply onto the retina. Other objects at different distances have
blurred images focussed onto the retina; therefore, relative distance of depth
can be perceived for objects close to the observer."
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According to Dr. C. L. Kraft (1979), it has been recently established that for
the average person the resting state of accommodation is a balance between two
neurological systems, which are antagonistic. For most people, the average is
1.7 diopters or about 24 inches away. This resting state is reached when the
eye has no edge or object to focus on at infinity.

A good example of where this problem can manifest itself is a climb-out

through an overcast on instruments. Breakout of the overcast in a climb and
the observation of no objects in the bright blue sky ahead will allow the eyes
to transition from accommodation for the instruments to resting state
accommodation, without reaching focus at infinity. A call from the traffic
controller, giving traffic at 12 o'clock, would require the observer to
attempt to locate an aircraft at infinity while his eyes were focussed at
approximately 24 inches.

There is no way to change the focus of the eye from its resting focus to
infinity unless there is a visible edge at infinity to focus on. It takes
only 20 seconds from being focussed afar until the eye drifts back to its
natural resting state.

This time is directly proportional to age and becomes longer as age increases.
Younger pilots who are flying on instruments and break out of a cloud into
clear air or are flying on instruments at night will almost never be in focus
at infinity. This is why, at times, an older pilot can beat a younger pilot
to detect a very small target at a distance.

The time it requires for the eye to change from near focus to infinity focus
is not only dependent upon age; it also is dependent upon the length of time
working on instruments. The time can range from 3.25 seconds for a young
pilot in his 20s to 8.5 seconds for a pilot in his 50s. Please see Figure 11,
supplied by Dr. C. L. Kraft, which demonstrates this phenomena. Under minimum
conditions, during an approach to a landing it can take as little as 14
seconds between the breakout of an overcast and the touchdown. It can be seen
that for an older pilot this may leave very little time for perceptual
judgments to be made following the completion of accommodation at
infinity.

Stark (1976) quotes from Puig, who, in turn, quotes from the SCIENCE OF
SEEING: "When an observer looks at a two-dimensional picture of a three-
dimensional scene, such as a landscape, changes in accommodation not
infrequently take place, as different parts of the picture would be in focus
for the same accommodation." So it appears that, at least in certain
instances, accommodation may occur in reverse.

7.1.4.2 Binocular disparlty. "Binocular disparity, i.e., stereoscopic
vision, is the condition of different retinal images existing in each eye when
viewing an object in space. It turns out that binocular disparity, even in
random patterns, is enough to indicate depths." See 7.1.1(c).

Theoretically, retinal disparity is functional up to a range of 1300 meters
(Staples, 1978). The effects of retinal disparity have been demonstrated to
be discernible at a distance of 580 meters (Stratton, 1898).
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7.1.4.3 Convergence. "Convergence is the rotation inward of two eyes such

that each eye fixates on the same point. This is effective for distances of
several meters."

According to Bunker (1978), "Gibson [1951] concluded that the primary source
of distance information is the 'stimulus gradient' of horizontal surfaces,
that this may be derived from any one or combination of a variety of stimuli
and that among these are texture gradient and the gradient of convergence of
parallel lines."

7.1.5 Secondary Factors Facilitating Depth Perception

According to Reynolds (1978), the traditional secondary cues to depth percep-
tion are: relative size of similar objects, interposition, linear perspec-
tive, aerial perspective, and binocular movement parallax. Unless otherwise
noted, the following quotes are from Reynolds.

7.1.5.1 Relative size. "Relative size of retinal images of familiar objects
are cues for determining a feeling of distance. Larger retinal images of
objects in the same class usually indicate that the larger object is closer."

Roscoe (1978) states that "... the apparent size of objects well beyond the
6-meter, or 20-foot distance to 'optical infinity' change reliably with
changes in the spatial distribution of textural stimuli to accommodation in
the background visual scene. The greater the distance through empty space to
resolvable texture, the larger the apparent size of centrally fixated objects,
such as the moon or an airport runway. As the textural pattern extends down-
ward or moves nearer, the central object fails to maintain a constant,
'apparent size.' As the pilot approaches a runway over water at night, his
visual image of the runway grows, but not in perfectly inverse proportion to
distance remaining.

"When no resolvable background texture is present, as when viewing the moon
against a clear sky, the textureless moon provides an inadequate stimulus to
distant accommodation and shrinks in size, as do the symbols of the head-up
display when flying in clouds. Even a partially clouded sky apparently cannot
hold distant accommodation to a textureless, collimated moon or display
symbols. Thus, "moon illusion" is not manifested by a spuriously large moon
on the horizon but rather by a perceptually shrunken moon overhead.

.. . Although no specific data are available, it would be expected that in
the absence of visible texture in the near field pilots with extremely distant
dark focus would be the ones who tend to make low approaches at night and
occasionally land in the ocean." Roscoe goes on to state that experimental
evidence does not support the assertion that collimating bold, well-defined
symbology, such as with a Head-Up-Display (HUD), causes the eyes to go to a
far accommodation distance. He suggests the use of a variable magnification
CIG system to facilitate training.

The perceptual constancy phenomenon is the term used to define what an
observer sees when an object's range changes while its size appears to remain
the same, even as the corresponding retinal image changes. According to
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Crawford et al. (1977), Postman and Eagen (1949) found that " . . the
relationship between distance and perceived size of a given object is actually
a non-linear one." Crawford suggests that "When size is used as the primary
cue to distance in CIG, it may be desirable to incorporate computer-processed
corrections for the known non-linearity in the relationship." To the author's
knowledge no CIG manufacturers are currently developing this feature.

7.1.5.2 Interposition. "Interposition is the overlapping of one object by a
closer object. This information yields an ordering of objects. Not every
visual flight simulator adequately solves this hidden surface, masking or
occultation problem." There are limits placed on each current system to the
number of occultations which are possible.

7.1.5.3 Linear [geometric] perspective. Linear perspective describes the
condition that a constant distance between points subtends a smaller and
smaller angle as the points recede from the observer. This is the common
railroad effect as tracks converge toward the horizon."

Staples (1978) feels that "In the real world, perspective is the most impor-
tant means of determining position [x,y,z] (as distinct from orientation),
except, perhaps, near the ground. Because of other deficiencies, in the sim-
ulator it assumes relatively greater importance also near the ground."

Distortions induced by the display must be minimized, as they tend to change
the perception of linear perspective.

While factors such as resolution, luminance, and color tend to vary in the
real world with atmospheric conditions, there is always a direct, one-to-one
correspondence between position, attitude and linear perspective. This cor-
relation extends to the vestibular, kinesthetic and tactual sensory systems
(Brown, 1975)

7.1.5.4 Aerial perspective. "Aerial perspective represents the case of view-
ing an object from a considerable distance through the atmosphere which both
absorbs and scatters light. This obscures surface detail and visual contrast
and causes an observer to report an object as far off. Smog and haze are
excellent absorbers and scatterers of light."

It has been observed that the lack of aerial perspective in a CIG scene will
cause an optical illusion in which the horizon line appears to be too high;
adding aerial perspective eliminates the problem (Ritchie, 1977).

A simulation which does not incorporate the effects of aerial perspective may
induce into pilots the feeling that they are rolling at a rate higher than
their actual roll rate. This phenomenon occurs because the clarity of distant
objects causes them to appear closer than their real-world counterpart. Add-
Ing a "haze function" substantially alleviates the problem (Stark, 1976).

Currently E&S, GE and Link include aerial perspective as a CIG feature but it
may be omitted from the system when it is not desired, as was done by NASA on
the S1S.
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7.1.5.5 Monocular movement parallax. "Monocular movement parallax" occurs
when a subject's eyes move with respect to the environment or conversely.
When such movement occurs, there exists a differential, angular velocity
between the line of sight of a fixated object and any other object in the
field of view. This provides a means to discriminate between objects.

7.1.6 Peripheral Vision Cues

There is a difference between the perception of motion in depth and the per-
ception of position in depth, without motion. Regan (et al., 1979) states
that "Both changing image size and flow patterns are compelling cues to motion
in depth, and both are available to one eye alone." Peripheral vision, al-
though much lower in acuity than the foveal area, is a very strong source for
the visual perception of motion in depth.

Although it may appear that there is a contradiction here, there is not.
Earlier it was stated that peripheral sensitivity to individual objects moving
in the observers FOV is low. What is being described here is the observer
moving in relation to his environment.

Peripheral vision is particularly effective in detection of changes in ve-
locity (Staples, 1978). Even though the human eye does not have strong acuity
in the periphery, as far as moving stimuli are concerned detail helps signif-
icantly in producing the appropriate sense of motion, as well as spatial
orientation. For this reason, wide field-of-view simulation may be most
appropriatep to giving adequate velocity and altitude cues in low-level flight
(Buckland et al., 1979).

At Boeing, Kraft (1979) has found that large triangles placed on the surface
in the airport environment sufficed to represent buildings when viewed only
via peripheral vision. As previously stated, recent findings indicate that

flow patterns are compelling cues to motion in depth ... " (Regan
et al., 1979.)

7.2 VISUAL PERCEPTION - CORRELATION AND INTERPRETATION

To a certain extent, the function of the receptors, dealt with in the preced-
ing sections, corresponds to the occurrence of the raw, physical event without
regard to correlation and interpretation of what is being perceived. The brain
functions as the mediator in this area. It performs data processing, object
detection, object orientation, object recognition, object identification, rate
judgments, angle judgments, time-to-go judgments, and, in certain cases, mis-
interprets the results of these judgments.

7.2.1 Human Data Processing

There are limits to the rate at which people can "through-put" information. A
corollary which may follow from this fact is that there is no point in having
a CIG system present the pilot with more information, disregarding redundancy,
than he can through-put. /
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Information is defined as that which reduces uncertainty. Intuitively, the
meaning of the definition is obvious. Mathematically, one may view uncer-
tainty as a field in which a point is located; information is that which elim-
inates empty parts of the field; the more parts eliminated, the greater the
information.

The accepted unit of information is the "bit." The word is a contraction of
"binary digit." Although the term originated in engineering, it has a precise
psychological meaning; one bit of information reduces the uncertainty by one-
half. Figuratively, it eliminates half the field. A second bit removes one-
half of the remaining uncertainty, leaving only one-fourth of the original,
and so on.

"Through-put rate" is defined as the rate at which a person puts out informa-
tion immediately after receiving it in another form. In the case of a pilot,
it is the rate at which he transforms sensory information into control
information.

After obtaining cues from the visual scene, a pilot must "through-put" infor-.
mation. In other words, he first receives the intended information through
his sensors, and then he processes the data and makes his decisions (both
appropriate and inappropriate), which he exhibits by means of his choice of
actions (or the lack, thereof) in the guidance and cont-ol of his aircraft.

Some of the limitations on the rate at which a person can through-put infor-
mation have been quantified as a result of previous research. Most basically,
psycho-physiological factors set the limits on a man's through-put rate.

Man must process information through his neurons, which transmit information
at slow rates (roughly 1-100 meters/second). They, therefore, limit man's
performance.

Leshowitz (et al., 1974) found that it takes approximately 250 milliseconds
for the processing of an item of visual information. He found that observers
processed a piece of visual information using well defined principles. Sub-
jects were presented with a test stimulus which was subsequently interrupted
by an interfering or retroactive masking stimulus. When the masking stimulus
followed the test stimulus too closely, it was found that there was a large
loss of retention of the test stimulus. Some test subjects were affected more
strongly than others, which implies that they had differing capacities for
processing information. The results of these experiments, when considered in
relationship to CIG technology, may explain why the degradation of an image
during overload management is so disturbing to some observers.

A person requires in the order of 200 milliseconds to begin to make a simple
reaction, i.e., to begin to make one response, which is predefined, to a
clear, unequivocal stimulus. It has been found that the reaction time in-
creases with the number of responses from which a person must choose. This
extended reaction time is called "complex reaction time."

Data on complex reaction times provide an approach to the estimation of man's
through-put rate. Unfortunately, there are reasons for doubting the validity
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of the approach. The salient reason is that man can process information in a
parallel manner; in particular, his sensory neurons can be taking in new
information while his motor neurons and muscles are still reacting to old
information. Reaction time data generally come from experiments which do not
take this fact into account. They do, however, provide one quantitative
approach to the phenomena of man's finite rate of information processing. The
present authors have used data on complex reaction times in a standard text-
book (McCormick, 1976) to calculate the estimates of the human through-put
rate limit. The data consistently shiow a limit of about five bits of informa-
tion per second.

Overton (1968) made estimates of the through-put limit by calculating the
rates at which people actually through-put information, while performing cer-
tain simple tasks. In some cases, such as typing ordinary English, the input
signal is definitely redundant. In those cases, an estimate of the degree of
redundancy was made, and its effects were removed to obtain the final result.
The results are summarized in Table 16.

Table 16. Human Through-Put Rates

TASK RATE

Participating in Reaction
Time Experiments 8 bits/sec

Typing Nonsense Letters 8 bits/sec

Typing English 15 bits/sec

Simultaneous Oral Translation 20 bits/sec

It will be noted that the lower rates were obtained with the more artificial

tasks. The differences may be explained by at least two factors:

(a) The redundancy of the natural tasks may have been under-estimated.

(b) The people in the more artificial situations were processing other
information, such as assessing the general situation which did not
show up in the experimental results.

Ritchie (1978) states that a human being can process about 16 bytes/second.
He gives no reference and indeed mistakenly uses the term bytes instead of
bits/second, but his point is interesting as it gives a possible upper limit
for human data processing capabilities.

Considering all the estimates, a realistic limit for the rate at which infor-
mation can be throughput is probably in the range of 5-10 bits/second.
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The corollary to this should be repeated: Not counting the redundant infor-
mation which may be present in a display, a CIG system probably has no need to
present the pilot with more than about five or ten bits of new information per
second.

There is additional waste involved in current CIG systems. Bunker (1979)
feels that "Because of the eye's small region of sharp vision, most of this
detail is wasted." In fact, according to one study [Diel, 1976], ". . . the
human visual capability can be represented by about 130,000 resolution ele-
ments, provided that these elements are sized non-linearly according to the
eye acuity function.

Both Bunker and Diel point out that some form of variable acuity which takes
advantage of the eye's perceptual characteristics as well as the brain's data
processing capabilities should be implemented in a CIG system through some
form of area-of-interest image generation and display technique.

Galanter (1974) puts forth the conjecture that the rate of change of infor-
mation just prior to touchdown is so great that it may be impossible for the
pilot to use it to derive control information on orientation relative to the
runway. This being true, the implication is that the pilot has committed
himself to the landing at a distance from the runway and proceeds "more or
less ballistically from that point onward." He states that the pilot may be
exhibiting a capacity to plan the series of control force applications, in-
cluding the flare, on what he has seen. If this is true, the implications are
that a high level of detail (texture) would be neither required nor effective
as cues during the last few seconds of a landing.

Interestingly Kraft (1979) found that the performance of pilots using instru-
ments concurrently with CIG visual simulation was not as good as when they
used the CIG visual scene alone. This seems to imply that the time sharing of
CIG visual information with instrument derived information works to the detri-
ment of pilot performance.

7.2.2 Measuring Human Data Processing

In comparison with the information transmission rates for electronic equip-
ment, the throughput rates for people are astoundingly low. However, people
normally respond to scenes which are highly redundant, with most changes being
dependent on the context and the immediately previous scene. Therefore, a
scene containing ten new bits of information per second might be quite real-
istic. The important question is: Where should those new bits of information
go? In other words, what parts of a scene really carry the five or ten bits/
second to which pilots respond? If we could answer this question fully, we
could largely solve the problem of cue sufficiency.

'here are at least three approaches to answering the question:

" 22..1 Experimental. The ultimate way to answer the question is through
ovoertmetation: take out features and observe the pilot's performance, add
-4'1,3rt1on and measure performance, and repeat the process until you have a

ilay system which works. This is the approach taken by Ritchie (1978) and
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Lewandowski (1979). The only difficulty is that it is terribly time consuming
as well as expensive, and, as has been previously pointed out in the section
on realism, it may not work. As a practical matter, some kind of guide to
experimentation - guide to what to look for - is needed. Other approaches may
provide such a guide.

7.2.2.2 Intuitive. The cartoon characters in "Peanuts" are rarely cited as
scientific references, but they illustrate well the presentation of essential
information. Using very few lines, the cartoonist projects a wealth of action
and "feeling." Skilled cartoonists and characterists, taking advantage of
their experience and artistic training, successfully use what we will call an
"intuitive" approach to the identification of proper cues for at least some
perceptions.

Cartoonists may be of little or no value in specifying the cues which are
necessary in nap-of-the-earth flight. However, they have no monopoly on intu-
ition. Some guidance may come from two other classes of people.

First, of course, one can ask pilots to name the cues to which they respond.
Some useful information will probably be gained. However, suppose you were
asked, "How do you ride a bicycle? What cues do you respond to, and how?"
The cues would be difficult to specify in words, although one may feel or see
them very well. The same thing may be true with pilots. They may not really
know what cues are essential for low-level flight.

Second, perceptual psychologists have some general rules for identifying what
will be seen in a scene, and what lines are most essential for generating what
kinds of images. Some of these rules are subjective and intuitive, but some
are more objective and therefore more useful.

7.2.2.3 Objective and mathematical. An observation, which dates at least
from the days of Ivan Petrovich Pavlov, is that people tend to respond to
c Furthermore, change can be quantified when people are presented
7717Iy simple functions (e.g., a clicking noise whose frequency is changing
according to a certain function), the mathematical first derivative of the
functions can be used to predict what the people will perceive and what they
will fail to perceive. This was shown by Overton (1959). He also demon-
strated that people exaggerate the features which contain the most change and,
therefore, the most information. For example, if you ask a group of people to
draw a square rapidly, most of them will draw squares whose angles are acute:
the pointedness of the corners where the change, and the essential information
lies, is exaggerated.

These findings offer an approach which is at least objective, and, at best,
mathematical, for identifying the information-carriers in a CIG scene.

Also, basic geometry makes it clear that some cues are necessary. Spe-
cifically, there must be some indicator of scale. Some kind of texture or
reference object must enable the pilot to scale the x and y axes (e.g., to
know that he is looking at a 130-foot line from a certain distance rather than
a 260-foot line from twice the distance), and aerial perspective or other cues
must enable the pilot to scale the z axis. This is logically true, and it was
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shown experimentally to be true when the "3-D object" was found to be neces-
sary during terrain following, by Lewandowski (1979).

Additionally the previously mentioned primary and secondary factors facilitat-
ing depth perception cannot be ignored. Any error of omission or distortion
of these factors will more than likely induce illusions in the viewer.

7.2.3 Object Recognition

According to Ritchie (1978), when viewing a displayed visual scene, observers
tend to see two things:

(a) Familiar objects

(b) What they expected to see.

Illusions occur not so much because of the raw data presented but because of
the manner in which the observer correlates and interprets the data.

Ritchie states that "perception" is a set of habits which are used to struc-
ture information. The act of perceiving objects can lead to very powerful
illusions. He gives as an example a drawing, reproduced here as Figure 12, of
a human face with four eyes rather than two. Try as he might, the human
observer cannot justify the disparity.

.Figure 12. Observers Try to Organize Elements into Familiar

Objects (Adapted from Ritchie, 1978)

7.2.4 Distance. Rate. Angular and Time-To-Go Judgments

7.2.4.1 Distance judgments. Distance judgments are subjective; they do not
match rea-world distances and, invariably, are overestimated. It has been
found that the following equation may be applied in at least one experiment
(Galanter et al., 1974).

Perceived Distance - Range 1.24
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Crawford et al. (1977) also found that the judgment of distance tended to be
greater than the actual distance. Their findings, however, showed a relative-
ly accurate judgment at great distances (7 miles). They found that at the
middle range of distances (between 30,000 feet and 5,000 feet) the difference
appeared to remain constant between the perceived distance and the actual
distance and averaged approximately 2 miles. The experiments were set up to
evaluate how the perception of distance changed with changes in aerial per-
spective (haze) and texture. The 2 mile figure comes specifically from the
haze experiments; however, it appears to apply as well to the texture experi-
ments. For experienced pilots, second trials in both experiments seemed to
imply that, although the pilots continued to overestimate distance, varying
haze or texture did not appear to vary the overestimations significantly. It
should be noted that the "texture" used in this experiment was, in actuality,
a pattern of green rectangles of varying shades which were made up of over-
lapping stripes, 1,000, 2,000, or 3,000 feet wide. No highly detailed texture
was utilized in this experiment nor could it have been expected that highly
detailed texture would have shown any difference in results for distances
greater than 1,000 feet. See 6.1.2.

7.2.4.2 Rate judgments. Rate judgments, according to Galanter (1974) are
overestimated in a manner proportionate to the overestimation in distance
judgments.

7.2.4.3 Angular judgments. Vagneur (1975) states that the pilot's ability to
perceive acute angles should be investigated, as it'holds the greatest poten-
tial for determining the visual cues on approach. He points out that the
skills and accuracy necessary to control an aircraft during the approach and
landing are transferrable from one aircraft type to another and could be
accounted for by the visual technique of using multiple sighting points on the
runway. These points would relate to specific altitudes on final approach.
Pilots with monocular vision have successfully used this multiple-sighting
technique.

7.2.4.4 Time-to-go judgments. Galanter (1974) reported that "all groups in
all conditions tend to underestimate the time-to-touchdown." "The line fitted
to these data has a slope of unity. This implies that the function relating
judgments of time-to-touchdown to the actual transit time is linear."

Galanter (1974) concludes that "Taken all together, the results of this exper-
iment lead to the conjecture that, although human observers overestimate dis-
tance, they also overestimate rate to the same extent so that psychological
time, at least in the behavioral sense, is matched linearly with real time."

Time-to-go judgments may be the most important of all judgments in terrain
avoidance during air-to-air combat, air-to-ground weapons delivery and terrain
following, as well as touchdown.
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7.2.5 Cue Requirements

Various cues are used by different pilots to perform the same tasks. Specific
cues can undoubtedly be linked to particular tasks. However, numerous
researchers - including Brown (1975), Vagneur (1975), and Cohen (February,
1979) have pointed out that, to date, no adequate studies have been done to
define which cues do what. The following is a discussion of what is known or
surmised. See Appendix C for current research.

7.2.5.1 Pilot control tasks. The pilot obviously derives perceptual informa-
tion from his visual environment, which he uses to control the aircraft.
Stark (et al., November, 1979) has defined the flight control situations,
listed in Table 17, which utilize visual cues.

Table 17. Flight Control Situations

Attitude control

Spatial position control

Geographic position control

Ground velocity control

Flight path control

Altitude rate control

Closure rate control

Flight path control with respect to obstacles along the route.

To this list may be added attitude rate control, as well as numerous other
control functions associated with target. acquisition and weapons delivery
which may or may not be directly linked to visual cues in the environment.

7.2.5.2 Real world cue functions. According to Stark (May, 1977), specific
perceptual characteristics or cues facilitate the following functions:

(a) Attitude Control

Generalized visual cues, because of their magnitude, are effective in
attitude control. Peripheral vision is very sensitive to relative
motion.

(b) Geographic Orientation

Control of attitude, heading, and flight path during combat and
aerobatic maneuvers are facilitated by generalized visual cues. Ter-
rain surface provides heading, heading rate and terminal heading
during all flight maneuvers.
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(c) Contact Navigation

(1) Recognizable, real-world features correlated to maps

(2) Discrimination between similar features to avoid confusion

(3) Visual cues must support flight, including all functions associ-
ated with navigation such as flight control, communications, and
planning.

(d) Ground Velocity/Flight Path

Take-off, pattern, and landing require relative motion of textural
elements (motion parallax). Flight below 200 feet entails the recog-
nition of details and detail motions.

(e) Altitude Rate

The cues to altitude rate vary with altitude.

Relative rates of foreground objects to background objects (near
field, far field) and changes in apparent size, as well as surface
detail, geometric cues, i.e., the shape of the runway, are all low-
altitude cues.

Above 200 to 300 fpet "changes in apparent sizes of terrain and
cultural features provide gross cues to rate of ascent or descent up
to, perhaps, 15,000 feet."

f) Closure Rate

Relative motion between two aircraft flying formation is determined
by changes in the observed aircraft image. ". . the visibility and
legibility of surface details provide information about relative
position, range, and closure rate between the two aircraft."

(g) Obstacle Clearance

Object size and motion parallax as well as the velocity of surface
features moving across the field of view give pilot cues to ground
clearance.

(h) Approach to a Landing

Table 18, reproduced from Stark et al. (November, 1977) illustrates
the relationship between scene elements, pilot tasks, and cue
functions during an approach to a landing. Although dealing with CIG
simulation of an approach the list is appropriate to real-world
simulation as well.

During an approach to a landing, the runway outline is the most
important cue at far to medium ranges to touchdown. The runway cen-
terline becomes the dominant cue at near ranges (Roscoe, 1977).
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Table 18. Landing Approach Cue Functions (Reproduced from
Stark et. al., November 1977)

SCENE ELEMENT PILOT TASKS CUE FUNCTION

Ground Maintain wings level; maintain pitch/ Haoizon roll and pitch reference.
power relations for optimum glide angle.

Runway Maintain heading alignment. correct wind Runway shape defines alignment with
drift, centerline; shape and location in field of

view define wind effects.

Maintain glide path to runway touchdown Rate of change in shape of runway and in
point. length/width ratio define glideslope angle

and touchdown location.

Taxiways Identify aircraft position on approach Airfield features provide cues to aircraft
path in limited and varying visibility; location when runway is momentarily
decide to continue or abort approach. obscured.

Buildings Maintain glidepath to runway touchdown Relative motion among scene elements
point; correct for wind drift, provides cues to aircraft position, Slide.

path, and ground track; changes in build-
ing perspective provide cues to altitude.

Roads Identify aircraft position on approach Scene elements surrounding this airfield
in limited and variable visibility; decide provide cues to aircraft position when
to continue or abort approach. runway is momentarily obscured. Changes

in relative position of off-airfield scene
elements also provide information about
position, flight path, and ground track in
normal flight operations, permitting stu-
dent to learn to perceive total situation.

Gravel Control glidepath to runway touchdown Surface detail defines terrain configure.
Pont. tion and nature of terrain surface; relative

motion among surface elements helps to
define position of aircraft on approach
path.

Gros Patches Maintain alignment with runway: con- Changes in apparent shapes end relative
and Shadows trol glidepath to runway touchdown motion among terrain surface elements

point. provide cues to aircraft position and to
location of touchdown point; off-runway
surface details help student to learn to
perceive total situation.

Approach Towe Maintain alignment with runway; Relative motion of top of tower, gravel.
control glidepath to runway touchdown end runway surface provides cuee to air-
point. craft position on approach path; helps

student to leam to perceive total aO
proach and landing situation.

Individual Clouds Maintain alignment with runway. Relative motion between clouds and other
scne elements provides cues to aircraft
velocity and flight path.

Cloud Cover Rcowie aircraft position on approacfi. Visibility effects help the student to learn
in limited and varying visibility; interpret to interpret minimal cus as they might be
flight status: decide to continue or abrt ilable in real-world flight OperStion.
approach.

Grooves, Tire Marks Maintain minimum sink rate at touchdown. Grooves and individual tire marks provide
cue to absolute altitude and altitude rate.
supOorting practice in adjusting vertical
velocity and lare height within acceptabl
limits.

Control heading during rollout: reduce Tire marks and blem'iShee i de W CM to
velocity to permit turn to tauiwey. ground velocity used in Predicting Nd

controlling effects of rudder. brakes. re-
waIn thrust in slowing to taxi speed. ald
In eaecutlng ground turns.

Hills Mafitain runway alignment during land- Hills and other distant oOticts provide
ing rollout; make smooth turns from cues to heading, whoe efficteeem is
driveway to tauiway. proportional to their distance from the

pdots pont of View.
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7.2.5.3 Cue simulation. Stark (May, 1977) states the following visual cue
simulation requirements which relate to the previously mentioned real-world
cue functions:

(a) Attitude Control

"Basic attitude control requires a horizon line and some differ-
entiation between the terrain and the sky. Pitch and roll are con-
trolled by comparing reference points on the aircraft with the hori-
zon." Yaw is facilitated by a discrete reference on or below the
horizon line. Peripheral cues to roll rate may require a horizon
extending 90 to one side of the normal line of sight. Texture and
haze giving normal cues to distance permit attitude rate control.
Aerial perspective is required for accurate roll rate control. (See
7.1.5.4). Changes in size of terrain elements facilitates distance
judgment.

(b) Geographic Orientation

Objects need not be identifiable but must contain unique elements to
enable alignment of the aircraft on a specific heading, as well as
provide points around which to perform maneuvers.

(c) Contact Navigation

Contact navigation requires recognizable teFrain and cultural fea-
tures. These features must be visible at realistic ranges and alti-
tudes. Visibility and lighting must change their detectability and
recognizability.

(d) Ground Velocity/Flight Path- Low Altitude

Cues to ground velocity and flight path may be provided by simple
objects that change size and shape in appropriate manner as they are
circumnavigated. Three-dimensional objects "provide additional cues
in the form of enhanced motion parallax cues and mutual occlusion."
Low altitude is defined here as between 200 and 2,000 feet. Below
200 feet ". . .gradually increasing clarity of details" provides
cues.

Range and range rate information may be ascertained from scene ele-
ments of known size and the relationships between scene elements of
known size.

(e) Altitude Rate

At low altitudes, familiar objects provide altitude rate cues.
DOtail and textural information are important. At high altitudes
"simple, generalized shapes" are adequate.
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(f) Closure Rate

Changes in the size of objects and increasing resolution of surface
detail are two cues to closure rate. Additionally, rates of change
of the foreground to the background provide closure rate information.

(g) Obstacle Clearance

"Three-dimensional objects of known size and shape having familiar
surface details are required for training on obstacle clearance dur-
ing taxiing and flight operations." During taxiing, surface markings
help in control of velocity as well as turn radius. Wing-tip cues
provide realistic judgment of clearance in maneuvering around
obstacles.

(h) Range

"In formation flying, size, shape, and aspect cues are critical in
providing information about relative distance and flight paths."
Range and range rate cues can come from surface detail.

(i) Approach to a Landing

In night landing simulation, how well a pilot maintains the visual
glide slope is entirely dependent upon the range at which the runway
surface is acquired in respect to the runway lights (Kraft et al
1977 - 1979). See also 8.2.8 and 15.9

7.2.5.4 Cue simulation inadequacies. To a point, pilots will adapt to what-
ever cues they find available to them. They will trade one cue for another
cue when specific cues which they would normally use are missing. Experienced
pilots suffer most from the absence of preferred cues. Lower fidelity simula-
tors might be quite adequate for certain types of training but could be
totally inadequate as human factor test beds. When the number of cues is
reduced, a greater emphasis and dependency is placed upon those which remain.
While real-world visual cues are very redundant, CIG visual cues are not.

Stark et al. (November, 1977) correctly points out that the simulation of

visual cues requires the programming of these cues with two purposes in mind:

(a) Elicitinj Specific Responses
In order to support specific responses, specific information must be
supplied, (e.g. horizon line allows maintenance of proper altitude,

etc.)

(b) Avoiding Illusions

In order that illusions not be induced, sufficient cues must be pro-
vided, and those cues must not contradict one another or provide
erroneous information themselves (e.g., lack of atmospheric per-
spective (haze) causing distant terrain to appear closer than it is
meant to appear although the geometric perspective is correct). This
fault, in turn, may Induce the illusion of a higher than normal per-
ception of roll rate as well as a horizon which is displaced upwards.
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It is neither necessary nor desirable from a cost effectiveness standpoint to
attempt to recreate all the real-world visual cues which are available to a
pilot. Unfortunately, those which are essential have not yet been defined.

As previously mentioned (6.1.4), Palmer and Petitt (1976), in their paper on
sink rate, credit Barnes (1970) with postulating the idea that weaknesses in
the presentation of visual cues increased the visual threshold "which must be
exceeded before the pilot can initiate action." This delay takes on the
appearance of a dead band or transport delay in the control loop.

In the same paper, Palmer and Petitt put forward the allegation that during a
landing, in an actual aircraft, pilots are either descending at the slowest
rate of sink they can perceive or they are using some cue other than the
threshold-to-sink rate.

7.2.5.5 Compensatinq for inadequacies. Numerous ploys have been employed in
an attempt to give adequate cues for a simulator landing. Various CIG systems
have had diamonds added next to the runway, or T-38 aircraft or fuel trucks,
as well as skid marks on the runway. To date, no technique has been success-
ful in producing a vertical velocity (sink rate) at touchdown as low as that
found in the actual aircraft.

Comparisons made at NASA found no significant difference in sink rate between
camera/model systems and CIG systems (Brown, 1975). Staples (1978) states
that, in one study, it was found that the actual aircraft demonstrated a fac-
tor of 2 improvement in mean touchdown rate, "even though the field of view of
the actual aircraft was severely restricted in comparison to the simulation.
A factor of 3 improvement was found in standard deviation of bank angle When
compared with the simulator."

As has been previously noted, human Tninimum separable acuity, which is
approximately I minute of arc, is the poorest of the 4 measurable acuities.
Minimum perceptible acuity as well as vernier acuity and stereo-acuity are all
better; with minimum perceptible acuity being the best at approximately 0.5
seconds of arc. According to Brown (1975), Chase (1971) put forward the
hypothesis that, "The reduced spatial resolution available in simulations is a
significant factor in the differences in performance between an aircraft
simulation and the aircraft itself."

The differences in resolution between current visual systems and human per-
ception are probably a key factor in the differences of vertical velocity at
touchdown between the actual aircraft and the simulator. Another major factor
which has been previously disregarded is probably stereopsis. To this
author's knowledge, no simulation research in landings has been done utilizing
binocular vision to its fullest potential capability.

Landings are being emphasized here because of the potential implications of
the differences In vertical velocity at touchdown. It is not known what the
inadequacies in simulation are that cause this difference. This ignorance
causes us to be unaware of what effects the lack could have on low-level
flight other than landings. The lack of stereo cues may be a significant
factor in all forms of low level flight simulation. See 7.1.1 and 15.7.
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7.2.6 Color Perception and Simulation

Without question, the ideal CIG system would have the capability of providing
accurate and realistic color. Brown (1975) points out that "Observers are
quite tolerant of rather large deviations in actual color, and subjective
standards of acceptability are probably quite adequate." Lewandowski (1979)
found that, although during an actual sunset the three primary colors decrease
at different rates, he could decrease them at the same rate without eliciting
a negative response from observers. In fact, the difference was not detected.

Although Thomas and Jones (1977) say that "Chromatic color has been proven
necessary in flight simulation through numerous experiments," they do not cite
any such experiments, and indeed the present authors did not find any defini-
tive data to prove that color was absolutely essential.

"There is no question as to pilot preference with respect to the dimension of
color; pilots almost unanimously prefer color to black-and-white presentations
in simulations of the visual world" (Chase, 1971, via Brown, 1975). "Qualita-
tive tests of advantages afforded by color have shown small, but positive
results" (Chase, 1970, 1971, via Brown, 1975). Brown goes on to say "Color
would appear to be important in those circumstances where important informa-
tion is encoded in color variations and, second, for its value in enhancing
the pilot acceptance of a simulation device."

It appears that color is helpful and at least eliminates ambiguity in certain
instances. Because simulation cannot currently provide real-world visual
cues, cues which a pilot might normally use and choose for his own purposes
are not necessarily available in a CIG-generated scene. When color is pro-
vided, it can give additional cues which may be used in lieu of the preferred
cues when they are missing.

7.2.6.1 What color does in simulation. In one subjective evaluation of
simulators (Rivers, 1977), the following has been written: "The evaluation
pilots found color to be significantly beneficial for identifying objects and
for providing added realism. In cases where resolution problems were en-
countered, color was critical in target acquisition and recognition. By mak-
ing the visual scene appear more normal, color aided in providing effective
depth perception cues." Rivers goes on to say, "For monochrome displays,
similarity in outline of two objects caused confusion in identification. For
example, similarity in outline made a gravel pit and lake indistinguishable
from one another, until within very close range."

Identification of known objects (e.g., a lake versus a gravel pit, a taxiway
versus a runway, etc.) can be facilitated by color.

Color ard flicker, as well as relative motion, allow pilots to differentiate
other air traffic from city lights (Kraft, 1979).

Moving, dark objects shift toward the blue; a moving bright object shifts
toward the red. The color of the object may not be important, but the sky
color may be very important, because when a dark object on a light background
is shifted toward the biue, it tends to blend into the background (Kraft,
1979).
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7.2.6.2 What color does not do in simulation. Color may not add much to the
perception of motion in depth, although it may help in the identification of
objects and thereby facilitate their utilization in the determination of rela-
tive distance. The key to the perception of motion in depth appears to be the
precise timing of changes in the visual motion patterns involved as they
relate to pilot control inputs (Brown, 1975).

An object smaller than 11 minutes of arc is almost colorless (Kraft, 1979).
Target detection of very small objects should not, therefore, be influenced by
color.

7.2.6.3 The mission task implications of color.

(a) Air-to-Ground

Color may enhance the apparent contrast between objects and thereby
facilitate the acquisition of targets in the air-to-ground mission
task (Thomas and Jones, 1977) if those targets are larger than 11
minutes of arc when detected. Rivers (1977) found that "color proved
an important factor for normal object recognition and identification
in air-to-surface training devices.'"

Another subjective study (Greening, 1977) states that 58% of the
pilots queried in Southeast Asia felt that color contrast was no help
or only slight help in detecting targets, while 42% of the pilots
queried felt that color contrast was of moderate or extreme utility.
While 42% is less than half, it remains nonetheless a significant
number. Of the cues which were listed, only motion and size were
considered to be more significant in utility than color contrast.

(b) Landing

Staples (1978) states that Chase found significant differences in
altitude error and time away from the glide path during a landing
approach when he first used red approach and blue taxiway lights and
then changed to blue approach and red taxiway lights. When red and
blue lights are equidistant, the red light always appears nearer.
This effect is more pronounced with stereoscopic viewing (binocular)
than with monocular viewing. In this case, as Staples points out, a
deficiency in the display system becomes an asset. Whether or not
the absence of color in a monochrome system affects landing per-
formance remains unclear but these findings do raise the question.
What is clear is that color, when it is used, does affect
performance.

One other point that Staples makes has unknown consequences. The
foveal vision response time to the color of blue is about 18% faster
than red. With response times ranging around 300 milliseconds, these
differences could be significant and could affect tight closed-loop
control tasks.
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(c) Terrain Following

Contrast and color "play an important role in ranging, particularly
in low-level flight over contoured terrain. The separation of ridges
and the assessment of distance between successive ridges is almost
entirely deduced from their relative contrast and color" (Staples,
1978). Consequently, in the terrain-following task, color may prove
to be a significant factor in the avoidance of obstacles.

7.2.6.4 Color contrast. Although contrast is a function of both color and
black-and-white scenes, it is most often thought of in relationship to black-
and-white scenes alone. However, as previously stated, contrasts in color can
be the key to the differentiating of objects. Contrast can make an image
appear sharper than it actually is and can enhance what might be otherwise
inadequate.

7.2.7 Texture as a Perceptual Cue

In simulation, as in the real world, homogeneous surfaces do not give cues to
depth perception adequate to determine altitude accurately. Flight over, or
amphibious aircraft landings on, undisturbed water are extremely difficult.
Sand and snow, as well as ice, offer similar problems if they lack convolu-
tions. One researcher reports that bush pilots may add cues to a visual
scene, which Ts lacking them, by throwing items such as red blankets out of
the aircraft. The pilot then uses those blankets as cues to perform the
approach and flare during a landing (Reynolds, 1978). For the purpose of CIG,
texture may be considered to be any pattern which is added to an otherwise
homogeneous surface and does not impact system capacity by adding edges. See
5.2(r) and 7.2.10.

7.2.7.1 Why texture? A CIG scene may or may not provide adequate cues to
depth perception for the judgment of altitude to be successfully performed.
If it does so, it must provide those cues through the utilization of edge
capacity or texture. Utilizing edge capacity for this purpose limits overall
scene comolexity. The edge capacity of the system may not prove adequate for
the task of providing both scene complexity, e.g., buildings, roads, bridges,
rivers, lakes, mountains, etc., as well as cues to depth perception for judg-
ing altitude in low-level flight. It has become obvious that defining only
the main features of a scene by edges and filling in the blanks with texture
is a more efficient approach to the cue sufficiency problem than increasing
the edge capacity utilizing current technological approaches (Harvey, 1978).
Only a technological approach differing from current approaches, and offering
a system capacity of 100,000 to 300,000 edges, or more, might reasonably be
expected to utilize edge capacity in lieu of texture. This high edge capacity
approach could not be utilized without automated data base building.

From the previous paragraphs one must conclude that using system edge capacity
in lieu of texture is not cost effective and cannot be justified with current
systems because of two factors:

(a) Using edges to fill in the blanks subtracts them from the available
edge capacity needed to portray non-textural scene elements.
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(b) Using edges to fill in the blanks requires excessive programming time
and effort during data base building with non-automated systems.

"Texture plays a very important role in the perception of motion and distance.
The function of texture is to supply neither detailed information nor informa-
tion about details, but to give very important visual cues about motion,
speed, direction, altitude, distance, and the like." (Cohen, February, 1979.)

Bunker and Ingalls (1978) suggest that texture be considered as a "level-of-
detail." They point out that when an observer looks out over a field of grass
that observer does not see individual blades of grass from a distance but only
the effect of their combination, which then creates a surface which is not
grass (individual blades) but is a conjugate of grass, which they call
"grassy." Upon approach, the observer would find the "grassy" surface turning
into individual grass blades. At this point, the texture would then belong to
the individual grass blades. This example is given only to illustrate a point
and should not be taken literally. The level of effort necessary to accom-
plish this feat cannot be justified by the necessity for providing the
requisite cues. Individual blades of grass are beyond the capacity of any
conceivable, near-term CIG system. They would also be beyond the capacity of
the observer to utilize in any meaningful way.

As Bunker and Ingalls point out, the application of texture appears to be most
appropriate to natural terrain rather than cultural (man-made) features.
Texture has only minimal value when perceived from a distance (Crawford and
Topniller, 1977) but can be crucial "when the viewpoint comes in close prox-
imity to the surface of the terrain" (Bunker and Ingalls, 1978).

Lewandowski (1979) has conducted some ad hoc research on the amount of per-
spective information a low-flying helicopter pilot (in a simulator) had to be
given to successfully accomplish low-level flight over gently rolling terrain.
Specifically, Lewandowski drew "checkerboards" over the terrain to provide
geometric perspective. This checkerboard approach can be considered a form of
texture.

Lewandowski varied the physical length of the edges of the "squares" in the
"checkerboard." Pilots who flew over the terrain were flying at simulated
altitudes of 10 to 100 feet, and at speeds of 0 to 70 knots. Lewandowski
found that the optimum edge length was 130 feet. If the "square" was much
bigger, it was "no cue." If it was much smaller (i.e., 50 feet on a side), it
gave "too much information" and made the pilot ill whenever he yawed because
of the terrible busyness of the scene. The optimum size of the squares
increased with velocity beyond 70 knots. See Figure 13.

The 130-foot squares were of the optimum size and provided adequate cues to
maintain height above the terrain only when "tree stumps" were added to the
scene. Without these additions, pilots could not tell whether they were
approaching a 130-foot square at 30 knots or a 260-foot square at 60 knots.
The "tree stumps" took the form of truncated pyramids which were defined as
being 3 feet in height. These three-dimensional "tree stumps" served a dual
purpose. They provided rate information to the pilot as well as giving him a
known size reference, so that he would have a sense of scale when viewing the
terrain made up of "squares."
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7.2.7.2 Types of texture. Texture may be two-dimensional (2-D) or three-
dimensional (3-D). (2-D texture is texture which does not protrude from the
surface it is applied to, 3-0 texture does). Texture may vary with time
(e.g., white caps on an ocean, a field of wheat in the wind, etc.) or remain
unchanging. Texture may be a pseudorandom tesselation of patchwork fields or
a geometric pattern laid down on the terrain. Pseudorandom noise, which would
create blobs whose perspective and size changed correctly with changes in
position and relative distance, has been suggested, but no viable approach for
the generation of such a pattern is available (Bunker and Ingalls, 1978). In
an earlier paper, Bunker and Ferris (1977) point out that an attempt to gen-
erate contours was unsuccessful as no viable algorithm could be found to gen-
erate the gradient for the contour at the intersection of the edges. In con-
trast, the map texture experiments that were executed worked out well, with a
geometric, textural pattern being successfully generated.

At the SAAC, a checkerboard scene of brown and green is used to give altitude
and altitude-rate cues. Initially, this pattern was made up of squares which
were I mile on a side. Air-to-air combat could not be successfully practiced
below 4,000 feet with squares of this size. When the squares were reduced in
size to 1/2 by 1/2 mile, pilots were able to control the simulator to alti-
tudes below 1,000 feet by visual reference alone (Stark, 1976).

Experiments at ASPT demonstrated that performance improved with increases in
geometric texture which was applied to the runway.

At Technology Service Corporation (Reynolds, et al., 1978; Stenger, 1979),
experiments have been done with the concept of a texture tile. A texture tile
is derived from a photograph of the real-world texture which is to be, simu-
lated. This process creates a continuous tile boundary and eliminates the
macro-patterns within the tile. The tile can then be laid down on a surface
much like kitchen tile is laid down on a floor. The patterns created appear
relatively random and do not permit the differentiation of an individual tile.
This technique has been only partially successful to date for reasons covered
in 17.2.10.

Altitude and altitude-rate cues will require three-dimensional texture or
objects when in close proximity to the terrai6 for scaling purposes.
Additionally, the ability of three-dimensional textural objects to occlude one
another could prove to be a very powerful cue.

7.2.8 Motion Cues

While motion is not a visual cue producer, it has an undeniable effect on the
interpretation of visual cues.

Stark (1976) points out that both pressure and vestibular (inner ear) cues are
required "to provide a reasonably complete portrayal of cockpit motion, in
addition to visual cues." He states that R.J. Shirley, in a thesis done in
1967 at M.I.T., titled "Motion Cues in Man Vehicle Control," found that the
"visual system generally lags the vestibular." Stark states that at the SAAC
it has been found that the absence of platform motion induced vertigo. In
addition, control was somewhat more erratic. Motion and g-seat cues appeared
to quicken some responses such as tracking tasks.
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Brown (1975) also states that visual motion "in the absence of physical motion
can be quite disturbing." The cause is a disparity in the level of stimula-
tion to one sensory system in comparison to the other sensory systems. More
importantly though, the responses to the stimulation may not be the same as
that which would occur under natural circumstances.

Apparently, even simple physical vibration unassociated with actual motion or
controlled maneuvers has been used successfully to increase subjective real-
ism, Brown (1975). There is some question in the present author's mind as to
whether or not this would, in fact, improve performance, but it obviously can
affect subjective judgments.

Miller and Riley (1976) found that the use of a motion base extended the range
of acceptable transport delays in the visual system.

Thomas and Jones (1977) state that three reports (Navtoland, 1977; Simulation
Study for V/STOL, 1975; Visual Simulation and Image Interpretation, 1969) have
determined that motion is required for V/STOL hover and hover transition
tasks. They also state that one report has shown fixed-wing angle of attack
with air-speed experiments require motion (Simulation for Aerospace Research,1964).

Negative aspects of motion bases do exist. The technique of "washout,"
through which motion which started abruptly is gradually terminated and a
return to the neutral or resting state of the platform is established, seems
to work fairly well; however, "The correct representation of all the linear
and angular components of acceleration for a given motion path can only be
achieved by exact duplication of that motion path" (Brown, 1975). Parrish
(1978) reported problems at Langley with an unacceptable roll axis presenta-
tion. Rivers (1977), in his "Simulator Comparative Evaluation," reports that
"The consensus was that current platform and beam motion systems evaluated do
not provide effective cues for enhanced realism for the performance of A/A or
A/S tasks...* They appear to enhance realism only in the area of transition
maneuvers.

In dome systems, motion may displace the pilot's head far enough from the
center of the dome to induce distortions in linear perspective (Thomas and
Jones, 1977).

Studies done at ASPT have shown that platform motion does not improve simula-
tor training capability. What this means to the present authors in terms of
R&D simulation is uncertain. There is some question as to the correctness of
the cues given by the motion system at ASPT (Rivers, 1977).

The psychologists at ASPT seem to feel that a blanket statement that motion is
not important is short-sighted. They point out that force cues probably
affect responses to the unexpected more than anything else. For the expe-
rienced pilot, a compelling visual scene is adequate to create the illusion of
actual flight. However, if there were to be some disturbance (e.g., a change
in wind velocity or direction, etc.), the pilot will not get the kinds of cues
that are necessary for him to compensate from the visual scene alone (Buckland
et al., 1979).
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G-seat, g-suit and buffet system requirements must be considered. Stark
(1976) states that the SAAC system has shown pilot performance to be less
accurate without g-seat cues. Apparently, longitudinal acceleration can be
judged better with it. A loop performed without g-seat cues was difficult
because of incorrect motion base cues; the g-seat cues corrected this problem.
Sustained g-maneuvers could be better sensed with the g-seat. Additionally,
"Pilots flying the simulator with motion but without the g-seat were unable to
develop techniques for controlling the simulator to 1/4 g without looking at
the accelerometer. With the seat operating, they were able to control the
simulator to 1/4 g and to avoid 0 and negative g with essentially no practice,
even though the cues associated with the weight of the feet on the rudder
pedals were not available."

Rivers (1977) concluded that "Both evaluation teams agreed that an effective
visual system, enhanced by optimized g-suit, g-seat, and buffet systems, would
provide adequate cues for the performance of A/A and A/S tasks.
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SECTION 8

PERCEPTUAL ILLUSIONS

8.1 ILLUSIONS AND FLIGHT

The majority of the information dealing with illusions and flight is excerpted
from the article by the same title (1979). Of all the illusions which can
occur in actual flight, the most hazardous are those which affect the pilot's
judgment during a low-level flight. For example:

Weapons delivery and recovery can be extremely dangerous when traversing
featureless terrain, such as calm water or a desert area, at very high speeds.

During the approach to a landing, visual illusions may occur due to a number
of causes. In Table 19 one or any combination of features may cause such an
illusion.

Table 19. A Partial List of Factors Inducing Illusion in Flight

Sloping approach terrain

Sloping runways

Runway width

Rain on wind screen

Featureless approach terrain

Runway lighting intensity

Shallow fog

Rain showers.

8.1.1 Sloping Runways or Terrain

Sloping runways or terrain may cause a pilot to misjudge his apparent height
above the ground or glideslope. The standard ILS glideslope of 3* creates an
angle of 1770 with the runway when the runway was level. Experienced pilots
used both of these angles to determine the proper glideslope. Anything other
than a level approach terrain or runway will create an illusion.
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8.1.2 Runway Width

Runway width can change the apparent geometric perspective of the runway.
"Increasing or decreasing the distance between the lines (runway edges). . .
can create the illusion of shortening or lengthening them." Example: A
wider-than-normal runway will appear to be shorter than normal. In turn, the
runway will make the apparent altitude less than normal to the pilot-observer.

8.1.3 Rain

Rain, by diffusing the flow of lights and causing them to appear less intense
will make them seem further away. "On the other hand, only a little scatter-
ing due to water on the wind screen can cause runway lights to bloom and dou-
ble their apparent size • • . Even though an aircraft is correctly aligned on
the approach pad, it can appear to the pilot to be above or below the correct
glideslope or left or right of the runway centerline, depending upon the slope
of the wind screen or other circumstances. The apparent error might be as
much as 200 feet at a distance of I mile from the runway threshold."

Rain Showers or a heavy rainstorm "moving towards an aircraft can cause a
shortening of the pilot's visual segment - that distance along the surface
visual to the pilot over the nose of the aircraft. This can produce the il-
lusion that the horizon is moving lower and, as a result, is often misinter-
preted as an aircraft pitch change in the nose-up direction."

8.1.4 Featureless Approach Terrain

Featureless approach terrain can make an accurate descent very difficult.
"Visual descents over calm seas, desert or snow, or over unlit terrain, at
night, can be hazardous even in good visibility. The absence of external
vertical references makes judgment of height difficult, and the pilot has the
illusion of being at a greater height than is actually the case . Lack
of contrast between the runway surface and surrounding terrain, caused by snow
on the ground, may also cause problems, as will descent into the sun or
restricted forward visibility.

8.1.5 Runway Lighting Intensity

Runway lighting intensity can be the cause of a visual illusion because
brighter lights appear closer to the observer.

8.1.6 Shallow Fog

Shallow fog, which just blankets the runway lights and permits them to be
viewed while above the fog level but obscures the runway lights when it is
descended into, may cause visual illusions. "This is likely to cause an
illusion that the aircraft has pitched nose up, which may induce a pilot to
make a corrective movement in the opposite direction."

8.1.7 Horizons Formed by Cloud Layers

Horizons formed by cloud layers occur when a pilot flies between two cloud
layers. As the visibility may be excellent under these conditions, the tend-
ency is for the pilot to use the two cloud layers as a visual reference for
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leveling the wings. A problem arises due to the fact that the cloud layers

often are not parallel with the earth's surface.

8.1.8 Autokinesis

Autokinesis is an illusion which occurs when one small source of light is
viewed against a uniformly dark background. The illusion manifests itself as
motion on the part of the small source of light. The pilot may have a tenden-
cy to attempt to correct the apparent motion of the aircraft in reference to
the light.

8.1.9 High Altitude

High altitude may cause a problem which is not an illusion and has been previ-
ously mentioned. This problem occurs because there is little or nothing in
the distance to focus on and instead of focusing at infinity the eye goes to
its resting state, which is only a few feet away. The only sure way to cause
it to focus at infinity is to look at objects further than 20 feet away, such
as the wing-tip of the aircraft if it is visible, or the ground or clouds or
vapor trails, etc. This must be done every three or four seconds during a
search pattern. See the section on accommodation for a further discussion.

"Other high-altitude flying problems include the fact that the horizon is
depressed with respect to the true horizontal. . ." The pilot may drop a wing
too low in an attempt to level thewings, or he may drop the nose below the
actual horizon in an attempt to'level it.

8.1.10 High-Speed Flight

High-speed flight actually causes a phenomenon to occur which people in the
early~twentieth century thought would occur with the automobile. It was
thought that man would not be able to control the automobile at speeds greater
than that of a horse, because man was not adapted to such speeds. "As the
speed of flight increases, it is no longer valid to think in terms of an in-
stantaneous visual picture. The elapsed time between initial perception of an
external object and its recognition becomes significant, and, in the case of
collision courses, additional time will be required to alter the aircraft's
line of flight. The problem becomes more serious at high altitude where it is
difficult to judge distance, relative speed and size of an object when it is
seen against an empty visual field."

8.1.11 Other Considerations

In earlier sections other illusions, such as the "moon illusion," have been
mentioned. These illusions may or may not be associated with illusions in
flight.

Not all the illusions discussed are currently reproducible in CIG simulation,
nor would they necessarily be required in an R&D environment. They may be of
interest in training simulation or crash investigation. More significantly,
these illusions may be associated with illusions accidentally and unintention-
ally created by CIG systems.
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8.2 ILLUSIONS IN SIMULATION AND PERCEPTUAL DISTORTIONS

People spend most of their lives looking at broad vistas, full of detail.
Then, when they must look at a narrow and simplified scene, the change can
induce some powerful perceptual distortions which are relevant to CIG
displays.

8.2.1 Tunnel Effects

When one looks at a scene through a simple cardboard tube containing no mag-
nifying lens, the scene seems to be magnified. A similar effect arises when a
pilot looks at a display which suhtends a relatively narrow field of view.
For example, a 48-degree horizontal field-of-view was used by Lewandowski
(1979). He found that when an object was geometrically 100 yards away from
the viewer it was psychologically only 30 to 75 yards away. See Table 20.
When Lewandowski compressed the x-axis of his display by a factor of two
(i.e., he squeezed things together, side-to-side), the resulting display,
which was geometrically distorted, was psychologically accurate. The 100-yard
distance was now judged as being from 90 to 100 yards. Similarly, he found
that observers judged the 45-degree field of view as actually being between 75
degrees and 120 degrees.

Table 20. Lewandowski's Averages

Physical Situation Physical Estimate

45* Field of View 750 to 1200 Field of View

100-yard Distance 30 to 75 Yards

100-yard Distance
Compressed 2 x Laterally 90 to 110 Yards

It may be that this effect is caused simply by texture on the surface of the
cone which is used to restrict the field-of-view. It appears that the further
out the texture goes the further out the eye accommodates. The further out
the accommodation point the bigger (closer) the object appears (Roscoe et. al,
1980). The shielding around Lewandowski's display could be conductive to a
distant accommodation point; and, therefore, to a greater magnification. See
"Moon Illusion" 7.1.5.

8.2.2 Filled Space

Another well-known phenome;non (applied here to a simple line) is that length
or area is psychologically affected by the extent to which it is "filled." A
bisected line will appear shorter than a non-bisected line of the same phys-
ical length. But if there are many "cross-ties" on the line, it will appear
even longer than the non-bisected line. One of the present authors observed
this effect on a CIG display which had reticles superimposed. A target object
happened to line up across the reticles. The object suddenly seemed larger,
and therefore closer, because of the filled-space illusion.
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t2 8.2.3 Failure of C onstancy,

In daily life, our knowledge of relative sizes influences our perception in a

way which is called "constancy," and when other cues (notably convergence of
the eyes) are absent, constancy may fail. Since a CIG display is indeed a
picture, it also may cause failures of constancy. An illustration of constancy
is provided by Figure 14, adapted from Rock (1975). The smaller man is physi-
cally the same size in both pictures. In Figure 14(a), however, perspective
cues enhance constancy, and the man seems larger than he does in Figure 14(b).

8.2.4 Other Effects

A complicated version of the Poggendorff effect has been observed in CIG sys-
tems. The effect is illustrated in Figure 15. The top dashed line is actual-
ly an extension of the diagonal, solid line, but the bottom dashed line seems
to be.

/

Figure 15. The Poggendorff Effect
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Certain other effects may be generated in CIG displays. One is the Orbison
effect, shown in Figure 16. The smaller circle is actually round, and not
lumpy as it may appear.

Figure 16. The Orbison Effect

A similar phenomenon is the Eherenstein effect, illustrated in Figure 17. The
rectangle in the center is rectangular, and its sides are not really bowed in.

Figure 17. The Eherenstein Effect
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The Opoel illusion shown in Figure 18 is very powerful. It has been found in
chickens and monkeys as well as people. The vertical line is actually the
same length as the horizontal line.

Figure 18. The Oppel Illusion

A similar powerful effect is the Sander illusion, illustrated in Figure 19.
The, dashed lines are of equal length, although one seems longer than the
other.

-I

Figure 19. The Sander Illusion

Other illusions, caused by or associated with the CIG systems, occur because
of the high emphasis placed on those limited cues which are available in an
austere CIG scene lacking real-world redundancy. Additionally, perceptual
cues which are misimplemented in CIG systems will cause illusions (e.g., lack
of atmospheric perspective [haze], causing distant objects to appear closer
than they are in actuality and inducing the perception of incorrect roll
rates, etc).

8.2.5 Disparity in Cues

Nausea, while definitely no illusion, may be induced by a disparity in cues
?iWmarious sources. For example, a compelling visual scene without corre-
sponding motion or g-suit/g-seat cues is a potential cause.
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8.2.6 Illusions with "No Cause"

CIG scenes may induce illusions even when they meet all commonly recognized
perceptual characteristics. Lewandowski found that objects tended to appear
to float under certain circumstances. Table 21 shows these circumstances and
what can be done to correct the situation.

Table 21. Lewandowski's Determinants of "Floating"

Obj What holds it down What lets it float

"Tree" Trunk More detail

"Tree" Shadow More detail

"Stump" Angled edges Vertical edges

Tank on road Perspective of road More detail

Tank off road Shadow No shadow

8.2.7 Timing and Perceptual Distortions

It has been shown that perceptual distortions are greatest when a person sees
the scene for only about 100 to 200 milliseconds (Piaget, 1958). Since this
time of exposure is in the range of viewing times which a pilot may experience
the need for avoiding such perceptual distortions becomes especially acute.

8.2.8 Illusions in Landing Simulation

Kraft et al. (1977, 1979) found that, in the display of CIG night landing
scenes, far-end lights on a runway appeared larger than near-end lights. In
an attempt to correct this discrepancy, attenuation of the distant lights was
utilized. This "fix" was only partially successful. However, without it, if
the observer viewed a runway surface in combination with the runway lights,
the runway was perceived as being level and the lights went uphill.

Prior to attenuating the lights, experiments were done with three categories
of information being presented: Category I was Lights Only; Category II was
Surface Only; Category III was Lights and Surface. With lights only, the
estimation by the experimental subjects that they were too high was signifi-
cant; with lights and surface, this estimation came down somewhat; with sur-
face only, they were right on their estimated glide slope. Experiments were
done with still photographs; when the experimental subjects flew the approach
on an actual CIG scene, they flew under the visual glide slope as though they
were compensating for what they had seen in the static imagery.
The pilots flew to correct for the apparent but erroneous cues provided by
the runway lighting. Significantly, this response changed, dependent upon
how far out the surface Of the runway was acquired. If the pilot acquired
the surface one mile out, a proper approach would be made regardless of
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whether the lights were attenuated with distance or not. However,if the sur-
face was not available until the threshold was crossed over, the test subjects
displayed a 15-foot disparity in distance for an altitude, nominally, of 45
feet.

8.2.9 Illusions from Sound Cues

Sound can affect how the pilot perceives what he sees. It is interesting to
note that cues other than visual cues may be overlooked. This was the case
when overlooking the fact that high-density air at low altitude sounds dif-
fered from low-density air at high altitude as it crosses over the canopy.
Pilots flying at low altitude without the cue made gross errors in setting up
specific air speeds in one evaluation (Stark, 1976). When the differential
air flow cues were added to the oral cue system "velocity control by 'visual'
reference became quite accurate."

Rivers (1977) found that realism was improved with the addition of effective
sound cues such as missile launch and gun firing.
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SECTION 9

AFWAL/FIGD MISSION TASKS

The AFWAL/FIGD must perform ten mission tasks. They are as follows:

(a) Air-to-Air (A/A)

(b) Air-to-Ground (A/G) (Air-to-Surface [A/S])

(c) Terrain Following (TF)

(d) Cruise

(e) Takeoff and Landing

(f) Refueling

(g) Station Keeping

(h) Formation Flying

(i) Sensor Simulation

(j) Other

Tables 22 through 31 define the visual characteristics of each of these mis-
sion tasks.

Table 32 breaks mission tasks down by percentage of utilization according to
the simulators which perform the tasks.

Table 33 is a summation of Table 32.

The source for Tables 22 through 33 was the AFWAL/FIGD.

Table 34 is a synopsis of the major mission task requirements.
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Table 33. Summation of Mission Tasks by Percentage*
(For All 4 Simulators in Combination)

1. Air-to-Air - 21.75%

2. Air-to-Ground - 17.5 %

3. Terrain Following - 7.5 %

4. Cruise - 12.5 %

5. Takeoff/Landing - 9.25%

6. Refueling - 3.0 %

7. Station Keeping - 6.0 %

8. Formation Flying - 2.5 %

9. Sensor - 15.0 %

10. Other - 5.0 %

TOTAL 100.0 %

* A complete mission could be a composite of one or more of the individual
mission tasks. Missions could be combined either sequentially or in
parallel (e.g. Air-to-Air [A/A] and Sensor). Caution must be exercised
in utilizing this table.
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SECTION 10

CIG SYSTEM TYPES: A COMPARISON OF DAY/NIGHT CALLIGRAPHIC CIG SYSTEMS TO
RASTER SCAN CIG SYSTEMS

According to Cohen (February, 1979), ". . For night scenes, which are com-
posed mainly of light points, and a limited number of surfaces with a small
amount of information, calligraphic systems prove to be advantageous. How-
ever, for more Information-rich scenes, such as day scenes, raster systems
have better capabilities." Because most of the AFWAL/FIGD mission tasks are
day oriented and require high scene content, calligraphic systems were not
deemed applicable to this study.

Schumacker and Rougelot (1977) point out that calligraphic systems provide red
and green including a yellow-wtlite. These colors are well suited to night/
dusk applications but do not represent daylight illumination levels or color
realistically. Calligraphic displays are free of color fringing and conver-
gence problems normally associated with raster systems. White brightness of
beam penetration CRTs is a factor of three or four below that obtainable from
full color raster CRTs. Increasing this brightness is not practical because
of persistence characteristics which result in image smearing. Display
drawing speed is the principal limiting factor in calligraphic systems.
Although they display images as they are computed and thereby save signifi-
cantly on system complexity and cost (one rack including the General Purpose
(GP) computer versus ten typical for a daylight CIG system) their drawing time
increases with scene complexity, thereby limiting scene content.

Raster scan CIG systems cannot provide the resolution possible with beam pen-
etration calligraphic systems. "In all cases the resolution is substantially
lower than that obtainable from penetration CRTs because of physical struc-
tures within the device, spot sizes, or the inability to support faster scan
rates." Both the positional resolution and the size of the spot itself are
better in the calligraphic CIG system. "Spot motion with no discernible dis-
crete steps can be achieved. The spot size for typical scene lights can
approach 1/2000 of a display width. This translates to less than 1.5 arc
minutes in typical visual system use." Generally light points in a raster CIG
system are spread out over several pixels so that discrete motion between
pixels is not apparent. This technique improves the apparent motion smooth-
ness. ". • . we would have to decrease the raster size by about a factor of
four to match the performance of the calligraphic display" (Schumacker and
Rougelot, 1977).

Certain scene anomalies common to raster scan CIG systems do not appear in
calligraphic systems. These anomalies are those associated with spatial
aliasing as well as the temporal aliasing associated with interlace effect and
field tracking. Please see Section 17.2.1.
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SECTION 11

CIG DATA BASES

11.1 MANUAL INTERACTIVE DATA BASE BUILDING

With the exception of the E&S, CT5 CIG system which utilizes foreground and
background modes, thereby allowing modeling to be done at the same time as
simulation Is taking place, all current CIG systems utilize either the front
end, general purpose CPU or a' separate, dedicated system for CIG data base
building. If the front end, general purpose CPU is utilized, the special
purpose hardware of this CIG system remains idle.

The front end computer interfaces with an X-Y coordinate Data Tablet/Digitizer
input. The operator enters the X-Y coordinates of the vertex points (on the
object) being modeled. To do this the operator positions a stylus or cursor
at each vertex one at a time. This process and the one which precedes it
(documenting and drawing the model) is very time consuming.

It is not until the preliminary model's data has been created that the special
purpose hardware is used to view the results.

At the NASA Engineering Laboratory, the E&S PICTURE SYSTEM, a stand-alone,
dedicated system, is used for data base building. At VTRS, a camera station
was originally intended to serve as an aid in manual interactive data base
building. Its use was not highly successful, and they are going over to a
MOVIE BYU system. At NTEC, Jack Booker has developed a high-level language
for CIG data base creation. GE personnel at ASPT are currently developing a
dedicated data base building system.

E&S considers a standard air field model, with terrain features using the
maximum capacity of the system, to be nominally a four-person week effort. At
ASPT, the average data base is considered to be a six-month effort for two
people - minimum. Building a generic scene takes much less time than building
a real-world scene in which cultural and natural objects must be replicated
and placed at specific points. Each level-of-detail (LOD) must be developed
individually. NASA considers four face boundaries per person-hour to be a
reasonable figure when generating a data base. This time includes data
gathering, digitizing and checkout. At NASA, the typical airport scene
requires one to two months of uninterrupted effort or three to four months
with Interruptions. Link considers 6.25 edges per hour to be a reasonable
figure for data base building.

The authors have heard figures ranging from 2t to $20 an edge for data base
building under contract. It is difficult to pin the figure down. Data base
costs for a research and development simulator can better be understood, how-
ever, if one considers the fact that at ASPT approximately 50 data bases have
been created, and ASPT personnel consider the average data base to require one
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person-year of effort. Operator proficiency is a significant aspect of these
requirements. The times stated are for experienced modelers who may have had
as much as one to six months of training. They are individuals who must com-
bine two normally divergent skills, that of an artist/draftsperson and that of
a mathematician.

Current techniques for digitizing data are simply not appropriate to building
large data bases. A terrain following example will illustrate the point:

(a) With a square gaming area bounded by 500 nautical miles sides, the
total area would be 250,000 square nautical miles. Within this gam-
ing area a 30 by 500 nautical mile terrain following corridor would
encompass an area of 15,000 square nautical miles, leaving 235,000
square nautical miles where low-level detail could suffice.

(b) If we choose to concentrate our available edge capacity for an alti-
tude of 200 feet or less, the horizon would appear at approximately
15 nautical miles slant range and nothing beyond that point need be
depicted.

(c) A 1800 FOV and a 15 nautical mile slant range would encompass approx-
imately 350 square nautical miles. Dividing the usable system capac-
ity by this area will give us the edge count per square mile for the
high-detail corridor. Table 35 illustrates the futility of using
current, partially automated data base building technology. Some
form of automated or iterative process is required to fully utilize
system capacity when building a large gaming area. This also holds
true in an environment where new or numerous data bases are reqoired.

Table 35. Futility of Manual Data Base Building

Usable Total
System Edges in Person- Person-

Total Capacity 15,000 Total Edges Total Hours Years
System (80% of Edges/ Sq. Mi. Outside Edges in (5 Edg/ (1920
Capacity Total) Sq. NM Corridor Corridor Data Base Hr) Hrs/Yr

8,000 6,400 18 270,000 235,000 505,000 101,000 52.6

30,000 24,000 69 1,035,000 235,000 1,270,000 254,000 132.3

100,000 80,000 229 3,435,000 235,000 3,670,000 734,000 382.3
- --I -

If acceptable, some form of automated iterative data base building could be
appropriate. This technique would allow for the modeling, in high detail, of
a small area which could then be repeated over and over again.

Another approach would allow for the building of generic scenes automatically
by specifying simple parameters. Using this technique, a city could be built
by simply specifying its perimeter dimensions, street widths and lengths, as
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well as alley widths and lengths. The program would fill in the blanks with
randomly generated buildings, having a height and density appropriate to a
city of the size specified.

Yet another approach is the use of the Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center
Digital Data Base. This data base is currently being converted to a CIG data
base on the B-52 flight simulator. Future studies will enhance its applica-
bility and transport ability. The major current weakness of this approach is
its inability to depict recognizable cultural and terrain features.

When a CIG approach that does not use separation planes and does not restrict
the utility of an automated data base conversion is utilized, it has been
demonstrated that an area as large as 1/3 of the State of Washington can be
digitized in one day (Cyrus, 1979).

11.2 AUTOMATED DATA BASE BUILDING

One look at the magnitude of the manual, interactive data base building task
should be enough to convince anyone that there must be a better way. During
the latter half of the 1970s, one of the better ways that has evolved is the
use of the Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center Digital Data Base (DMAAC
DOB). This data base, originally used for Digital Radar Land Mass Simulation
(DRLMS), has been applied to CIG data base building to a limited extent.
Future systems will have to utilize it extensively if gaming area sizes,
system capacities and level-of-detail requirements continue to increase as
they most certainly will. Any automated data base building technique should
include automatic generation of low levels-of-detail from the most detailed
scene. The advantages of the use of a single data base such as the DMAAC DOB
is two-fold.

(a) It allows for automation of the data base building task. ]
(b) It eliminates the confusion and inaccuracies caused by the use of

numerous sources of data to build current CIG data bases.

Hoog (1978) points out that CIG data bases are currently produced from four
different sources of information:

(a) Airfield Civil Engineering Drawings

(b) Aerial Photographs
(c) Ground Photographs

(d) Large-scale, Local Area Maps.

If you combine these with the sources of data for Digital Radar Land Mass
Simulation, the problem becomes apparent:

(a) DMAAC 008
(b) Intelligence Data Locating Radar Threats

(c) Flight information publications (FLIPs) for locating navigation aids.
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OMACC DOB consists of two files:

(a) Terrain Elevation

The terrain elevation file is a matrix of elevation values available
at three different resolution levels, i.e., three arc-second spacing,
one arc-second spacing, and half arc-second spacing. "This equates
to approximately 300 feet, 100 feet, and 50 feet spacing, respective-
ly, at the equator" (Hoog and Stengel, 1977). The three arc-second
longitudinal spacing ". . . increases to six seconds at 500 latitude,
nine seconds at 70, twelve seconds at 750 and eighteen seconds at
800, in an attempt to maintain an approximately square matrix. Data
is stored in V x V squares" (Hoog, 1978).

(b) Planometry

"The planometry file describes the content of the earth's surface.
This file contains two basic levels of information, i.e., resolution
levels, compilation levels, etc., based on the size and separation of
objects. The file describes objects as areal, linear, or point fea-
tures, depending on their shape and size. Each feature is also
described by its predominant surface material, height above terrain,
its identification and characteristics depending on its type . ..
Level I data (the coarsest level) is provided over the entire area.
Level II data (a higher resolution level) is provided only when
identified as being required for higher level of detail by a user.
This concept was adopted since Level II data is about 15 times as
costly to produce as Level I (the fact6r actually varies, depending
on the specific area being produced, i.e., urban vs. rural)." (Hoog,
1978.)

Hoog points out the following reasons for choosing the DMAAC DDB:

(a) "The extensive geographic coverage."

(b) "A worldwide reference datum."

(c) "Expandable to Include additional resolution levels."

(d) "Adaptable for use with other data sources for enhancement of local-
ized areas."

(e) "Reduces the quantity of data sources required to model specified
geographical areas."

The use of the DMAAC DOB may never be totally automated satisfactorily, al-
though it represents a tremendous improvement over manual interactive data
base building. Not only may manual intervention be required to filter the raw
data, but augmentation or enhancement of the product of the automated conver-
sion is required in order that specific natural and cultural artifacts may be
accurately rendered, e.g., Niagara Fells, Mount Rushmore, the Golden Gate
Bridge, New York City, etc. For the purpose of enhancement or augmentation,
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some form of automated generic object creation or manipulation is required.
LINK, for example, is working on an automated cultural object generator, in
which the operator specifies the width of the streets and the width of the
alleys and the size of the city blocks and the maximum size of a building in
each block. Alleys are differentiated from streets in that buildings facing
alleys may protrude into them. Given the preceding information, the program
will randomly place buildings of varying height, up to the maximum specified,
within the city blocks, with street size of the width specified, and alleys of
the width specified. This approach may work well where a generic cultural
scene is appropriate. It will not work, however, where specific objects must
be recognizable.

To speed up the process of generating recognizable objects, a library of prim-
itives and models must be built and maintained. The manipulation of the prim-
itives to change their shape and size and orientation, must be automated. The
next section (11.3) describes one such approach.

11.3 AUTOMATED DATA BASE BUILDING CONCEPT

To allow for manual intervention and manipulation of data bases which have
been automatically generated, a technique which provides a library of primi-
tive shapes and models is required, as well as the ability to manipulate these
primitive shapes and models in any manner desired. What is being proposed
here does not yet exist but should be considered almost essential if extensive
data base building is foreseen.

The following discussion specifies the type of data base design capabilities
that would be required to allow the user to keep up with the ever-expanding
edge count capacities. Table 36 shows the basic steps used when generating a
visual data base. It covers the very basic primitive generation to the actual
review and update of the final visual data base and is meant to augment the
imperfect results of the use of the DMAAC DOB.

11.3.1 Build Primitives

The primitive will provide the basic building blocks for the construction of
visual models. See Figure 20. These primitives are equivalent to the nuts
and bolts that are present in aircraft, cars, trucks, etc. They will be used
in the construction of the visual models by pushing, pulling, scaling up/down,
truncating, adding to and combining to create the final finished model.

Primitives will be constructed in such a way that they will have universal
use. This attribute will reduce the amount of primitives and will reduce the
number that the modeler must be familiar with. This will not preclude the
inclusion of all the essential primitives necessary for the construction of
models that realistically resemble the modeled object. Care must be taken in
the number of edges used to develop these primitives because of their common
and multiple use in the construction of various models.

Once the primitive has been created, it must be labelled and cataloged to
allow for easy access. This catalog should be multi-indexed to allow the
modeler to search for a form by either its shape or name.
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Table 36. CIG Data Base Creation Phases

Phase 1: Build Primitives (See Figure 20)

1. Analyze visuals to be modeled
2. Define the primitives that are the basic parts of many objects
3. Define shape (i.e., vectors from one apex to the next)
4. Attributes (basic color)
5. Identify (label, i.e., cube, pyramidate)
6. Store in catalog
7. List updated primitive catalog

Phase 2: Build Models (See Figure 21)

1. Analyze model
2. Break into identifiable primitives
3. Build rough model using primitives
4. Customize rough model to produce final model
5. Add attributes (color, movement, components)
6. Add priority view scheme
7. Store in catalog
8. List updated model

Phase 3: Formulate Environment (See Figure 22)

1. Analyze area to be monitored
2. Input DMAAC data for area
3. Define models to be used
4. Define background features
5. Apply background texture where required
6. Position models
7. Fashion to provide best scene

Phase 4: Compile Environment (See Figure 23)

I. Process updated environment through compiler
2. Review errors
3. Make any corrections required
4. Process corrected environment
5. Catalog and save final correct compiled version

Phase 5: Review and Update (See Figure 24)

1. Input geographical area to be viewed
2. Determine models to be viewed
3. Review models and background to determine their correctness
4. Make minor adjustments to scene for improved dynamic

presentation
5. Review updates
6. Save in data base without recompiling
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A primitive library must accept other data base primitives and reorganize them
into the current systems configuratiol. A lot of time and effort is required
in the analysis and development of the.priI 'itives and this feature will allow
for the use of currently available primitives.

A hard copy catalog should be available to allow the model maker the ability
to, in an off-line mode, evaluate which primitive he might want to use before
he gets on the system. A user training syllabus catalog should be developed
that would break various common models into the corresponding primitive struc-
tures. The models selected should use the greatest number of varied primi-
tives. These models would be broken out in a fashion similar to a parts cata-
log with each primitive identified and a cross-reference to where it could be
found.

The primitive library must be available in all phases of scene creation to
allow the user to make use of these common forms for either model creation,
environment construction or review and update.

The primitive must be able to be accessed by the number of edges to enable the
user to determine the most appropriate primitive to use by edge efficiency
criteria.

The following is a sample of how a primitive might be labelled:

Name: Box

Generic type: Cube

Edges: 12

Resembles: Box, ice cube, sugar cube, .....

Link next higher (edge count): (Generic type)

Detail primitive: 13 Hedron heptahedron

Link next lower (edge count): (Generic type)

Detail primitive: Pentahedron
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11.3.2 Build Models

Models made up of primitives will be used to construct the total scene.
Figure 21 depicts the information flow during the construction of a model.
This will allow the user to create larger scenes using predefined objects.
This will speed in the construction of the scene and allow the user to save
time in using already constructed objects. This means that the person con-
structing the scene does not have to be an expert in the construction of a
particular model.

Models will also be cataloged by many different keys to allow the user easy
access to the information. This data will be stored in a hard copy catalog
for use in preparing for the scene construction in an off-line mode.

11.3.3 Formulate Environment

Phases I and 2 are basic to almost all current CIG applications. The next 3
phases are usually unique for each application. The modeler in this case
could or would be the end user. The following discussion will present the
information flow followed in the final construction of a visual data base.

Phase 3, Figure 22 is the scene creation or formulate environment phase. The
modeler draws information from maps, aerial photos, model photos, and personal
experience. He now consults with the primitive catalog, model catalog, and
texturel to construct a CIG scene. The modeler will now introduce the
information into the CIG data base manager who will use the input commands in
conjunction with prior information (DMAAC DATA, PREVIOUS CIG DATA, and Current
CIG data) to form a CIG data base source stream.

11.3.4 Compile Environment

The next phase (phase 4), Figure 23, is accomplished in a similar fashion to a
compiler. It takes. the visual source data and converts it into a binary for-
mat that can be used by the real-time image generator. It also validates
source inputs and notifies the user of any input errors. Once all errors have
been corrected, the new visual data is stored and ready for use by the real-
time image generator.

11.3.5 Review and Update

The final phase is the review and updating of the CIG data base in real time.
See Figure 24. This is a very important phase. It is used to do the final
tuning of the visual scene. Because we have to deal with a non-realistic
portrayal of the real world, some of the scenes and models just do not look
correct when they interact with each other. During this phase it is important
to be able to view, in real time, the scenes as they progress, make adjust-
ments to the scene, and then review the corrected scene immediately. All
modifications made during the review stage will be made part of the real-time
visual data base. After the review stage, the data base is ready for a real-
time flight.
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If this sort of CIG data base manager can be perfected, automating all pos-
sible areas, making the system user-oriented, and easy to use, the time and
costs of building CIG data bases in the future should remain reasonable.

11.4 DATA BASE INTERCHANGEABILITY

The commonality and transportability of data bases leaves much to be desired.
There are four aspects of interchangeability to be concerned with. The first
three relate to interchange of data bases between CIG systems from the same
manufacturer. The fourth aspect relates to interchange of data bases between
manufacturers.

11.4.1 Lateral Compatibility

Lateral compatibility deals with the interchange of data bases between systems
having identical capacities. If the CIG systems are totally identical, there
is no question of interchangeability. Data bases prepared on one should run
on another. If, however, the systems have identical capacities but dissimilar
features (e.g., color vs. monochrome, horizontal scanning vs. vertical scan-
ning, etc.), the data bases may be interchangeable but will not be optimized
for the new system. The implication is that all the features may not be uti-
lizable or though utilizable, various degrees of overload may occur.

11.4.2 Upwards Compatibility

Upwards compatibility works well when additional capacity and new features,
not directly related to the data base, are the only changes to the system.
This is the case at Boeing where their GE-built Compu-Scene 1000 data base may
be run on their new Compu-Scene 2000 system. The old data base does not,
however, fully utilize the new system capacity. If the new CIG system uti-
lizes an approach different from the old, as is the case with the E&S CT-4 to
CT-5 evolution, the data bases will not be interchangeable.

11.4.3 Downwards Compatibility

Data bases built for, and fully utilizing, systems having a greater on-line,
active, or displayable data base capacity may not be used on systems having
lower capacity without incurring overload. Some sort of automated hierarchy
must be developed in order that systems of lower capacity may determine which
edges/polygons can be eliminated.

11.4.4 Transfer

Transfer between manufacturers is not currrently possible. Cohen (Sumer,
1979) has suggested the concept of a meta-language, which could create an
interim data base which could then be converted for use on a specific system.
Some success has been experienced in the computer graphics field, with the
implementation of a common graphics system proposed by the ACM/SIGGRAPH (Reed,
1978). Revisions to this approach, first published in 1977 by the Graphics
Standards Planning Committee of the ACM, have been published in Computer
Graphics, a quarterly report of SIGGRAPH-ACM, Vol. 13, No. 3, August, 1979.
Beck and Hoog (1979) presented the automatic conversion of the DMAAC DOS to a
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CIG data base as an approach which held the potential within it of producing
transportable data bases. Only the future will provide an answer as to theirsuccess or failure.

11.5 SENSOR SIMULATION DATA BASES

Data bases utilized for sensor simulation are similar to but different from
CIG data bases. The similarities are in the areas of:

(a) Perspective

(b) Priority

(c) Raster Artifacts.

The differences are in the area of:

(a) Detail

(b) Data Base Encoding Scheme.

Infrared (IR) data base encoding includes:

(a) Temperature

(b) Time of day.

Low light level television (LLLTV) data base encdding includes:

(a) Absence of sun

(b) Addition of active light sources.

IR and LLLTV data base similarities include:

(a) Characteristics change with time of day

(b) Characteristics change with atmospheric conditions

(c) Characteristics change with season.

Infrared and low light level television data bases differ in that infrared has
a temperature gradient per surface problem.

The preceding paragraphs on sensor simulation were synopsized from Basinger
and Ingle (1977).

CIG sensor simulation hardware and data bases may be separated from CIG visual
simulation hardware and data bases. If so, the data bases must share a common
source in order that accuracy may be maintained and simulations track. One
single data base for both sensor and visual CIG is not out of the question if
the special attributes which make them unique can be appended to each modeled
area or object. Sensor simulation is not currently implemented this way.
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SECTION 12

CIG SOFTWARE

12.1 SOFTWARE COMMONALITY

The software used in the CIG systems normally appears in the front end compu-
tational section. It is also used in the generation and maintenance of CIG
Data Base bases. The commonality of software is generally measured by the
similarity of the computer languages used in its construction. The extent or
the proportion of higher and lower level machine dependent code has not been
made available to the authors. Therefore it is hard to make comparisons with
existing systems.

Some manufacturers share the use of the high-level FORTRAN language. There-
fore, for those programs written in FORTRAN the move from one manufacturer's
CIG system to another would be relatively easy. How easy depends on the tar-
get CPU. If the target CPU is the same or a newer bigger machine of the same
make, the move should be trivial because most of today's CPUs are upward com-
patible. If the move is in the reverse, there may be more problems. If the
target CPU was manufactured by a different company, the move will be dependent
upon the machine involved.

The proportion of assembly code which is machine unique will dictate an abso-
lute as far as moving costs from one manufacturer to another. The code that
was done in assembly would have to be converted to the new CPU's assembly
language. Most logic coded in assembly is done to enhance the efficiency of
the code and minimize the time required to execute it. Therefore, each system
would have to be analyzed to determine, first, what the specific goals for the
current assembly code are, second, what features are available in the target's
system, and third and finally, how these goals can be reached in the target
system. Since the major problem in CIG presentation is the speed, most sys-
tems are processing time optimized. The system software is generally not
thought of as portable as it pertains to moving from one manufacturer to the
other.

Other constraints on commonality to consider are the memory requirements, CPU
execution time, and available general purpose routines when moving between
systems.

Most CIG systems use the general purpose CPU for the visual data base manage-
ment. Therefore, if a move is to be made, the new features (i.e., operating
system) must be able to accomplish the tasks required in the time required.
There may also be constraints in the new data storage media which must be
anticipated to ensure that the large amounts of data can be accommodated.

Overall, It appears that the current and near term systems are not easily
transportable from CPU to CPU and if the front end CPU was to be changed, the
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CIG software originators must be consulted to ascertain the total impact of
the move.

The generation of general-purpose computer graphics software packages is mov-
ing towards the creation of a graphics standard. These packages are used to
provide a means to easily generate graphic patterns and take advantage of
common graphics construction routines. They could be used in the CIG visual
data base generation and in some of the rotation and clipping routines of the
real-time application.

There is currently an effort to make a standard graphics language. This would
allow for commonly used graphic routines to be used in many applications.Computer Graphics, Volume 13, No. 3 (August 1979) describes the constructs andthe current status of the effort. It was pleasing to note that they have

expanded their effort to include the raster scan technology in their standard-
ization. But, at this time, the CIG application may present a highly special-
ized graphics application that cannot fit into the standard world.

Some facilities such as ASPT and VTRS have either successfully partitioned
their software or are planning to partition their software and distribute it
among multiple processors.

Currently Booker at NTEC is working on a high level CIG language.

12.2 LANGUAGES

High level languages allow the user to construct a program in a language that
is more familiar to him without the need to know and understand the particular
computer instruction set he is using. It also has the capability to be
directly usable on more than one machine. There are some unique features
encountered when transferring but for the most part, the programs written in
one high-level language may be compiled on the new machine and they will workwith that system.

There are many languages available for the task (i.e., Ada, ALGOL, BASIC,
FORTRAN PASCAL, PL/I). For this discussion we will only concern ourselves
with two. One is the most frequently used and the other is probably the most
effective language for the real time simulator application.

12.2.1 FORTRAN

The FORTRAN language has been around forever and is usually taught to all
people about to go into the computer world. Therefore, it is well known and
familiar to a large segment of the users. Not only do most people know how to
use the language but almost all computer manufacturers include the FORTRAN
language in all their products. There are many subroutines for the solutions
of all types of problems located in FORTRAN libraries. In addition, the
simulation problem is basically a scientific application of the computer and
FORTRAN was basically written to help scientists program solutions to their
problems.
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Probably for the above reasons, current Air Force and Navy specifications
require the maximum use of FORTRAN wherever possible (Sigmund, 1977). This
requirement has a tendency to perpetuate the use of FORTRAN because all new
simulators for the Air Force and the Navy will be programmed in FORTRAN.

It is interesting to note that none of the above pluses for the use of the
FORTRAN language called it the optimal language for the real-time software
application. In fact, according to Newnan and Sproull (1973), "FORTRAN offers
no program structure facilities of any worth: its subroutines and functions
are non-recursive, and impose strange conventions regarding parameter-passing;
the If statement is clumsy and lacks an Else clause." Sigmund (1977) compares
an optimized FORTRAN against the assembly code of the same function and
arrives at around a 16-17% average increase in memory and time required for
the same function.

Therefore if you evaluate FORTRAN solely on its ability to solve the real time

software problem, it does not rate well.

12.2.2 PASCAL

There is a new language, currently becoming available, which appears to be the
best (ignoring availability, previous use and use by existing manufacturers).
It is called PASCAL, named after a philosopher and mathematician. The advan-
tages of this language are:

(a) It is machine Independent (i.e., it is transportable with no changes

as opposed to FORTRAN which might require modification)

(b) It has very good subroutine capabilities

(c) It is fast in its execution

(d) It is easier to learn than FORTRAN

(e) It is a more powerful language for defining data structures

(f) It has structured constructs.

PASCAL is gaining approval and use throughout the computer world and hopefully
will be available on all types of machines, micro to maxi, in the near future.

To be fair to FORTRAN, it must be pointed out that newer versions of FORTRAN
are implementing new constructs that remedy some of its faults. Also using
structured preprocessors, It can provide much of the required structured pro-
gramming capability used in today's software development. The decision as to
which language to use is based on many variables and they all must be con-
sidered when choosing.
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12.3 SOFTWARE EASE OF USE

The ease of using the software of a CIG system is related to how much has been
coded in a high-level language. CIG systems usually contain both high-level
and assembly codes in them; therefore the greater the use of the higher level
language, the easier it will be to use and understand.

Assembly language requires the user to understand a great deal more about the
workings of the specific computer as well as requiring more time to write.
Each instruction must be written individually as opposed to the high-level
language where one statement may cause five or more instructions to be
generated.

Some higher level languages are easier for a programmer to learn and use than
others and the same goes for assembly language. There are many areas that
affect the ease of use:

(a) The documentation that describes how to use the language

(b) The constructs of the language

(c) The supporting software that compiles and activates the output.

When acquiring a new CPU, system software analysis should be done to ensure
that the following areas have been well analyzed to ensure that the system
will do what is expected. Once areas such as effilcient code, ease of use, and
ease of learning have been considered, a recommendation can be made as to the
impact one set of system software has in relation to the others offered.

With the ever-declining costs of memory, the major costs in a system are the
initial software development and the follow-on software maintenance. The days
of the clever programmer who used all kinds of cute tricks to make a program
fit into the space available have passed. It is *now more cost effective to
make the program as simple and straightforward as possible. This eases the
problems encountered during both the integration phase and maintenance, thus
reducing the actual overall costs.

The software must be well-designed and the logic must be structured so that it
is apparent to any follow-on programmer what was going on. Programmers nor-
mally have a fear of making their software understandable, assumably because
it may expose their own questions on how the program should work. This is
also true in documentation of the various systems. People tend to cloak their
designs in large complicated verbiage and the user is left still wondering
what he has and how it works.

There is a design and programming technique out at the present which addresses
this problem. It is called structured design and top down programming. The
structured design eliminates complex loops and non-standard transfers. This
makes for easier understanding of what the program is doing and where it is
going. The top down design is a concept where the uppermost functions of a
system are defined first. Then each function is subdivided into its component
parts. This subdivision is continued until the subfunction is trivial. In
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the production phase the upper level functions are coded first. Wherever a
subfunction is to be used a stub is inserted until that program is complete
and can be used. This allows the program to be continually tested and working
from day one. The subfunctions are added one at a time as they are complete.
Therefore, they are tested against a working tested system. Any new problems
that are encountered should be the result of the added subfunction. When the
final sub-subfunction is added and tested, the entire system has been tested.
This avoids the normal integration phase where many subfunctfons are thrown
together and tested. Problems encountered using the normal approach are not
as easily traceable to the subfunction that is the villain, and human nature
states that "it is the other guy's problem until it's shown to be mine."

Using structured design and programming techniques will produce a product
that will be easier to maintain and will probably function better from the
beginning. The programs will be easier to understand when maintenance or
improvements are required.
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SECTION 13

CIG HARDWARE BLOCK DIAGRAMS

13.1 GENERAL ELECTRIC (GE)

The block diagram of the GE Compu-Scene system (Figure 25) is depicted in
greater detail and appears first in this section because more information has
been published about the GE approach. For an in-depth discussion of their
approach the reader is urged to see the article by R. R. Raike (1976) on this
subject.

13.2 SINGER-LINK

The block diagram of the Link Digital Image Generation (DIG) system (Figure
26) comes from discussions with the Link.

13.3 EVANS AND SUTHERLAND (E&S)

The block diagram of the E&S CIG system (Figure 27) is of the CT5, which is
currently under development. This diagram comes from discussions with E&S.

13.4 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS (ATS)

No block diagram of the current ATS approach has been published in this sec-
tion. The interested reader is directed to an early article by Dr. R. Swallow
(1978).
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SECTION 14

DISPLAY HARDWARE

14.1 DISPLAY CONSIDERATIONS

No attempt will be made to specify a type of display, as this approach could
prove counter-productive to satisfying mission task requirements in that it
disallows innovation on the part of the bidding contractors. While pushing
the state-of-the-art in CIG systems may not be a wise choice (see 18.2),
display systems, because of their current weaknesses (see 15.1, 15.3, 15.6
15.7 and 15.8), may require pushing simply to meet mission task requirements.

Current systems use numerous forms of insetting and combinations of approaches
to satisfy resolution and other requirements. What follows is a discussion of
those concerns which delimit display systems.

14.1.1 Bandwidth and Resolution

The method used to generate visual information via television (TV) video is
beyond the scope of this report. However, certain fundamental concepts cannot
be ignored. What follows is a general review of these concepts. Conventional
TV will be used as an example for this discussion. See Figure 28.

Bandwidth

Bandwidth can most simply be defined as the minimum frequency required to
support the transmission of data through the display. The figures given here
are for an ideal monochromatic system. They do not take in to account signal-
to-noise ratios and other factors which can degrade the ideal.

We will define an active (displayable) raster line as a series of individually
controllable picture elements (pixels).

Figure 29 illustrates the following discussion.

-. -1 CYCLE .

Figure 29. Two Pixels - One Cycle

If 800 pixels per active raster line are specified we can determine the
required band width as follows:

800 pixels made up of 400 white and black pairs can be represented by an
electrical signal containing 400 cycles.
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Figure 28. Television Display Format
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The period of 1 cycle t

Active Horizontal Time IntervalNumber of Displayed Cycles

:.tz TAH
NC

The Bandwidth (BW) = f , .L

Np Np
NC..BW >

8W >= N" (NP)(VFR)(NLT)

FR " r

BW ? .6 (Np)(VFR)(NLT)

It is important to note again that this equation is for the ideal monochrome

system and defines the minimum frequency required in order for the system not p

to be band width limited. An example of the solution to the equation follows:

Np -Number of Displayed Pixels - 800

V = Vertical Frame Refresh Rate - 30Hz

NLT -Total Number of Raster Lines/Frame * 525

BW - .6 (NP)(VFR) (NLT)

>(.6)(800)(30)(525)

7.56 MHz
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Vertical Resolution

Vertical Resolution is defined by Horizontal Test Lines. The standard TV
system with 525 Total Raster Lines Per frame actually displays approximately
486 active lines. This is because of the vertical retrace time requirement.
In the ideal situation if a test pattern of 486 alternating white and black
lines (243 ea.) were to be displayed, each line would fall on a raster line
and all lines would be visible.

However, if the test pattern is displaced 1/2 of a line width up or down, the
center of every pixel would be on the junction of the white and black lines.
No pixel would be white or black, they would all be the average of the white
and black lines - aray. Consequently the entire field would be depicted as
gray.

Admittedly the example given is worst case, however the effect does occur
whenever the center of the pixel is offset from the center of the line. To
compensate for this a constant has been devised called the Kell factor. It is
a rather flexible number but is generally given as .7. To use the Kell
factor, simply multiply it times the number of activeTV lines to get the
Vertical Resolution:

RIN_ K (NLA)

.7(486) = 340 TV lines

Horizontal Resolution

Unfortunately, Horizontal Resolution is not as straight forward as Vertical
Resolution. Horizontal Resolution is defined by Vertical Test Lines just as
Vertical Resolution was defined by Horizontal Test Lines. If we are speaking
of pixels per horizontal raster line things remain simple enough, however if
we use lines to define Horizontal resolution a term called "TV lines per
picture height" creeps in. This term uses the "H" dimension of the display
(see! Figure 28) and theoretically places this dimension along the horizontal
raster. The Horizontal Resolution, then, is the number of vertical lines
which will pass through the portion of the horizontal raster which is H-long.

If the number of pixels per line is known, the horizontal resolution may be
derived. To do so multiply the pixel count by the inverse of the Aspect
Ratio:

1
H - IR

- 800 . 3/4 - 600 "TV lines per picture height"
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Of course it is possible to go the other way as well. If the system has 600
"TV lines per picture height" resolution, we can find the number of pixels by:

P R A

600 . 4/3 a 800

For additional information on the "How" of TV resolution, refer to:

(a) Hansen, L.G., 1969

(b) Schade, O.H., 1953

(c) Schade, O.H., 1967

(d) Kell, R.D., et.el, 1940

(e) Farrell, R.J. and Booth, J.M., 1975

14.1.2 Color

Color - see 7.2.6 and 15.5

14.1.3 Contrast

Contrast in a display is an important factor. See 7.1.2.

One study determined that a 20 to 1 ratio should be a design goal for a wide
field-of-view visual display (Thomas and Jones, 1977) but did not define
contrast. The implied contrast may be the second form of the CM equation
given in Figure 30. This form is often encountered.

Contrast may be defined in numerous ways. There are four definitions which
are of particular interest to us. See Figure 30 for a partial list. See
Farrell and Booth (1975) for a full discussion.

14.1.4 Depth-of-Field

Depth-of-field is a consideration in image generation systems using optical
pickups. This is not a factor in CIG systems, however, as all of the image is
presented in sharp focus.

14.1.5 Distortion

Distortion must be a major consideration in any display approach, as its
presence will lead to erroneous judgments of geometric perspective and
position. See 7.1.5.3 and 15.1.2.

14.16 Exit Pupil

Exit pupil diameter is of concern as it defines the required head position of
the observer and the number of observers possible. "The exit pupil diameter
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L I LbL Li L2  (L, L2)/

Lt + L L +2 L0

I +C mCr -

2Cm
Cd 1 +Cm

2Cm

l~m
where: Cm - The contrast as modulation

Cr = The contrast ratio

Cd - The contrast for dark targets (Lt <Lb)

C1 = The contrast for light targets (Lt >Lb)

Lt = Target Luminance

Lb = Background Luminance

LI - Maximum Luminance

L2 - Minimum Luminance

L0 - Average Luminance - (L1 + L2)/2

Figure 30. Contrast Equations
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is defined as that opening (real or virtual) which represents the common base
of all the cones of light emerging from the system. Another way to define the
exit pupil is the image of the aperture stop of the system, as formed by the
optics. The larger the exit pupil, the greater the lateral head movement that
is possible while still being able to see the full field-of-view. For a side
cockpit configuration, an especially large exit pupil diameter is required
(up to as much as 48 inches) if both the pilot and the co- pilot are to see
the same visual display" (Thomas and Jones, 1977). See 15.8 for accommodating
multiple observers.

14.1.7 Eye Relief

Eye relief is defined as the distance between the pilot's eyes and the closest
optical element.

14.1.8 Field of View (FOV)

Field-of-view requirements are determined by the mission task. Yeend and
Carico (1978) reported a technique they developed for determining flight
simulator field-of-view requirements. An amber cellophane (AM8ERLITH) with
openings cut in it to represent individual channels of a proposed visual sys-
tem was placed in the canopy and windscreen of the aircraft which was to be
simulated. The test pilot wore blue lenses which allowed him to view through
the cutouts but blocked all light passing through the AMBERLITH. In effect,
the holes in the AMBERLITH represented the channels of the proposed display.
A safety observer accompanied the pilot and wore no glasses. A subjective
evaluation was made by the test pilot of his ability to perform specific mis-
sion tasks. It was recommended that pilots familiar with specific individual
missions be included in the evaluation. While the present authors do not feel
that a subjective evaluation of this nature is adequate, it may be considered
as a first step. Objective evaluations of pilot performance with control
response being the key factor could give a much more accurate evaluation of
the required field of view. Even this approach must be tempered with the
realization that real-world visual cues cannot be matched in a simulator.
Translating experiments done in an actual aircraft to the simulator can be
dangerous when so much greater emphasis is placed on the available cues in the
simulator. It may be that some method of reducing the test pilot's visual
acuity during the test could improve on this weakness.

Rivers (1977) found that, "Normal techniques and procedures could be employed
only in simulators that duplicated the field-of-view of the aircraft."

In multi-channel systems, current standards for individual channels are
determined by the aspect ratio of the Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) utilized. The
aspect ratio is the ratio of the two sides of the display (4:3). Individual
channels in a multi-channel system may have either a 300 x 400 field-of-view
or a 36* x 480 field-of-view. Additionally there are some round CRTsin use
with a 1:1 aspect ratio.

Mission implications of the field-of-view are numerous. At ASPT, it was
found that students could get by satisfactorily with a 70* x 90° field-of-
view in range delivery experiments (Buckland et al., 1979). This was a
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conventional range with a single large target on the ground versus a tactical
range in which could be found numerous objects such as tanks and other forms
of targets. Cohen (February, 1979) states that Rivers (1977) found that "one-
window display systems allow only the straight-ahead tasks to be performed.
Some discomfort was experienced because of the lack of peripheral visual cues,
and great attention was paid to the instruments. Three-window displays did
not give an increased capability over single-window displays. They did, how-
ever, allow for targets to be tracked more easily, and their major benefit
appeared to be more normal performance of straight-ahead tasks." Brown (1975)
reports that "...Studies show that a remarkable degree of reduction in field-
of-view is possible without gross impairment of a pilot's control capability.
It has been shown that limiting of the horizontal field to 22 degrees or some-
what less, even down to 15 degrees, may be accompanied by little measurable
degradation in performance." These conclusions are probably only relevant to
tasks which are straight ahead in nature and probably do not pertain to any
tasks requiring changes in orientation. Additionally, these tasks may have
been done in actual aircraft, not in a simulator where there is already a
severe limitation on the number of cues available to the pilot.

Staples (1978) reports that a wide field-of-view is not required to land an
aircraft. Landings were performed in two actual aircraft - one with a field-
of-view of 22.9 degrees, the other with a field-of-view of 171.9 degrees. The
landings were performed at night in poor visibility. The visual system on a
simulator for the aircraft with the wider field-of-view had a field-of-view of
85.9 degrees. In each case., the sink rate was lower in the actual aircraft
than that of the simulated aircraft. "There is no detectable difference be-
tween the aircraft, which, in spite of the poor visibility, both show a factor
of 2 improvement in mean touchdown rate and over 3 in standard deviation of
bank angle, compared with the simulator."

Staples does say that a wide field-of-view can be justified in other mission
tasks such as helicopter bover, helicopter landing, helicopter low-level
flight, helicopter nap-of-the-earth, fixed-wing circling approach to a land-
ing, fixed-wing slow approaches in strong crosswinds, assessment of helmet-
mounted sites, formation flying, etc. He points out that "peripheral vision
is particularly acute in detecting velocity changes." To reiterate: field-
of-view requirements are determined by the mission task. To the authors
knowledge no existing studies define them.

14.1.9 Area-of-Interest (AOI)

See 5.2(f), 14.3.3 and 14.4.

14.1.10 Flicker

Flicker In the periphery can be perceived by some individual at a frame rate
as high as 25 to 30 Hz. Increasing luminance increases the flicker threshold
and could increase the required frame rate to 50 or 60 Hz (Staples, 1978, and
Tyler, 1978, respectively). See also Section 15.6.

14.1.11 Smoking

Smoking should be curtailed as the smoke tends to build up on optical
surfaces, reducing performance. 134



14.1.12 Windscreen and Canopy

Windscreen and canopy can degrade the visual information reaching the pilot.
These components function as an optical element in the visual system, and any
nonuniformity acts to the detriment of that system. A 1% difference in the
apparent physical size of an object reaching one eye in comparison to the
other eye can make the visual scene unendurable to the viewer for long periods
of time. Even the very best material available will transmit only about 90%
of the light reaching it (Kraft et al. 1978, 1979).

At a minimum, and dependent upon the field of view utilized, at least the
windscreen should be omitted from any simulation. Opaque structures which act
as part of the windscreen and canopy assembly must remain, however, as they
provide the occulting and potential parallax information.

14.2 LIGHT INTENSITY AND PERCEPTION

Without light, there is no transmission of visual information to the human
visual/perceptual system, but what amount of light is necessary to carry
useful information from a display system? Light may be measured by two
different techniques:

(a) Radiometry

Radiometry is the measurement of light made with a sensor having equal
response to all wavelengths. For the purpose of this report, it will not
be further described or considered.

(b) Photometry

Photometry is the measurement of light made with a sensor having a
spectral response similar to the average human eye. The peak of the
human eye's sensitivity to light comes at 550 nanometers, which is in the
yellow-green area of the spectrum.

Luminous flux, luminous intensity, illuminance and luminance are four factors
in the measurement of light. A full description and definition of these terms
follows but most important are:

(a) Luminous Flux

Luminous flux, which is considered to be the total light output of a
source and is measured in lumens.

(b) Luminance

Luminance which is the amount of light reflected from or emitted by a
surface and is measured in foot lamberts.

The following Is excerpted from Ganz.
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14.2.1 Luminous Intensity

"The basic unit of photometry is the candela (C). This is the unit of lumi-
nous intensity adopted by the Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE).
Until 1948 the candle was represented by groups of carbon filament lamps. The
new candle, called candela to distinguish it from the old unit, is defined as
1/60 of the luminous intensity of 1 cm2 of a black-body radiator at the
freezing temperature of platinum (which is 17550 C). Candlepower (cp) is
luminous intensity expressed in candelas."

14.2.2 Luminous Flux

"Luminous flux (F) refers to the rate of flow of light as a function of time.
The lumen (lm) is the unit of luminous flux. A source of 1 candela emits 1
lumen of light through I steradian. The steradian is a unit solid angle best
defined by a point source of light placed at the center of a sphere with
radius of 1 meter. The cone which originates at the center and intersects the
sphere so as to cut an area of 1 meter square is the steradian. There are 4
steradians in the entire sphere. Hence, a 1-candela source emits a total of
4 lumens.

14.2.3 Illuminance

"Illuminance (E) is the density of luminous flux falling on a surface. Densi-
ty equals the total flux divided by the area of the surface. The lux (lx) is
the unlt of illuminance when the square meter is taken as the unit of area.
One meter away from a 1-candela light source, a surface receives an illumi-
nance of 1 lux per square meter. When, instead of the square meter, the unit
of area is the square foot, then the footcandle is the unit of illuminance.
If a square ceotimeter is used as the unit of area, then the phot is the unit
of illuminance. This proliferation of units is quite confusing. It is helpful
to note that the units are all interchangeable; one simply multiples by a
constant to transform one into the other. For example, according to Table 37,
if a surface receives 1 lux of illuminance this is equivalent to saying it
receives 0.0929 footcandles. An illuminance of 2 lux is equivalent to 2 X
0.0929, or 0.1858 footcandles."

"A source of 1 candela of luminous intensity always emits the same luminous
flux, 1 lumen per steradian. Imagine the 1-steradian cone of light emerging
from the center of a sphere. Now let the sphere expand until its radius is 2
meters instead of 1. Tke steradian now intersects an area on the sphere of
(2) meters4 or 4 meters4. Thus the illuminance is now 1 lumen (the flux in
the steradian) per 4 meters 2 , or 1/4 lux. If the sphere expands to a radius
of 3 Teters, then the steradian will Intersect an area on the sphere of 9
meters'. Hence the illuminance will have dropped to one lumen per 9 meters2 I
or 1/9 lux. It should be intuitively clear that (a) when a constant amount of
light (of lumens) is spread over a larger area, that area is less highly
illuminated and (b) the area of a disc that intersects a cone is Inversely
proportional to the square of the distance from the point from which the cone
emerges. In other words, the inverse-square law applies to illuminance:

E kcp/d 2 ,
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Table 37. Relative Magnitudes of Units of Luminance and Illuminance

Candle/cm
2

Units (stib) Lambert MilliLambert Candle/in2  FootLambert

Candle/cm
2

(stilb) 1 3.142 3142 6.452 2918
Lambert 0.3183 1 1000 2.054 929
MilliLambgrt 0.000318 0.001 1 0.00205 0.929
Candle/in' 0.1550 0.487 487 1 452
FootLambert 0.000342 0.001076 1.076 0.00221 1

Relative Magnitudes of Units of Illuminance

Units Lux Phot Milliphot Footcandle

Lux 1 0.0001 0.1 0.0929
Phot 10,000 1 1000 929Milliphot 10 0.001 1 0.929
Footcandle 10.76 0.001076 1.076 1

(From Teele, 1965, according to Ganz)

where E is the amount of illuminance on a surface, cp is the candlepower of
the source, 0 is the distance between the source and the surface, and k is a
constant. For example, imagine you are in a room with dark walls and a single
light bulb illuminating your reading surface. If you bring the bulb five
times closer to the reading material, it will be illuminated twenty-five times
more.

"In addition to a standard light source of I candela and the inverse-square
law, photometry is based on judgments of equal brightness by human subjects.
Suppose, for example, we want to measure the amount of illuminance falling on
a test surface. We illuminate another surface similar in color to the first
one with our standard source of I candela (a 1/60 cm surface of platinum at
its freezing temperature). Say the human subject views the two surfaces and
reports that the one illuminated by the platinum sphere looks brighter. We
then move the platinum source farther and farther away until the two surfaces
look equally bright when the platinum source is 3 meters away; then by the
inverse-square law we know that the platinum source is now illuminating the
surface with 1/9 lux, and at the same time we also conclude that the unknown
test illuminance must be 1/9 lux.

"As the reader may imagine, one does not use platinum heated to its freezing
point for field measurements of illuminance. Using the platinum source, one
first determines the candlepower of an incandescent bulb when some given
amount of electric current goes through it (once more matching brightness and
using the inverse-square law), and then uses the incandescent bulb in the
field.
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14.2.4 Luminance

"This photometric measure is closely related to brightness. Luminance refers
not to the light falling on a surface, but to the source itself, indicating
how much candlepower the source has per unit of its surface. Thus, a very
large 1-candela source does not have as much luminance as a very small 1-
candela source. Normally, the large source looks dim and the small source
looks bright, even though they have the same candlepower. Units of luminance
are candles per unit area of the source (the areal density of luminous inten-
sity). A stilb (sb) is a unit of luminance of 1 C/cm2 . (Note that luminance
refers to the output of the source relative to the area of the source; the
distance between the source and the subject is irrelevant.) There are numer-
ous units of luminance and Table 37 shows that they are interchangeable."

Human perception spans a very wide range of luminance. See Figure 31 for an
example. This figure has been adapted both from Van Cott and Kinkade (1972),
as well as from Farrell and Booth (1975).

Thomas and Jones (1977) give as an example some typical values of illuminance:
sunlight - 100,000 lumens/m2 (9,300 foot lamberts reflected from a perfect
diffusing surface). The minimum recommended for close work is 100 lumens/,e
(9.3 foot lamberts, reflected from a perfect diffusing surface). It may be
noted that the preceding values correspond closely to the values given in
Figure 31.

Screen luminance versus lumens must be considered for system-utilizing screens
(dome or flat). The following simplified equation may be used to determine
the screen luminance in foot lamberts:

B X L x G

where B is luminance in foot lamberts, A is screen area in square feet, L is
lumin output of the projector and G is screen gain.

Brown (1975) states that "Information processing by the visual system depends
upon the spatial distribution of relative luminance information and not upon
absolute levels. Once the minimum necessary luminance level has been achieved
for efficient extraction of visual information from a display, there is little
advantage in further increases in luminance." The exception to this rule, he
points out, is the effect which a brilliant light source (glare) might have in
hampering the pilot's ability to perform the required tasks. (See 5.2 Cab]).
This light source could be the sun, bright searchlights, or the detonation of
a nuclear weapon. Andrews (1979) states that "The human visual system is
highly sensitive to sharp, well-defined changes in contrast but is very poor
in judging absolute brightness." From these statements and the above figure,
it becomes apparent that the luminance-level goal for a display system should
be approximately 10 foot-lamberts. This figure is high in relation to the
state-of-the-art and may not be obtainable in the near term. If it were
available it could produce flicker under certain circumstances.
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Figure 31. Examples of Various Levels of Luminance (Composite of

Van Cott and Kinkade (1972) and Farrell and Booth (1975))

14.3 TYPES OF DISPLAYS

What follows is a synopsis of the Thomas and Jones (1977) study on wide field-
of-view visual display systems. Statements in quotations but lacking an
author notation are from this report. Additional information on virtual image
displays may be obtained from Spooner (1975) as well as LaRussa and Gill

14.3.1 Real Image Displays

Real image displays are displays which present an image on a surface for
viewing by the observer. They may be either direct view CRTs or projection

14.3.1.1 Direct view CRTs. Direct view CRTs are perhaps the simplest method
of presenting visual information via a television display. Their limitations
are rather severe, as close viewing Is required, forcing the eyes to focus
unnaturally, and head motion causes gross parallax errors to occur. These
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errors occur because the viewer expects a change in head position to give a
corresponding change in the visible surfaces of the close objects which are
displayed. No such change-in visible surfaces can take place with direct view
CRTs at close distances.

14.3.1.2 Projection systems. Projection systems may utilize one or more flat
screens or a spherical screen. Flat screens, unless they utilize rear projec-
tion, are subject to keystoning. Additionally, the copilot may see an object
such as the runway as much as 4 degrees to the left of its actual position
(Spooner, 1975). "Since the image is real and only 6 to 10 feet, the eyes are
not focussed at infinity, and a true simulation of eye focussing is not ob-
tained." "The advantage of the projection screen display method is that it is
simple in theory, simple to implement, low in cost and a real image is pro-

duced without optical distortions." The flat screen technique is among the
earliest ever used, and either rear or front projection is possible.

In spherical dome systems, television projection or laser projection can be
utilized to place the image on the screen.

With the exception of the laser approach, spherical dome systems suffer from
an overall low level of resolution, as well as luminance. To improve the
resolution, some form of target insetting is often used.

The scanned laser approach may, in time, provide resolution to 5 minuts of arc
but currently 8 or 9 minutes of arc is a more realistic expectation over the
entire FOV. While a current Redifon system uses a model board as the image
source, the display technique could lend itself to a CIG source. .They are
currently working on color. Singer-Librascope is reported to be working on a
laser display utilizing individual channels to create a multichannel display.
NTEC has set aside its 3600 non-programmed laser display system.

Both Redifon and Singer have demonstrated this type of hardware with more

advanced demonstrations being probable over the next I to 1.5 years.

14.3.2 Virtual Image - Infinity Optics Systems

A virtual image of an object is an image which can be seen but is not formed
on a surface. The image appears to occupy a point in space. The light rays
which make up the image appear the emanate from this point in space. A good
demonstration of the concept occurs whenever a person sees his or her own
image in a mirror. The image appears to be the same distance behind the mir-
ror that the viewer is in front of the mirror. In this example the image was
formed by reflective optic(s) but virtual images can also be formed by refrac-
tive optics.

The process of forming a virtual image is important in visual flight simula-
tion because most of the visual information being presented is at or near
infinity in the real world. If the simulation presents the image too close to
the viewer, the viewer may get conflicting depth cues. It is possible through
the use of reflective or refractive optics to form a virtual image, of the
visual scene, at infinity.

14
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Infinity optics systems offer the potential for lower cost, higher brightness,

and higher resolution than most projection techniques. Infinity optics sys-
tems can be configured in numerous different ways, such as refractive displays
and at least four types of reflective displays: non-pupil-forming, single-
mirror displays; pupil-forming, dual-mirror displays; in-line reflective
pupil-forming and non-pupil-forming displays; and off-axis reflective
displays.

14.3.2.1 Refractive displays. "Refractive displays are defined as those
display techniques using refractive lens elements only. By placing the object
at the focal point of the lens system, the image, as seen by the observer,
appears to be at infinity; the lens simply collimates the light. This simple
approach eliminates one of the disadvantages of the wide screen displays in
that the image on the screen now appears virtual and at infinity. The col-
limating lens elements, however, are usually quite large (48 inches), heavy,
and are difficult to manufacture." Additionally, chromatic aberration is a
problem and reduces resolution as well as user acceptance (Heinzman and
Shumway, 1976). "An interesting alternative would be a plastic fresnel lens,
which is a flat, thin piece of plastic on which are molded zones. They extend
from center to the outer margin. Each groove is a miniature refracting facet
capable of bending light. The lens ability to pass light is greatly increased
over that of a conventional lens of the same focal length. Therefore, a
large-diameter, light-weight lens with a short focal length is possible."

14.3.2.2 Non-pupil forming, single-mirror displays. "The single-mirror, non-
pupil-forming reflective system consists of an input screen, a beam splitter
and a spherical mirror with a viewing position located at the center of curva-
ture of the mirror. . . . In a non-pupil-forming display, the object placed
at the focal point of the infinity lens system is a real image, such as a
diffusive screen or a CRT face plate. The actual viewing position is located
slightly toward the spherical mirror to allow lateral head movement and still
see the full field-of-view. The eye relief dimension is 24 to 36 inches. The
compact construction and potential light weight makes the approach very
attractive. Perhaps the main advantage of the reflective system or the
refractive display technique is that there are no color aberrations generated.
The overall light transmission is good, but the beam splitter reduces the
image brightness 80%.

"The most limiting characteristic of the single-mirror, beam splitter, non-
pupil-forming display is in the restricted field-of-view and, in particular,
the vertical field-of-view. This requires that for a wide field-of-view
visual system several units are required to cover the field-of-view. The eye
relief of this type is also limited."

14.3.2.3 Pupil-forming, dual-mirror displays. The drawback of the single-
mirror system is the intrusion of the input screen into the optical path,
limiting the maximum obtainable vertical field-of-view. Instead of using a
real image as the input, a virtual image could be used. In this way, no
screen would protrude into the field-of-view, thus allowing a wider potential
vertical field-of-view. A pupil-forming display places a virtual image input
at the focal point of the infinity lens system. One method of producing the
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virtual image is to use a projection mirror. " . . The technique is termed
a concentric system since the centers of curvature of the two mirrors and
input screen coincide. The inclined beam splitter . . . reduces the eye
relief distance significantly. Eye relief distances of 18 to 24 inches, how-
ever, are easily obtained. In the pupil-forming system, the viewing position
is best placed within the area defining the exit pupil such that the full
field of view is visible. Since a reflective mirror is used as the lens
element, no chromatic aberration will be generated. Only spherical
aberrations appear as the major problem and can be minimized by using large-
radius mirrors. The concentric mirror's system has several disadvantages.
Special input screens must be used which have a small radius of curvature t;ut
large field-angle coverage. If a CRT is used as the input screen, a special
CRT would have to be constructed to minimize collimation errors. The display
system is physically larger than the single-mirror reflective or multiple-lens
refractive systems, which may make it more difficult to attach to a motion
platform. Another drawback in the dual-mirror system is that two beam
splitters are necessary to implement the display properly. This means that
only 4% light transmission can be achieved. Again, greater requirements are
placed on the input video device, since a much brighter display is required."

14.3.2.4 In-line reflective, pupil-forming and non-pupil-forming displays.
"In order to correct one of the problems of earlier reflective displays - that
of large size - the Farrand Optical Company, Valhalla, New York, developed a
re ective infinity display optics, termed the pancake window. The goal of
the new display technique was to provide an infinity display system that would
be compact and lightweight without sacrificing field-of-view and image
quality" "The input image can be a diffuse, screen input for a non-pupil-
forming display or a virtual image for a pupil-forming display. The image
passes through the spherical beam splitter and is reflected off the flat beam
splitter and back to the surface of the spherical beam splitter, where it is
collimated and reflected toward the observer. To prevent the incorrect image
from being observed, the image is polarized" "The action of the flat beam
splitter is to locate the input image of the focal surface of the spherical
beam splitter. This allows a much larger eye-relief distance and a more
compact structure.

"Although at first glance, the pancake window appears to be an ideal optical
display, there are several noticeable disadvantages.

"The most undesirable characteristic is the 1.2% light transmission. A second
drawback is that there are unwanted ghost images generated.

"The polarizers and quarter wave plates are not 100% effective in blocking out
the unwanted images. The redeeming feature of the unwanted images is that
they are not focussed at infinity, and in a dynamic training situation these
images will not be noticed by the pilot."

Additionally, a color capable version of this display is still under
devel opment.

14.3.2.5 0ff-axis, reflective displays. "Redifon Flight Simulation, Ltd.,
has taken a different approach to obtain a virtual image display system. The
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main lens element is still a reflective mirror, but instead of having the
image placed on the same axis as the observer, the image is placed off-axis.
This off-axis display is known as Duoview. The prime advantage of this tech-
nique is that no beam splitters are necessary, thus increasing the eye relief
distance and the light transmission. One of the prime uses of the off-axis
system has been in the side-by-side seating arrangement. Since the input is a
diffuse screen, the system is non-pupil forming. Due to the large size screen
necessary, a video projector and rear projector screen are used. Folding
mirrors are used to minimize the physical distance between the screen and
projector while maintaining the correct optical path length. The mirrors also
correct for image distortion created by the off-axis mirror lens. There is no
color distortion created by the display since reflective optics are used. The
only drawback of the Redifon Duoview is that the field-of-view is limited to
only 60 degrees." The current authors feel that an additional drawback is the
restricted resolution of this system, which is 8 to 10 minutes of arc
(compared to 2.7 minutes of arc at Boeing Aerospace CGEI), as well as the
difficulty in cleaning the mirror surfaces.

14.3.3 Virtual Image - Helmet-Mounted Displays

Helmet-mounted displays may be considered to be a second form of virtual image
display system. Several groups have been doing work with this type of display
system: The Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, PA (Thomas and Jones,
1977); The 6570 Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio (Kocian, 1977); the Farrand Optical Company, Incorporated;
ASPT; and VTRS.

A hdlmet-mounted display may be used alone or in combination with any other
type of display system. It can provide a narrow, instantaneous field of view,
which is capable of being repositioned, through eye-position sensing, to give
a wide field of view. This approach may provide monocular or binocular
information and is attractive because of its potential cost savings as well as
simplicity. Its potential disadvantages are that there may be a disparity in
brightness, problems with display registration and eye dominance to consider
(Kocian, 1977). Additionally, unless some universal helmet type is developed,
the time for fitting may be extensive, running to 1/2 hour or more. ASPT is
considering utilizing an inflatable bladder which is internal to the helmet
and will make it universal, thereby providing a 5-minute fitting time.

14.4 AREA-OF-INTEREST CONSIDERATIONS
Edge conservation may be accomplished through the realization that the eye is

a variable acuity device. Acuity of the human visual system decreases with
increasing angular distance from the optical axis with the foveal area having
the greatest resolution. Dial (1976) has suggested a variable acuity, remote
viewing system, which takes advantage of the fact that "The human visual
capability can be represented by about 130,000 resolution elements, provided
that these elements are sized non-linearly according to the eye acuity
function. ...."
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The required density of displayed information is inversely proportional to the
size of the area-of-interest, while the cost of a CIG system is directly pro-
portional to its edge capacity. A potential for savings exists if an area-of-
interest approach is utilized (Monroe and Richeson, 1977).

The area-of-interest approach may be implemented in a real image display
system or a virtual image display system. A helmet-mounted display could be
used in conjunction with this approach or alone or the area-of-interest could
be implemented in the displays themselves without utilizing a helmet-mounted
display.

It should be noted that both helmet-mounted displays and area-of-interest
presentations require either head-position sensing or both head-position sens-
ing and eye-position sensing. By their very nature, they infer the use of a
helmet.

The area-of-interest approach does have its weaknesses. Booker (1979) at NTEC
pointed out that in order to develop an area-of-interest image you have to
develop a highly detailed image over the entire environment, then present the
specific area which is being viewed. This approach does not improve the data
base building problem; in fact, it exaggerates it. Neither Booker nor
Chambers had confidence in the area-of-interest approach. At ASPT, pilots
found that it was "extremely difficult to maintain their orientation without a
horizon throughout the display" (Monroe and Richeson, 1977) when using the
area-of-interest. The limited field-of-view experiments done at ASPT demon-
strated that a horizon line added outside the cone kept the pilot from be-
coming disoriented when performing certain maneuvers.

Since a helmet-mounted display may not provide this feature, helmet-mounted
displays used alone, may prove to be an unacceptable display technique. The
problem manifested itself most obviously when the pilot's head motion caused
the area-of-interest to slew around the cockpit. This problem may not exist
for a straight-ahead task, such as an approach to a landing (Cyrus, 1979).

14.5 RASTER-SCAN IMAGING EFF.ECTS ON PERFORMANCE

Biberman (1973) gives a partial list of parameters affecting performance in
raster-scan systems. See Table 38.

Table 38. A Partial List of Raster-Scan Imaging System Parameters
Affecting Observer Performance
(Adapted from Biberman, 1973)

Mean luminance Aspect ratio
Size [and shape] Raster direction
Viewing distance Contrast enhancement
Number of active raster lines Video bandwidth
Contrast Detector irradiance level
Scene movement Target and background characteristics
Gamma Terrain masking
Signal-to-noise level
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He credits Johnson (1958) with determining the number of TV lines required for
various levels of object discrimination. Johnson defines four levels of
object discrimination:

(a) Detection. An object is present.

(b) Orientation. The object is approximately symmetric or asymmetric,
and its orientation may be discerned.

(c) Recognition. The class to which the object belongs may be discerned
(e.g., house, truck, man, etc.).

(d) Identification. The target can be described to the limit of the
observer's knowledge (e.g., motel, pickup truck, policeman, etc.).

Biberman points out that Johnson's information has been misused and, in some
cases, systems have been underdesigned by a factor of 4 or more. The two
major factors causing this error are:

(a) The confusion between the definition of "TV lines" and "line pairs"

(b) The minimum dimension of the object is the determining factor, not
the maximum.

"Line pairs" are significant in TV raster displays because 2 lines are re-
quired to show I cycle of information; that is, 2 lines are required to show a
transition between an object and its surround. No definition of an object's
edge is possible with a single raster line.

The minimum dimension must be used in lieu of any other object dimension as it
is the critical factor in object discrimination.

Two factors of critical importance in meeting Johnson's criteria are:

(a) The "signal-to-noise" ratio

(b) The image contrast

Without a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio or image contrast, the following
tables become invalid. Johnson's criteria for the resolution required per
minimum object dimension versus discrimination level is given in Table 39. It
must be noted in this table that the resolution given is in TV lines - not
line pairs. The next table, Table 40 gives the resolution necessary to dis-
criminate typical ground targets.

Table 40 gives the number of lines required in "line pairs." The averages are
rounded off from the previous table. The minimum dimension of a truck, tank,
or car would be its height; the minimum dimension of a soldier, standing,
would be his width; and the minimum dimension of 105 Howitzer would be its
slant height from the bottom of its wheels to the top of its shield.
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Table 39. Johnson's Criteria for the Resolution Required Per
Minimum Object Dimension (Adapted from Biberman, 1973)

Discrimination level Resolution per minimum object
dimension, TV lines

Detection 2 +1.0
-0.5

Orientation 2.8 +0.8
-0.4

Recognition 8.0 +1.6
-0.4

Identification 12.8 +3.2
-2.8

Table 40. Required Resolution for Detection, Orientation,
Recognition, and Identification (Adapted from
Biberman, 1973)

Target Resolution Per Minimum Dimension in Line Pairs

Broadside View Detection Orientation Recognition Identification

Truck 0.40 1.25 4.5 8.0
M-48 Tank 0.75 1.20 3.5 7.0

Stalin Tank 0.75 1.20 3.3 6.0

Centurion Tank 0.75 1.20 3.5 6.0

Half-Track 1.00 1.50 4.0 5.0

Jeep 1.20 1.50 4.5 5.5

Command Car 1.20 1.50 4.3 5.5

Soldier (Standing) 1.50 1.80 3.8 8.0

105 Howitzer 1.00 1.50 4.8 6.0

Average 1.0±0.25 1. 4_O. 35 4.0+0.8 6.4.1.5

The use of Johnson's criteria requires that a calculation be made of the
visual angle subtended by the target object at the desired slant range. The
visual angle in degrees of arc may be defined as:

Visual Angle * arctangent Minimum target dimension.

. Slant range to target
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IFor example, with a target whose minimum dimension is 10 feet, having a

desired detection range of 25,000 feet, the visual angles = arc
10ii tangent 2.,OOO .02290 of arc or 1.375 minutes of arc. The system capable of

providing this resolution would require one "line pair" (two TV lines),
according to Johnson's criteria, per 1.375 minutes of arc for detection at
25,000 ft.

No examples are given by Johnson or Biberman for airborne targets. It may be
that the same requirements apply. Rivers (1977) reports that the Differential
Maneuvering Simulator (DMS) pilots were able to acquire and effectively
determine the aspect as well as range and range rate for targets the size of
an F-4 aircraft at slant ranges up to 18,000 feet. Gordon et al. (1975)
claims that slant ranges of 300 to 45,000 feet are available from the DM$, but
he does not give the field of view or active TV line count for the target
projector utilized; consequently, no line-pair figure per arc minute can be
determined.

The resolution of a display system may also be defined by the number of arc
seconds per line pair of the display:

Resolution = 120 x FOV
NLA

where' the resolution is in arc minutes per line 2air, the field-of-view is in
degrees and NLA is the number of active TV lines in the system.

Exampl e:

NLT * Total number of raster lines per frame = 1024

NLA 92% - 93% of NLT .947

Vertical FOV = 300

Vertical Resolution 120 x 30mi/line pair947 =38acri/iepi

It can be seen by looking at this equation that the number of line pairs in
this definition is related to angular measurement. Conventional resolution
concepts relate the number of individual lines (rather than line pairs) to
millimeters (rather than angular measurement).

One last note should be made though not totally appropriate to this section on
displays: Johnson's findings are for the ideal case, anything which decreases
the contrast of the object to its surround (noise, camouflage, etc.) will
impact his figures, as will the similarity of the object's dimensions to
objects in its surround. The amount of impact cannot be quantified as it

1varies with the source.
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14.6 MEASUREIMENT OF IMAGE QUALITY

It has been demonstrated that there is a relatively low correlation between
intentional degradation of resolution and performance (Task et al., 1978).
Task suggests that resolution not be used as a general indicator of image
quality, and that, in any case, its use be exercised with caution.

Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) evaluation is a more worthwhile tool to
use. The Modulation Transfer Function is equal to the Output Modulation
divided by the Input Modulation. If the peak-to-peak (PP) amplitude of an
Input signal is said to be I unit and the PP amplitude of the Output is the
same; dividing Output by Input equals I or 100% MTF. If the output is .5 of
the Input the MTF equals 50%.

The log Band Limited Modulation Transfer Function Area (log BLMTFA) has been
found to give the highest correlation between the measured image quality and
performance (Task et al., 1978).

Biberman (1973) as well as Ewart and Harshbarger (1975) discuss the setup for
measuring MTF.

Melrose (1976) describes the modulation transfer function in the following
manner: "If a TV system is required to reproduce a gross, black-to-white
transition, consisting of resolution bar patterns, the video signal wave form
would take virtually no time to move up from minimum black reference level to
maximum white response level. A complete square wave replica of the bar
pattern results. As the bar pattern intervals are reduced (to higher resolu-
tion spatial frequencies), and given the TV system's timing constraints, the
move-up time reaches its practical limit, at or before the given interval is
transversed. This results in just reaching (peaking) the maximum white level
(100 percent contrast/modulation) or partially reaching that level (percentage
modulation). Partial or percentage modulation, then, is suitable as a valu-
able tool in measuring resolution [image quality]."

For further discussion of MTF also see:

(a) Johnson, C.B.

(b) Farrell, R.J. and Booth, J.M., 1975
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SECTION 15

DISPLAY WEAKNESSES

This section contains a discussion of weaknesses which may generally be at-
tributed to the display technology rather than CIG technology.

15.1 RESOLUTION

Over a wide instantaneous field-of-view display resolution cannot match human
perceptual characteristics nor will it be able to in the near future. Kraft
(1979) has graphically portrayed the relationship between display resolution,
defined as visual angle in minutes of arc to human vision and visual
efficiency in percent. See Figure 32. This type of comparison relates only
to one form of human visual acuity, minimum separable acui.ty. Minimum
separable acuity is the least sensitive of the four acuities, which also
include vernier, stereo and minimum perceptible acuity. Each of the last 3 is
much more sensitive than minimum separable acuity with minimum perceptible
acuity being better than .6 seconds of arc. See Section 7.1.1.

There is no definitive informatfon showing the correspondence between the mag-
nitude of this weakness and the degradation in performance on the part of the
pilot; however, Kraft (1979) asks how we could expect a pilot who is "legally
blind" to perform a visually oriented task. Legal blindness is defined a! 07
2-ision, which corresponds to 10 minutes of arc resolution. This figure is
poorer than some current CIG systems are capable of but is used to illustrate
a point.

15.2 DISTORTION

Distortion correction (see 7.1.5.3 and 14.1.5), particularly in a dome system
may, by necessity, be quite extensive. AT VTRS, a doubling of the CIG edge
capacit has been required to accommodate the truncation of edges which occur
during distortion correction calculations. Uncorrected distortions may affect
geometric perspective and may change the perception of the position in space.

Mays and Holmes (1978) in their paper titled, "A Three-Channel, High-
Resolution-T.V. Image-Generation System" describe a geometric distortion cor-
rection system. Although this system is meant to correct the distortions
created principally by a wide-angle, optical probe and associated electro-
optical components, in a camera/model system this approach could possibly be
applicable to correcting other sources of geometric distortions, such as dome
systems.

15.3 LUMINANCE

Luminance in display systems is not as high as it should be to support human
acuity. It is true that beyond a certain point increases in the level of
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light do not significantly affect perception and that the human being is rela-
tively insensitive to the absolute level of light. However, levels below 10
foot-lamberts begin to impact perceptual characteristics significantly (Van
Cott and Kinkade, 1972; Farrell and Booth, 1975).

15.4 TONAL RANGE

Tonal range in display systems does not match the real world. Contrast, being
a function of the tonal range, is affected. Contrast is a very significant
factor in perception; relative contrast determines detectability.

15.5 COLOR

In CIG, no additional feature comes without some consequence to system
performance or cost. Color is certainly no exception. At Boeing, during
experiments on the legibility of alphanumeric characters presented by CIG
systems, it was found that the convergence of the three-gun system was
critical to the legibility of the characters being presented. Even the
slightest deterioration in convergence worked to the detriment of legibility
(resolution). Without near-perfect convergence, the display would not meet
its stated specifications.

At NASA, it has been found that the overall color balance varies between one
tube and another. In systems where mismatched tubes are juxtaposed, the dif-
ference in color is very obvious. No conclusions have been reached as to what
possible detrimental effects these differences may have.

In addition to color convergence, fringing and separation problems exist in
three-gun raster CRT-based systems. Without perfect convergence, performance
will suffer. Holmes and Mays (1978) describe a technique for correcting color
aberrations for three-gun CRT systems in their paper titled, "A 25-inch, Pre-
cision Color Display for Simulator Visual Systems." This technique may be of
interest.

The use of color may cause a lower level of luminance to be available from the
system. Color increases cost.

15.6 FLICKER

Flicker is a problem which may be disturbing to some observers. The flicker
threshold varies with the individual, as well as with the level of luminance,
refresh rate, and phosphor-persistence. It is generally visible in the pe-
riphery and becomes more apparent in wide field-of-view displays. Increasing
the level of luminance of the display requires an increase in the update rate
to keep flicker below the perceptible level.

15.7 STEREO

Stereo displays are possible but, to the author's knowledge, have not been
implemented in flight simulation. See also 7.1.1(a) and 7.2.5.5.
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Two-to-one, interlaced video information lends itself very well to right-eye/
left-eye stereo presentation. One approach, developed at the Naval Ocean
Systems Center, San Diego, CA 92152, utilized this fact by presenting alter-
nating fields of information to each eye and using glasses which alternately
shut off, then allow to pass, light from the visual system. The even field
contains information for one eye and the odd field contains information for
the other eye. In order to utilize this approach with a CIG system, the CIG
system would be required to do calculations for two different eye points,
i.e., the right eye, then the left eye. CIG has the accuracy to do this.
Light transmission through the glasses is very poor and is the one weakness of
this system.

Another approach for presenting stereo information, which might be applicable
to simulation, has been developed by Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc. (bbn) of
Cambridge, MA 02138. This technique utilizes a vibrating mirror to displace a
CRT image of an object along the 2 (depth) axis. The part of the object being
displayed at any one instant in time is dependent upon the position of that
part along the Z axis. The net effect is a whole object (the sum of its
parts) receding in space. This type of display might lend itself admirably to
some CIG algorithms because of the manner in which it uses Z axis information.

Spooner (1975) has made a rather uniquely circular argument against the neces-
sity for a stereo display. His assertion is that, because a display cannot
provide the resolution necessary to match real-world stereopsis, a stereo dis-
play is unnecessary. He points out that with an acutance of 10 seconds of arc
and an eye spacing of 2.5 inches stereopsis should function To over 4,000
feet. Since, in this example, the TV display system can provide only approxi-
mately 10 minutes of arc, it is 60 times less sharp than needed for the
threshold oTfdecton of retinal disparity. The net effect would be a func-
tional stereopsis at a distance no greater than 75 feet in the simulator.
Carrying his reasoning further, however, a display system which could provide
one minute of arc resolution could also provide stereopsis to a distance of
750 feet. The possible necessity for stereoscopic presentation should not be
dismissed sinmply because it is currently impractical to conceive of an ade-
quate method for implementation.

15.8 ACCOMMODATING MULTIPLE OBSERVERS

Accommodating multiple observers is not easily accomplished by current display
systems.

Approaches such as Duoview, which may provide an exit pupil large enough, do
not generally provide higher resolution images (10 minutes of arc).

Non-collimated visual systems, such as dome systems, are inappropriate for
multiple observers, as they displace those observers from the center of the
dome and cause distortions in geometric perspective to occur. One potential
solution to this displacement is a very high-gain dome surface, which would
provide different images for each observer, while inhibiting the image intend-
ed for one observer being viewed by another. The major disadvantage of this
approach is that it would require distortion correction calculations for each
observer.
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Helmet-mounted displays offer promise in resolving the problem of multiple

observers.

15.9 UNCONTROLLED VARIABLES

Uncontrolled variables can cause unexplained changes in performance on the
part of the pilot. See also 17.1.1. The determination of which variables
cause which effects is essential.

As previously stated (see 7.2.5.3[i3 and 8.2.8) Kraft, et al. (1977-1979)
found that how well a pilot maintains the visual glide slope is entirely
dependent upon the range at which the runway surface is acquired in respect to
the runway lights. The availability of a runway surface is totally dependent
on how the maintenance personnel set the relationship of the day scene to the
night scene. If left unattended it would become a random variable in the
flight simulation.

15.10 ALPHANUMERIC LEGIBILITY

Alphanumeric characters may appear on the runway or other surfaces in a CIG
scene. When interaction takes place between the motion of characters and the
raster structure, misinterpretations can occur. An experiment was done using
those letters and numbers which are most often confused with others (Kraft,
1979). During the experiments, nobody got the letter M correct; it was always
seen as a letter H. The cause was the rate of motion-of the letter M and the
period of time during which the crossbar was written. It really did-turn out
looking like an H.

On a color system, legibility is most affected by the degree of convergence of
the three color guns. If the three guns are not converged almost perfectly,
the legibility will drop off.

15.11 TARGET PROJECTOR POSITIONAL ACCURACY

Positional accuracy and repeatability in display systems utilizing target pro-
jectors can be a problem. MAGICAM, Inc., a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures
Corporation in Los Angeles has developed a synchro/servo system which may al-
leviate the problem but could require direct access to simulation data.

15.12 MULTIPLE CHANNEL REGISTRATION

Multiple channel registration can be a problem. Raster shaping of the display
is required and not all displays support raster shaping.
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SECTION 16

CIG STRENGTHS

General CIG strength becomes apparent when it is compared at the system level
with camera/model systems. It has been demonstrated that in sorties, which
included landings, night only as well as day/night, CIG systems feeding a
closed circuit television (CCTV) display system demonstrated a greater in-
crease in flying skills than did a camera/model CCTV display system (Thorpe,
et al., 1978). Additionally, although Thorpe concluded that "Neither the day
nor night (CIG) system was more effective than the other," in at least one in-
stance (the check ride evaluations, Table 41), the day/night CIG system did
appear to out-perform the night-only CIG system.

Table 41. Final CCTV Check Ride Evaluations

Evaluation Day Night TV

Highly
Qualified 9 5 4

Qualified 1 5 6

The individual strengths of CIG systems can best be illustrated when a compar-
ison is made with the specific weaknesses of camera/model systems. What fol-
lows is a comparison of this type:

(a) Depth-of-Field

Depth-of-field is a problem with camera/model systems, which simply
does not exist in CIG.

(b) Resolution

Camera/model system resolutior, and clarity is a problem which may
not be resolvable. Boeing fe't that the best theoretically possible
from a camera/model system was 8-1/2 arc-minutes of resolution.
From actual experience, they found it to be as bad as 19 arc-
minutes. The GE Compu-scene at Boeing has vertical resolution of
2.7 arc-minutes per pixel (5.4 arc minutes per line pair), and this
is definitely not the limit possible from a CIG system. Current
goals for non-Thset raster systems* range between 1 and 2 arc-
minutes. Insetting has demonstrated a much greater potential.

Inset raster systems have a high resolution target or area-of-interest
inserted into a low resolution background.
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Rivers (1977) found that "Of the A/S [Air to Surface) systems evalu-
ated, only CIG systems afforded the clarity and resolution necessary
to recognize and identify objects at normal slant ranges."

(c) Unlimited Attitude and Position

Camera/model systems may have restricted roll and pitch, while CIG
systems are unlimited in attitude or position.

(d) Unrestrictive Gaming Area

The limited gaming area available from a camera/model system can
cause a pilot to expend an inordinate amount of time staying within
the gaiming area (Rivers, 1977). A CIG system has no such problem
with gaming areas, potentially extending to 500 to 500 nautical
miles or more.

(e) Easily Modified

Fixed models are not easily modified or replaced. CIG systems have
the potential for doing this easily but at some cost.

f) No Mechanical Lags or Overshoots

., Mechanical lags, overshoots, and positional resolution problems
which restrict accuracy and'repeatability in camera/model systems do
not exist in CIG systems. The response of a CIG system to changes
in attitude is inertia free.

Positional and computational accuracy as well as repeatability are
the strong points of CIG. Boeing measured the positional accuracy
of their GE system. The result startled them. They found that the
accuracy at the display was .12% and repeatable. E&S has no calcu-
lation accuracy figures for perspective relative error (which is the
error from one pixel to another). Rather they use the concept of
step resolution. This concept takes into consideration angular and
positional representations at very low viewpoint or eye height. Of
concern is the appearance of runway stripes when sitting on the
runway in a fighter-type aircraft. Slow taxi and turns may cause
what appears to be discrete jumps in the position of the runway
markings such as the runway center line. With the accuracy that E&S
uses at low eye height taxiing, the runway stripe does not index
discretely under slow rates of angular and positional change
(Doenges, 1979). Link has a worst case of calculation inaccuracy of
+ 1/4 pixel in the x and y linear dimensions (1 part in 4000,
Fecause there are, generally speaking, 1000 pixels per line).

If there is one problem with positional accuracy, it is on the part
of the display when depicting light points which may be spread out
over several pixels so that motion from one pixel to another does
not appear to occur in discrete jumps. Subscan line averaging of
light points could alleviate this problem, however. Please see
Section 17.2.12.
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(g) Special Effects

Special effects are either difficult or impossible to do with
camera/model systems. Effects such as moving targets, missile
threats, bomb bursts, strafing, day, dusk, night, sun image, weather
effects, etc., are possible with CIG.

(h) No Probe Crash

Probe crash simply does not exist in a CIG system.

i) Multiple Levels-of-Detail

Closure (decreasing slant range) on a camera/model system does not
provide additional detail, as would be expected, past a certain
point. As an approach is made, it is true that more detail becomes
visible, but only to the point where there is additional detail to
become visible. Leaves on a tree will not become visible unless
they are there, neither will the pattern of wheat in a field unless
it is there.

(J) Distortion Correction

Distortion at the periphery exists In camera/model systems, and the
result is a potential for geometric perspective distortion. Geomet-
ric perspective is, perhaps, the most invariable cue in the real
world and can be accurately provided by a CIG system, although it
may not be displayed accurately by the display portion of the
system.

(k) Wide Field-of-View

A wide field of view, multi-channel approach is possible but perhaps
impractical in a camera/model system. CIG lends itself well to this
approach (until the FOV becomes so wide that Re calculations must
replace tan a calculations and impact system capacity by doing so).

(1) Reliability and Availability

Maintenance time, person-loading, and down time are higher with a
camera/model system than a CIG system (NASA). Simply stated,
reliability and availability are higher with a CIG system.

(m) Synthetic or Augmented Effects

Synthetic effects not found In the real world are not easily sup-
portable by a camera/model system. Effects such as aim points, hit
marks, and highways in the sky can be implemented in CIG systems.

1) Different Mission Tasks - Same Hardware

Arltional hardware is required to support different missions such
as fwation flying and air-to-air combat in camera/model systems.
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No additional hardware is required to incorporate different mission
tasks in a CIG system as long as the CIG system has the capabilityi n the first pl ace.

(o) Space Efficient

Space requirements for a camera/model system or systems can be quite
extensive. While CIG systems are not small (some approach 20 bays),
they do occupy significantly less space than some large camera/model
systems using terrain model boards.
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II

SECTION 17

CIG WEAKNESSES

The list of CIG weaknesses is extensive, and after reading it one may think,
"Wy bother? There must be a better way." In truth, there is not.

With the exception of laser image generation, other image gneration
techniques (e.g., camera/model systems, film systems, etc.) are not improving
in quality or providing new capabilities at a rate as fast as CIG; nor do they
have the potential for improvement which CIG promises.

17.1 GENERAL SYSTEM WEAKNESSES

Weaknesses within the total visual system, which includes both image genera-
tion and image display may cause a number of undesirable side effects. For
example:

17.1.1 Incidental Learning May Occur

Incidental learning is the acquisition of a skill without the operator's
knowledge. See also 15.9. Although it is true that in an R&D environment,
training is not the purpose of simulation, it is also true that learning does
occur. If this learning is not related to responses to known cues, the
implications of those responses become ambiguous.

Incidental learning occurred at Boeing when pilots made an approach to a land-
ing using the CIG system. If the pilots were on the centerline, the runway
edges appeared to crawl at an identical rate. If the pilot departed the
flight path to the left of the centerline, the left runway edge appeared to
move away, while the right runway edge appeared to move toward the pilot. The
inverse was true if the pilot departed the flight path to the right of the
centerline. The implication of this occurrence is that the pilots were prob-
ably able to get lined up with the centerline of the runway further out than
they could in the real world, using this non-standard cue subconsciously.
This type of effect falls into a group of raster CIG problems call anomalies.
Anomalies are discussed later in this section.

17.1.2 Missing Motivation

Where motivation is lacking, it will not be enhanced by a visual scene which
is a caricature of the real world. This should not be a problem, however, in
an R&D environment.

17.1.3 Erroneous Cues

Some cues simply cannot be presented correctly. Extremely small scene ele-
ments such as edges of objects at a great distance, if they are portrayed at
all, cannot be portrayed any smaller than one pixel in width. In effect, they



will look larger than they should and may induce an illusion in the area of
di stance judgment.

17.1.4 High Initial Cost

High initial cost is a major drawback of any state-of-the-art, high-capacity,
raster-scan CIG system. Several reasons contribute to the high cost:

(a) High complex, special-purpose hardware must be designed, built, and
checked out to perform the CIG task.

(b) Most systems delivered are some form of prototype. The technology is
changing so rapidly that each new system usually has new capabilities
when compared to its predecessor. The implication is that there are
technical and economic risks which are taken by the manufacturer and
passed on as an increase in cost.

(c) A major portion of the systems is composed of CIG specific hardware.
Therefore, there is not a broad market for the equipment developed,
and costs cannot be amortized. "Modified" off-the-shelf hardware or
"lab systems" are the closest one can come to a standard product when
successive CIG systems are analyzed.

In the following sections an attempt has been made to divide the problems into
the categories which either created them or are responsible for controlling
them.

17.2 IMAGE GENERATION ASSOCIATED WEAKNESSES

The following is a list of significant image generation weaknesses. They are
of importance not because they can be eliminated but because of their impact
on system performance. How well these weaknesses are dealt with can be used
for evaluation of proposed approaches.

17.2.1 Scene Anomalies

A good portion of what follows is a synopsis of a technical paper written by
Szabo (1978). It should be referred to for a detailed discussion of CIG
anomalies and illustrations.

Computer image generation causes a number of scene anomalies often referred to
as aliasing. These anomalies occur because of the very nature of computer
image generation and display, which requires that the scene elements represent
an instantaneous point in space and time. The consequence of this requirement
is that there are two types of ano-m-l-aes or artifacts produced: spatial,
dealing with space or position, and temporal, dealing with time.

Generally, the higher the contrast, the greater the scene anomaly problem
becomes, regardless of type.
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Conventional raster scan television images display an image which is the
average of time and distance quantities over the period Just preceding the
display. In its simplest form, CIG does not do time or distance averaging.

17.2.1.1 Spatial anomalies. Spatial anomalies are the result of the inter-
action between the edgo he object and the raster structure of the display.
It exhibits itself in a number of different effects such as:

(a) Stair-Steppingj

Stair-stepping is the most noticeable of all the anomaly problems.
It occurs when a diagonal line, such as the horizon 1int, changes
position In successive fields or frames, as the horizon would do when
the aircraft was rolling. If the raster lines run horizontally and
the aircraft is horizontal, the horizon will be on one raster line.
As the roll starts, the horizon line would cross an increasing number
of raster lines and appear to be a series of steps increasing in
number with the increasing number of raster lines crossed.

(b) Crawling

Crawling occurs when an object which crosses several raster lines
moves horizontally. If the object is Irregularly shaped or
rectangular and at a slight angle from the horizontal, its leading
and trailing edges will pass the center of pixels on different lines
at different times. Consequently, the pixel no longer represents the
object, even If the object still crosses through a part of the pixel.
To be represented by a pixel an object must impinge on the pixel's
center in the simplest CIG systems. When it does not, the object
will appear to increase and decrease in volumetric size.

(c) Scintillation

Scintillation occurs when a very small object passes through the
center of the pixel and is represented by that pixel. Movement away
from the center of the pixel into another pixel's domain causes the
object to be unrepresented by either pixel until the object passes
through the center of the second pixel. The net effect is that the
object appears and disappears as it moves.

Scintillation may also occur in the display of texture, although here
it has been considered to be a temporal aliasing problem (Stenger et
al., 1979).

(d) Line Break-up

Line break-up occurs when a diagonal line passes through a number of
pixels and does not impinge on some of the centers of some of the
pixels. The line would be represented by all the pixels through
which it passed and hits the center. It woull not be represented at
all by the pixels whose centers were missed. Rather than appearing
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as a straight line, it would appear as a dashed or intermittent
1 ine.

(e) Mock Bands and Incidental Learning

Mock bands occur when there is a differential in contrast, at the
junction between two surfaces, greater than 2.5 % (Kraft, 1979). The
edge on the lighter side is perceived as being lighter than it is in
actuality, while the edge on the darker side is perceived as being
darker than it is in actuality. The net effect is that of a band
falling between the two surfaces. Mock bands can appear during an
approach to a landing. Under this circumstance, they show up as an
edge moving down the runway at a velocity matching that of the air-
craft and maintaining a constant distance from the aircraft. Mock
bands which appear during an approach to a landing probably give
false velocity cues, as they provide the observer with a visual
reference, moving at his own speed down the surface of the runway.

f) Moire Effects

Moire effects occur both in broadcast television and CIG-generated
images. They are the product of the interaction of two patterns upon
eac-other. The patterns are those of the visual information being
presented and the raster structure itself. Some success has been
reported in correcting moire effects (Stenger et al., 1979).

Correction of spatial anomalies is possible through several different tech-
niques. These techniques have the effect of producing an image which may look
less sharp than the uncorrected version but eliminates or subdues the anoma-
lies. A form of filtering is used at the edge to reduce the high spatial
frequency changes which occur there.

Crow (1977) suggested an approach for controlling anomalies which seems to
work well (Stenger et al., 1979). Another approach using sub-pixel elements
to average the pixel value also works well. Objects which are smaller than
one pixel may be totally eliminated from the display in order to eliminate
sci nti 11 ati on.

17.2.1.2 Temporal anomalies. Temporal anomalies are the second form of
anomaly presented by raster-scan display systems. Unlike spatial aliasing,
some forms of temporal aliasing are characteristic of broadcast television as
well as CIG displays. In general terms, they are not as disturbing as spatial
anomalies, but, on the other hand, they are less well understood. What is
presented here is only a small part of a very complex issue.

Types of temporal effects which are of interest are:

(a) Interlace Effect or Field Tracking

The interlace effect occurs when the eye tracks an object moving
vertically up or down on the screen. This effect is most apparent
when large, evenly illuminated surfaces move up or down the distance
of one scan width per field time.
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As the eye tracks the object any particular point on the object
appears at the same point on the retina in each successive field.
Because of the tracking, areas on the retina directly above this
point or below the point do not receive any light stimulus from
alternating scan lines, and consequently a dark gap is perceived
between scan lines where the alternate scan line should have been
seen.

The interlace effect could be eliminated if a non-interlaced display
were feasible. Unfortunately, it may not be, due to cost and the
current state-of-the-art. Schumacker and Rougelot (1977) report
significant improvements In the interlace effect or field tracking
problem by changes made in the image-processing algorithms without
going to a non-interlaced display scan.

(b) Frame Rate Update Effect or Double-imaging

The frame rate update effect or double-imaging is also caused by the
eye tracking an object. In this case, however, the object being
tracked is moving in a horizontal direction. The problem will only
manifest itself if alternating fields are not updated. That is to
say that if the CIG scene is recalculated at the frame rate rather
than at the field rate this problem will exist. As Is the case with
the interlace effect, the act of the eye tracking the object causes
the object to be positioned on the retina at a fixed location, as
the eye moves. If the object continues to move at a fixed rate, and
frame rate updating is occurring, successive fields will contain the
same information. That is, field I and field 2 would display the
object in the same position; then the next field 1 and field 2 would
portray the object displaced in position by the distance which it
would have traveled in the time between the first field 1 and the
second field 1. The eye, consequently, is tracking the object from
frame to frame, but every second field displays the object in the
same position as the first field, and, as the eye moves, the object
appears twice on the retina. It was thought that this effect could
be corrected by field rate updating but recent evidence casts doubt
on this solution and points to a non-interlaced display as the only
solution (Ingalls, 1980).

(c) Stroboscopic Effect

The stroboscopic effects may be observed when an object moves in a
repetitive manner or multiple objects of a similar nature follow
each other sequentially. Due to the apparent snapshot effect of
CIG, these objects may be displayed in the same location as similar
objects previously appeared. If the objects appear in the same
location, there will be no apparent motion. If the objects appear
in an area close to where the earlier objects appeared, the motion
will tend to be perceived as being in a forward or reverse direc-
tion, dependent upon where the subsequent objects appear. This
effect manifests itself when objects like rotor blades, runway
centerline stripes, or rows of lights are presented, and the rate of
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displacement positions them in near-identical locations with earlier
objects of a similar type.

* r If blurring could be implemented in a CIG system, the stroboscopic
effect might be eliminated.

Correction of Temporal Anomalies could be very complex and consequently cost-
ly. Temporal anomalies are less well understood than spatial anomalies and
are correspondingly more difficult to correct.

17.2.2 Inadequate Overload Management

17.2.2.1 Edge crossings per system scan line restrictions. Edge crossireIs
per system scan line restrictions are perhaps the most Underrated factor hav-
ing major impact on the full utilization of system capacity.

Only one manufacturer (E&S) has no such restriction, and even then there is a
restriction on the number of polygons per field.

It is important to note that, as stated, the edge crossings per scan line
restriction pertains to the entire system and is a total of each of the indi-
vidual channels. Individual channels may have specific restrictions of their
own. To avoid overload the ideal target figure for permitted edge crossings
per system scan line should be 20% or more of the displayable system capacity
(ASPT); however, a more practical figure might be 10%. See 5.2(c).

Even simple scenes can cause edge crossing overload when low level flight is
encountered. In most CIG systems flying straight and level causes the horizon
line to be represented by a single raster. Every object in the scene gets
jammed up on this single raster/horizon line. Result: simple scene yet over-
load nonetheless.

The most obvious solution, a vertical raster system, only postpones the prob-
lem. As soon as a steep or vertical bank is executed by the pilot, the entire
scene may be eradicated by the CIG.

Rolled raster systems are systems in which the rasters remain parallel to the
horizon regardless of attitude. If edge crossing overload occurs in this type
of system, it will do so regardless of the attitude as long as the horizon is
within the FOV.

There is no good way to determine how many edge crossings a scene will gener-
ate when its data base is being built. It simply requires a cut and try
empirical design approach.

In some systems it is possible that the total displayable edge capacity may
never be utilizable. An Inadequate number of allowable edge crossings per
system scan line would be the culprit.

17.2.2.2 Position change induced overload. When closure on an object occurs,
it grows in apparent size. in a multi-channel system, this growth may cause
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the object to expand from a single channel into a larger number of channels.
i-When the object or objects pass through adjacent channel boundaries "pseudo-

edges" may be created to truncate the object or objects at the boundary ([&S
is the exception to this approach). The resultant "pseudo-edges" created may
cause the system capacity to be exceeded. In one example, 25 edges became
more than 100 (Rife, 1977). See Figure 33 for an example of 4 edges becoming
7.

17.2.2.3 Attitude change induced overload. Attitude change-induced overload
may occur when the system is near overload and a very rapid change in attitude
is initiated. The new attitude brings into sight objects which were previous-
ly outside the FOV. Consequently, the edge count skyrockets over the maximum.
See Figure 34 for an example of this phenomenon.

17.1.2.4 Results of position or attitude change-induced overloads. Results
of position or attitude change-Induced overloads can be the loss of the dis-
play on all channels following the channel which induced the overload condi-
tions for channel 5, the remainder of channel 5 could be blank as could
channels 6 and 7 in a 7-channel system.

Overloads induced by changes in position or attitude may cause objects or
parts of objects to be removed from the scene. Objects may pop into view well
after the edge of the field of view has exposed their intended position to
scrutiny.

Another potential effect of overload is double framing. Double framing may
occur when a change in attitude causes an overload of the processing capabili-
ty of the CG' system. The appearance of double framing is a scene which jumps
from point to point.

Edge-crossing induced overload may cause streaks to appear in place of the in-
formation on the overloaded raster line, or the raster line may be replaced by
the preceding raster line.

17.2.2.5 Compensation for overload. Compensation for overload may be accom-
plished in numerous ways. using part of the system capacity as a buffer will
forestall the onset of overload. By monitoring their own loading, CIG systems
may gracefully implement overload management techniques such as fading to a
lower level of detail.

A flexible sync standard, for the display, may be implemented to allow a small
amount of additional time for the completion of calculations to occur. There
are 2 potential side effect of this technique:

(a) The flicker threshold may become noticeable.

(b) Transport delay avoidance through synchronous updates of attitude
and position as well as their rates become impractical unless the
CIG system is in control of the transfers.
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17.2.2.6 Level of detail switching compensation for overload. Level of de-
Itail switching may successfully be used as an overload management technique,

but unless it is done correctly its effects can be very disturbing to the
viewer.

As has been previously stated, the processing of visual information take ap-

proximately 250 milliseconds (Leshowitz et al., 1974). If a different stimu-

lus is presented during that period of time, there is a large loss in reten-
tion of the original information. This may explain why abrupt changes in
level of detail are very disturbing to some viewers.

A form of prioritizing must be used which allows scene elements of lesser
importance to be removed first. The change in level of detail may not be
accomplished through fading if the overload occurs very rapidly.

At ASPT the overload algorithm deletes models in priorlty order determined in
2 ways (Rife, 1977):

(a) Model importance

(b) Channel prioritization

The channel prioritization could be linked to an Area-Of-Interest technique
and become more effective.

17.2.3 Data Base Building Weaknesses

Current data base building techniques are almost totally inadequate for an R&D
facility. Research and devopment requires that data bases be custom tai-
lored, as well as easily and quickly built. Current techniques are too time-
consuming and expensive to allow this to be done cost efficiently. The con-
sequence is that CIG software becomes hardware, remaining unchanged or only
slightly modified long past the requirement for totally new software data
basis.

The automation of the data base building process is mandatory. It must in-
clude the capability to convert DMAAC data to a CIG data base, as well as the
creation and utilization of libraries of standard primitives. See Sections
11.2 and 11.3 for a more detailed discussion.

17.2.4 Separation Planes and Automated Data Base Building

A separation plane is a flat two-dimensional surface which is passed through a
f~e( or moving model (e.g., building or aircraft, etc.) to aid in resolving
the priority of occluding surfaces within the model. By using separation
planes, parts of the model are grouped into "clusters" and priority calcul-
tions may be done on the "clusters" rather than on a surface by surface basis.
Schumacker (et al) devised this approach in 1969 and it is still being used to
this day.

If one object is inside the concave part of a second object (see Figure
35(a)), a separation plane cannot be passed between them. The second object
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must be broken down into smaller "clusters" to accommodate the separation
plane. See Figure 35(b). The gap is imaginary but may become reel in some
systems, when depicting moving models, due to a faulty algorithm implementa-
tion.

Current approaches which utilize separation planes to determine occultation
priorities do not lend themselves well to the automated conversion of DMAAC
data to CIG data bases. It is most difficult to create an algorithm which
will handle all cases of separation plane creatidn during conversion. A
current movement away from separation planes may alleviate this problem.

17.2.5 Data Base Non-interchangeabilitt

The commonality and transportability of data bases leaves much to be desired.
See Section 11.4 for a full discussion of this CIG weakness.

17.2.6 Transport Delay

Transport delay can affect the performance of certain tracking tasks (e.g.,
formation flying, aerial refueling, etc.).

Transport delay can be defined as the time that elapses between the receipt of
flight data from the host simulation computer until the completion of the dis-
play of the last raster line associated with that aircraft attitude informa-
tion.
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There are three different ways of looking at transport delay:

(a) Transport delay may be considered strictly as a function of the CIG
system. Attempts to reduce this form of transport delay signifi-
cantly below 100 milliseconds per frame, which is the current norm,
would be counterproductive since it would come at the expense of
either computational power or additional system hardware and cost.

A CIG system which is updating the display system at the field rate
(60 Hz) has a transport delay which is either 50 ms (GE and Link) or
66.6 ms (E&S). The latter uses the additional 16.6 ms (1 field
time) for scan line conversion, thereby eliminating any edge cross-
ing per system scan line restriction.

This form of transport delay should not be considered as the key
factor in the transport delay problem because the simulation program
should provide for it.

(b) Variance from actual aircraft delay characteristics must be a signi-
ficant consideration. It is possible for the display system to de-
pict motion earlier or later than what would be expected in the
actual aircraft.

(c) Disparity in cues and cue conflicts between various elements of the
simulation system such as the visual system, platform motion system,
g-sult system, g-seat system, and cockpit instrument must be compen-
sated for.

Transport delay times and their effects have been discussed by a number of re-
searchers. See Ricard et al. (1976) for additional information. Quiejo and
Riley (1975) found that transport delays of 47 milliseconds could affect pilot
performance in certain highly demanding tasks. In this experiment the primary
task was that of tracking a target aircraft in a simulator. There was a side
task meant to increase the pilot's workload to a level where any degradation
in the visual presentation that affected his response could be measured. The
target aircraft went through the sinusoidal oscillation in altitude varying
+100 feet within a 30-second period. Generally, it was found that transport
-elays of up to 141 milliseconds could be tolerated "without affecting the
subject's performance or operating procedure." When the target oscillation
period was decreased to 15 seconds, even a 47 millisecond delay was too long.
The acceptable level of visual-scene time delays decreased with increases in
task complexity and target rate or degradation of vehicle handling qualities.
It is interesting to note that transport delays of 172 milliseconds were
readily apparent to the subject while transport delays of 141 milliseconds
were not. Indications are that, while subject performance may suffer and
operating procedures may differ, subject awareness of these changes does not
necessarily occur. The iaplicaton is, of course, that subjective judgments
of image accuracy or visual adequacy must be suspect.

Kraft (1979) states that less than 2% of the population will see any visual
lag if you keep the transport delay time under 100 milliseco-ni. He also
quotes the Jerry Westheimer doctoral dissertation as indicating that transport
delays of 147 milliseconds will probably incur pilot induced oscillation.
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Cyrus (1979) states the opinion that + 125 milliseconds from the delay of the

actual aircraft will not be noticed b;-the pilot.

Other researchers (Cooper et al., 1975) have found that, while a 100 milli-
second transport delay of visual presentation does not affect learning per-
formance, it did cause them to perform their piloting skills differently.
Both aileron control displacement and aileron control force varied signiti-
cantly from the norm. There were no statistically significant differences
found in the other four control parameters. It should be noted that the 100
millisecond figure given by Cooper is a delay in addition to the transport
delay of the CIG system which itself varied between 12.5 and 25 milliseconds.
The pilots actually perceived a delay of 112 milliseconds to 125 milliseconds.

Gum and Albery (1976) confirm that transport delays have their greatest effect
on the control of aircraft roll position. They go on to say that "compensat-
ing for the majority of the CIG system transport delay turned out to be essen-
tial for proper simulation of formation flight." This compensation did not
appear to affect other tasks such as approach and landing maneuvers as these
tasks don't require precise judgments of linear distances and high frequency
control input.

Ricard (et al., 1978) states that in formation flying, frequency of stick in-
put were previously found to be as high as 3 Hz (Cyrus, 1976). Roll angle,
pitch angle, and z-axls should be of particular concern because ". . .only the
responses along these axes contained enough high frequency energy to create
problems of "flutter" in the visual display" (Cyrus, 1976). Miller and Riley
(1976) confirm that as the task difficulty increases, the acceptable time
delays decrease (according to Ricard et al., 1978).

Motion helps offset the effects of transport delay by roughly doubling the
acceptable delay (Miller and Riley, 1976).

Cue coincidence is of major importance and cue conflict between visual, mo-
tion, g-seat, g-suit and aircraft instruments can be very detrimental. Re-
search seems to conflict in how best to compensate for this type of disparity.
Bunker (August, 1978) while discussing training effectiveness versus simula-
tion realism used as an example the installation of the NASA Differential
Maneuvering Simulator (DMS) at Langley AFB, Virginia. Conceptually "Maximum
realism is desirable - absolute realism requires zero delay - so all delays in
the system were reduced to their practical minimum. This subjective effect of
flying the system was highly unrealistic and unsatisfactory. They then deter-
mined which element in the system had the maximum irreducible delay and they
increased all the system delays to match it. The result was a satisfactory
system." This technique cannot be used, however, if it exceeds the delay
which could normally be accounted for by the lag in response time of aircraft
dynamics, whic- was shown in a later attempt to do the same thing. Gum and
Albery (1976) say, "The cues could be brought more nearly into alignment by
removing the CIG system transport delay compensation. However, pilots pre-
ferred to have the visual system delay minimized as much as possible, especi-
ally for formation flying." It should be noted that the motion delays in this
system (ASPT) probably exceeded those of the actual aircraft.
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Attempts at compensation for transport delay have been made. Look ahead,
through the use of predictor equations, has been used and works well for
linear slew. However, system step response deteriorates. At ASPT increasing
the host simulation computer's calculation of latitude/longitude information
from 7.5 iterations to 15, and thereby doubling the transfer rate to the CIG
system, had a dramatic effect on the pilot's ability to fly in formation (Gum
and Albery, 1976). Prior to this "fix," pilot-induced oscillation (PlO) was
normally the end results of closure on the lead aircraft during attempts at
formation flying. Two studies (Ricard et al., 1976 and 1978) use filtering of
aircraft response characteristics to compensate transport delay. Filtering in
the range of 3/4 to 1 Hz was found to be most effective for the T-37 aircraft
used in the simulation of formation flight.

Transport delay circumvention is to be preferred over any form of compensa-
tion. While compensation may allow improvement in apparent control of the
aircraft, it cannot guarantee that pilot response in control force, control
displacement and control frequency will match that of the actual aircraft
under all circumstances. While compensation effectively removes noise from
the system it also reduced resolution. High performance aircraft typically
show a 200-300 millisecond delay between pilot control deflection and onset of
aircraft response (Blatt, 1979). If flight control information was acquired
by the CIG system directly from the flight controls and the CIG system had the
equations of flight for the particular simulation, the transport delay char-
acteristics of the CIG system could be utilized as part of the flight equation
calculations. Totally bypassing the host simulation CPU in this manner could
eliminate the hardware and software delays which are a normal part of every
flight simulation system.

The flight equation iteration rates should be identical to the field update
rate of the CIG system and synchronous with it; 50/60 Hz would then be con-
sidered the minimum iteration rate. In order that a disparity does not devel-
op between the visual information and all other information developed by the
host simulation CPU, position and rate information calculated for the CIG
scene in this manner should be sent back to the host simulation CPU for its
use.

An alternative to this approach is to do the equations of flight in the host
simulator at an iteration rate identical to that required by the CIG system
and synchronize the CIG system to the host CPU data transfers. The equations
of flight would have to include the normal transport delay time of the CIG
system (50 ms for GE and Link, 66.6 ms nominal for E&S per field).

This approach may solve the transport delay problem for the aircraft simula-
tion visual presentation. It does not, however, approach the problem of mov-
ing targets. Airborne targets moving at high rates of speed and changing
altitude rapidly will suffer from the same transport delay phenomenon if their
flight information reaches the CIG system in a conventional manner. It is
suggested that host CPUs calculate moving model equations with the fixed
transport delay of the CIG system being a consideration. Again, transfer of
information between the host simulation CPU and the CIG system should be
synchronous with the CIG system calculation and presentation.
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17.2.7 Field-Rate Updating or Non-Interlaced Display Impact

Field-rate updating, which may or may not eliminate a form of CIG scene anoma-
ly (see 17.2.1.2[b]O, can cut the system capacity in half.

A non-interlaced display, which could correct two CIG scene anomalies (see
17.2.1.2[a) and [b]), may be beyond the state-of-the-art of current CIG tech-
nolgoy. It would double the required bandwidth and cut CIG system capacity.

17.2.8 Yaw Rate Restrictions

Restrictions in yaw rate may occur In some systems when the active data base
does not contain adequate data to sustain high rates of change. Current Link
systems dl splay this phenomenon.

17.2.9 Moving Model Restrictions

Moving models, because they utilize separation planes (which disallow actual
distance information) and a dynamic coordinate system cannot be fully prepro-
cessed in order to determine their occlusion priorities off-line in the way
that terrain and fixed cultural objects can be. If the software is used to
generate the moving models, as is done in the E&S, SPi, and SP2 calligraphic
systems, the systems could be hard-pressed to do the calculations for one moc-
Ing model if there were more than 1 channel involved. Approaches such as
those taken with the E&S CTS raster system utilize hardware to do the dynamic
coordinate system calculations and forestall the time overrun which can occur
with software calculations. For example, the GE system at VTRS which initial-
ly utilized a single PDP-11 general purpose computer as its front end, became
too loaded down to depict all six of its moving models at the field rate. If
six moving models are to be utilized, three must be updated at the frame rate.
To correct the problem, the program will be partitioned and a second PDP-11/55
will be added to run In parallel with the first.

17.2.10 Texture Inadequacy

Texture currently Is inadequate in its support of Terrain Following (above 50
ft.) and Nap-of-the-Earth (below 50 ft.) simulation.. In its two- and three-
dimensional versions, texture is probably a very important cue In low-level
flight. However, texture is only now becoming available in a rudimentary
(geometric perspective) form. Advances are promised, but none are currently
fully available. See 5.2(r) and 7.2.7.

As long as texture remains low in contrast, the scene anomalies which it
creates will only be marginally visible. High-contrast texture can create
scene anomalies which are difficult to correct and require sophisticated anti-
allasing techniques. Boundaries between levels of detail can become obvious
and appear as a horizontal line, parallel to the horizon, on the terrain.
This boundary remains at a constant slant range as the terrain passes below
the aircraft. In one study, this juncture between levels of detail caused
bands of scintillating textured material (Reynolds et al., 1978). Successful
anti-aliasing techniques originated by Crow (1977) were utilized at Technology
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Service Corporation (Stenger et al., 1979). They found, however, that the
texture tile approach was only partially successful for three other reasons:

(a) In the process of generating the texture tile, only one original
photograph is used. This original is the basis for different levels
of detail (e.g., an entire forest, a group of trees, a single tree,
etc.). These three different texture tiles would have worked more
efficiently had they each originated from their own unique photo-
graphic source. In addition, the close-range texture tile should
have permitted the perception of three-dimensional texture.

(b) In the process of creating the texture tile, manipulation was neces-
sary to provide invisible boundaries when the source tile was Juxta-
posed next to itself and to eliminate macro-patterns within the tile.
The result, when the tile was laid over a large area, was a homogene-
ous, bland appearance. The problem could be eliminated and an
improvement in the overall image quality could be realized by one of
two methods:

(1) "Sulerimposing a different macro-pattern over large areas; or

(2) shading to simulate either the effect of different growing
rates, grass colors, etc. or the natural rolling terrain."

(c) During the dive-bombing portion of this study, a problem with the
texture scintillating became apparent. The reason is unknown, but it
appears to be a temporal aliasing problem, which must be corrected
through further study.

17.2.11 Low Fidelity Realism

Unrealistic "cartoonish" visual presentations are the hallmark of CIG. In and
of itself, this factor is not necessarily a weakness. Only when cues are
inadequate to support a control strategy identical to that of the real world
does this factor become a weakness.

Lack of ige content and detail can make flying a CIG scene unrealistically
easy when items such as turning point, initial point, and targets are too
easily recognizable (Cohen, February, 1979), or unrealistically difficult in
successfully maintaining low level flight.

The CIG world is a "flat world." There is no curvature to terrain which is
depicted as being flat, nor do long runways have anything but a flat appear-
ance. The net effect of this fact on mission tasks such as air-to-air combat,
air-to-ground weapons delivery, terrain following and landings is unknown
(Kraft, 1979).

Complex shapes are not easily or efficiently reproducible. They must be sim-
plified but cannot be simplified to a point where their presentation may lead
to questions about their orientation when no such questions would arise in the
real world.
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[ 17.2.12 Pixel/Light Point Size Limit

Light points cannot be depicted by less than one full pixel. Because of anti-
aliasing techniques, light points are often spread out to cover more than one
pixel and may indeed cover as many as a three by three matrix of pixels. Even
a one-pixel light point (e.g., 2.47 by 2.87 minutes of arc at Boeing) is not
small enough to present what the eye would be expected to perceive when view-
ing a light point at a great distance. (See 5.2 (p] and 7.1.1.[d].) The net
effect causes the light point to be perceived as being closer in distance.

During an approach to a landing, if no compensation is made for light point
size, pilots will fly lower than they would in the real-world situation (Kraft
et al., 1977). To compensate for this deficiency, Kraft successfully used a
technique which reduced the luminance of the light points in a manner propor-
tional to their distance. (See 5.2 [p] and 7.1.1 [d].)

A second aspect of light point resolution - the first being spot size - is
positional resolution. Positional resolution, while highly accurate in CIG-
based visual systems, can nevertheless be no better than the size of a pixel.
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SECTION 18

CIG SYSTEM ACQUISITION

18.1 SPECIFYING A CIG SYSTEM - WHAT AND HOW TO SPECIFY

"Each system has, in effect, a simple message: 'Tell me what you need, and
I'll see if I have it.' Unwary users receive another message as well: 'If
you don't tell me what you need, I'll give you what I have'. . . But digital
systems also have another message: 'If you don't tell me exactly what you
want, you won't recognize what I give you'" (Stark, 1977). Stark points up
the pitfalls rather succinctly. What to specify is of paramount importance.

Orlansky and String (1977) say: "Emphasis should be given to the development
of specifications for the visual and perceptual characteristics of such dis-
plays to complement the emphasis now being given to the development of im-
proved means of visual simulation."

Cohen (1979) calls for a perceptually oriented rather than engineeringly
oriented specification. He says, "ideally, the training organ izaion should
specify the perceptual requirements for certain training, and simulators and
CIG systems should be specified accordingly." These features may include

4 range for target detection, recognition, identification, numbers and types, as
well as aircraft operating parameters and minimum operational height above
terrain. "Separately, the engineering features to support the required per-
ceptual requirements should be understood and specified (if possible and
implementable)."

The current authors feel that not only should engineering specifications be
separated but that they should be minimal in nature, only specifying engineer-
ing features whose absence would severely restrict the ability of the system
to provide the specified perceptual information. Items of this nature such as
the permissible number or percentage of edge crossings per system scan line,
the percentage of buffered system capacity, as well as expansion characteris-
tics, etc., are appropriate. If it can be avoided, attempts to characterize
the hardware approach should not be made as this restricts the innovation with
which different manufacturers may solve the same perceptual problem.

As an aid to answering the question, "What to specify?", further studies are
required in the perceptual area. Without a full understanding and definition
of the perceptual requirements, the CIG user will buy more than he wants and
get less than he needs. Please refer to Section 6 on Realism and Section
7 on Perception and Cues as well as Section 8 on Illusions for further
discussions in this area.

"Not only must overly ambitious goals be reduced to realistic state-of-the-
art requirements, but proposed system elements in components must function
together in such a way as to assure program success. "We must first try to
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establish realistic goals. We cannot ignore cost and state-of-the-art con-
straints. Assuming goals can be established as requirements, and that some-
one will arrive at a complete solution, is unrealistic and may be disas-
trous" (Heintzman and Shumway, 1976). Establishing these goals requires
that existing devices, which are similar in nature to the proposed device,
be evaluated - thus the importance of this study. The decisions must be
based on known system performance, and comparable applications must be taken
into account. Lastly, a Draft Procurement Package should be sent to the
prospective vendors to avoid unrealistic specifications.

Renderings of the visual scenes could be prepared as part of the perceptual
characteristics specification. Stark (et al., 1977) recommended this tech-
nique for data base design, but the concept could and should be extended to
the perceptual specification.

The specification must include a documented method, whereby the system may
be evaluated.

18.2 OFF-THE-SHELF VERSUS PUSHING THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

Many factors go into the decision to specify an off-the-shelf CIG system ver-
sus pushing the state-of-the-art. Off-the-shelf system applicability, in
addition to the cost, plays an important role in this decision.

18.2.1 Off-the-Shelf Systems

The off-the-shelf CIG system currently offers many desirable attributes, as
well as some drawbacks.

(a) Advantages of Off-the-Shelf

(1) The system will be thoroughly tested and have known attributes
that can be verified, it represents a low risk.

(2) Users may be questioned on their evaluation of the system and
specific features.

(3) Because it already exists, the development costs should be
minimal.

(4) The system should be operational in a short time since the main
integration is complete.

(5) The amount of maintenance and maintenance personnel required may
be calculated using existing figures on that system's current
performance.

(6) At least one visual data base will already exist.

(7) Comparison can be made between different manufacturers' CIG sys-
tems, and subtle details may be discerned and evaluated.
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(b) Disadvantages of Off-the-Shelf

(1) The systems will be at least 1 to 2 years old. This means that
all the innovations which have been developed since the imple-
mentation may not be available.

(2) The design of the system may have been targeted for another type
of application which is not applicable to the one the user
desires. Converting these areas to the user's needs may further
degrade the system capabilities.

(3) A certain amount of money may have to be spent to modify the CIG
system to its new application.

18.2.2 Pushing the State-of-the-Art

Some important factors should be considered in the cost of pushing the state
of-the-art.

(a) Advantages of Pushing

(1) The system procured would contain the latest CIG innovations
that are available at the time of delivery, as well as those
which have been developed specifically for this application.

(2) The new innovations may allow the user to more successfully per-
form the required R&D task.

(3) The new technology may improve the maintainability and

reliability.

(b) Disadvantages of Pushing

(1) From the inspections of existing CIG systems in the field, it
was determined that after delivery it took I to 1.5 years to
complete the installation. This included working out the
design bugs and attaining reasonable system reliability.

(2) There has been a tendency to specify systems that are well past
the ability of the manufacturer to produce, and, consequently
the end product has not satisfied the users.

(3) There are pitfalls in specifying a CIG system. The numbers game
can and will be used for and against the user in such a way that
the system meets the numbers specified, but because of other
related variables that were not specified, the system may not
do what the user had intended.

(4) Specifying a new system will dictate a protracted production
lead time (average - 24 months) to allow for new developments.
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18.2.3 Past History of Pushing

Two users, Boeing and NASA, who have previously pushed the state-of-the-art in
CIG, are no longer doing so. Their most recent purchases have been off-the-
shelf systems. Their stated reasons for following this new course are lower
risk, cost, and check-out time. Their previous reasons for pushing the state-
of-the-art were the inability of current CIG systems to perform the requiredtasks.

In a situation where it is practical and cost effective to build prototypes
and have a flyoff between two or more CIG system manufacturers, this may be an
appropriate approach to take. Specifically, if there are to be follow-on
production units, ,this lowers the risk of pushing state-of-the-art to attain a
specific goal. However, in the case where only one system is to be produced,
pushing the state-of-the-art may not be justifiable. The only exception may
be in the area of display technology, which is so far behind image generation
that it may be essential to take a new and unique approach in order to reach
any reasonable goal. (See Section 15).

It appears that in the past, as well as currently, military users have at-
tempted to drive the design of CIG systems into areas that were not yet at-
tainable. They thereby suffered the consequences of having newly implemented
functions that did not perform to expectations and in the process wasted
development funds in the attempt to reach unattainable goals.

18.3 TEST AND EVALUATION

18.3.1 Testing

The Naval Training Equipment Center Document I-251 (Harris, 1977) "Accep-
tance Testing of Flying Qualities and Performance, Cockpit Motion, and Visual
Display System Simulation for Flight Simulators" is quite exceptional. This
Navy document, developed at the Computer Laboratory, NTEC, provides test con-
figurations for visual systems as well as test procedures. It makes recom-
mendations which are either not covered in other military standards or are
covered but should be changed. Of particular interest in this document are:

(a) Figure 1, "Visual Systems Test Configuration"

(b) Table 3, "MIL-T-9212 (USAF) Training Device Tests"

(c) Table 7, "Project 2235 (USAF) Technical Testing Program"

(d) Table 8, "Recommended Visual Display Testing"

(e) Table 11, "Recommended Areas of Visual Display System Testing"

(f) Table 15, "Comparison of and Recommendations for Visual Display
Simulation Tolerances"
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(g) Appendix C, "Recommendation for Specification for Fundamental Test
Requirements for Evaluating Visual Display Systems, as Used with
Aircraft Weapons System Trainers and Operational Flight Trainers"

This document may be considered a baseline document for test and evaluation.

18.3.2 Supportability Demonstration

Puckett (1978) suggests the concept of a "supportability demonstration."
Although he is more concerned with logistics involved in pre-production proto-
types of flight simulators or flight simulators which are going into opera-tional environments, this concept can be applied to one-of-a-kind R&O simu-
lators. He points out that the acquisition of flight simulators requires six
major activities to occur almost simultaneously:

(a) Spares and support equipment delivery.

(b) Operational testing and evaluation of the simulator.

(c) Technical publication preparation and verification.

(d) Maintenance and operator technician training.

(e) Depot-level repair center build-up.

(f) Follow-on provisioning actions.

18.3.2.1 Parameters for the evaluation of the supportabilit, demonstration.
There should be measurable and contractuall, enforceable parameters such as:

(a) Mean time between maintenance actions.

(b) Maintenance man-hours per operating hour.

(c) Operational availability

(d) [Successful performance of mission tasks.]

(e) (Absence of unwanted characteristics, e.g., inappropriate LOD manage
ment, ineffective overload management, etc.)

These parameters may be evaluated over a one-year demonstration and evaluation
period.

Pilot performance on the delivered system in the simulation of an existing
aircraft, is one criteria which could be utilized for evaluation.
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18.3.2.2 Procurement phases. According to Puckett, the procurement steps go
through three phases:

(a) Phase I: Definition of the appropriate design parameters.

(b) Phase I: All actions by the contractor and procuring agency between
Phase I and Phase III occur during this phase. Included are in-plant
qualification testing using normal physical configuration audits,
normal system acceptance test procedures and a short-term, high-risk
reliability test. "The short-term reliability test serves as an
integrated and final check-out of hardware and software, assuring the
procuring agency that the flight simulator has a reasonable chance of
meeting the more rigorous requirements of the supportability demo.

(c) Phase III: The supportability demo. The supportability demo in-
cludes, at its midpoint, an evaluation of the technical publications
to be provided with the simulator. This evaluation is to be com-
pleted by the user personnel who were trained in the manufacturer's
school.

A final set of technical publications should be provided which reflect the
actual as-built configuration. Of greatest significance is the idea that the
acceptance test should extend. over a period of time and not be confined to one
specific demonstration or series of demonstrations.

The acceptance testing could be aided by an outside third party knowledgeable
in CIG concerns. The testing firm should be responsible for the delivery to
the AFWAL/FIGD of a fully functional and working system if this approach is
taken.

As has been pointed out earlier, some software problems may not be apparent
immediately, and some software-induced problems may be correctable only in
hardware. Knowing that this is true implies two things:

(a) A fully operational data base for each mission task must be delivered
at the time 'of system delivery.

(b) An extended period of time must be allowed for the evaluation of the
performance of these data bases.

A supportability demonstration or extended acceptance period allows time for
an evaluation of the system to uncover any uncontrolled variables (15.9) or
incidental learning (17.1.1). By doing so AFWAL/FIGO may avoid the pitfall of
miinterpreting the research results which have been affected by them.

During the course of this study it became apparent that after a new CIG system
was delivered it took approximately 1 to 1.5 years to make the system function
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reliably. The personnel requirements for the time between the initial de-
livery and the functioning system were hand-led in two ways:

(a) The vendor was hired to resolve the engineering problems after
acceptance with a large cadre of vendor support personnel; or

(b) The facility personnel became CIG experts on the system and provided
the same services.

Both of these solutions would be an expense to the AFWAL/FIGO. If the support
is to be provided by the vendor, there would probably be a cost advantage
realized by negotiating the support in parallel with the CIG production con-
tract hence the recommendation of a supportability demonstration.
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SECTION 19

CIG SYSTEM INTEGRATION

19.1 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INTEGRATION CONSIDERATIONS

19.1.1 AFWAL/FIGD Current Displays

The current 625-line 50 Hz video system is inadequate to meet the resolution
requirements for future simulation. Its replacement will be necessary and
should not be considered a restriction on any new CIG system acquired.

19.1.2 Transport Delay Circumvention

Direct interfacing with the flight controls is suggested with a portion of the
CIG system performing the calculations for the equations of flight. These
calculations should be synchronous with the CIG presentation and at the same
iteration rate. The flight control information coming from the flight deck
should be analog in nature and conversion to digital should occur only as part
of the flight equation calculations and not prior to them.

The CIG system should return the results of the equations of flight calcula-
tions to the host simulation computer so that a disparity does not occur. If
this recommended technique is utilized, the host simulation CPU must provide
the flight characteristics of the aircraft being simulated to the CIG system.

If the preceding approach is not taken, and the host simulation CPU provides
the flight information to the CIG system as is conventionally done, an attempt
should be made to make the transfers synchronous with the CIG system calcula-
tion and if possible these transfers should be made at the iteration rate of
the CIG system. Failing this, the highest possible iteration rate should be
maintained. Predictor equations and filtration may also be required for some
mission tasks under these circumstances. Other possible solutions are
discussed in 17.2.6.

19.1.3 Host Simulation Computer to CIG System Interface

19.1.3.1 Aircraft parameters. Aircraft position, attitude and heading data
must be provided If 19.1.Z Is not implemented.

19.1.3.2 Direct memory access (DMA). The interface may be required to
provide for DMA to the CIG system.

19.1.3.3 Moving model information. The interface must provide moving model
type and status (e.g. position, attitude, heading, hit, etc.) to the CIG
system.
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19.1.3.4. Armament and target status. The interface must provide armament
(e.g., weapons firing, SAM missile launch, etc.) and target (i.e. hit and
location of miss) status to the CIG system.

19.1.3.5 Environmental conditions. The interface must provide information on
environmental conditions (e.g., visibility range, weather, etc.) to the CIG
system.

19.1.3.6 Instructor actions. The interface must send information pertaining
to instructor actions taken at the host simulation instructors station (e.g.
program freeze, program reset, program start, Latitude/Longitude change,
airport selection, etc.).

19.1.4 CIG System to Host Simulation Computer Interface

19.1.4.1 Simultaneous simulations. If the CIG system is shared, and must
support simultaneous simulations, quesfto"-ns concerning the destination of data
returning to the separate host simulation computers will arise and must be
resolved.

19.1.4.2 Terrain elevation. The host simulation data base does not contain
ground contours. This information resides in the CIG data base and the CIG
system must provide it to the host simulation computer. Terrain elevation
data permits scoring pilot performance in terrain following or nap of the
earth flight. Also, the simulation system may update model positions
accurately and keep surface riding models in contact with the surface.

19.1.4.3 Collision information. Contact between aircraft, or aircraft to
ground contact can be be detected by CIG systems. This information r ust be
returned to the host simulation computer.

19.1.4.4 CIG system loading. The interface should return CIG status (e.g.,
% of edge crossings, % of edge capacity, etc.) to the host simulation
computer. Evaluation of the impact of CIG overload management on pilot
performance may be ascertained by using this data.

19.2 COMPATIBILITY OF NEW CIG WITH EXISTING AFWAL/FIGD SYSTEM COMPONENTS.

CIG systems are designed to attain the fastest computational speeds possible.
Speed dictates special-purpose hardware with the exception of the GP CPU front
end; it is highly unlikely that any of the CIG system hardware, or software,
will be directly Interchangeable with existing AFWAL/FIGO equipment.

The acquisition of SEL GP CPU by the AFWAL/FIGO does offer the potential for
interchangeability with some next generation CIG systems (i.e., B-52).
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SECTION 20

CIG SYSTEM UTILIZATION

20.1 ON-LINE SIMULATION, EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS

On-line simulation, evaluation and analysis requires a CIG experimenter's or
research station.

A CIG experimenter's or research station serves two functions, the first in
the on-line mode, the second in the off-line mode which is discussed in
Section 20.2. This separate stand-alone station would minimize interference
with and from other simulation activities.

In the on-line mode, the CIG experimenter's or research station should support
the following functions (partly from Rivers, 1977):

20.1.1 Repeater Display(s)

Repeater display(sj showing in real time, the entire visual scene being pre-
sented by the CIG system (channels switch selectable if a single display is
utilized).

20.1.2 Plan View Display

Provide a display of the plan view of the in flight aircraft in relation to
its foe(s) or target(s).

20.1.3 Control of Variables

Provide for the control of all variables which are normally under the control

of the host simulation CPU.

20.1.4 Flight Recording, Replay and Restart Control

Provide control of flight parameter recording, instantaneous replay and re-
start capabilities.

20.1.5 Display and Record CIG System Parameters

Display and recording of the CIG system operating parameters (such as system
loading, edge crossing loading, and the visual characteristics which were
selected, etc.) so that their impact on research may be ascertained and
evaluated.
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20.1.6 Display Critical Aircraft Instrumentation

Display critical aircraft parameter readouts and instrumentation.

20.1.7 Display Weapons Release

Display weapons release parameters.

20.1.8 Display Weapons Scoring

Display weapons scoring information.

20.1.9 Control of Host Simulation

Provide control of key host simulation functions such as aircraft malfunction
insertion.

20.2 INDEPENDENT OPERATION

Independent operation is the second function of the CIG experimenter's or CIG
research station, Here, not only must all the features available during on-
line simulation be available, but additional features such as joy stick and
throttle as well as control of weapons selection and release may be desirable.
Canned demonstrations and diagnostic testing programs could be run in the same
manner as the on-line mode replay allows with the exception that the CIG
system must store and supply the required flight parameters initially. No
existing system offers all the features mentioned in this section or Section
19 at their operator's station.

20.3 SIMULTANEOUS SIMULATIONS

Theoretically, current systems are capable of supporting two simultaneous
simulations (each of which requires a separate eye point). This approach,
however, requires both a sharing of displayable edge capacity and multiple
data bases on-line when different missions are being run. Unless one mission
had a minimal impact on edge capacity requirements, the simultaneous
simulation environment may be too restrictive for the AFWAL/FIGD. In general,
the AFWAL/FIGD mission tasks would stress any current CIG system to its
absolute limits and beyond. See 5.2(g).
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SECTION 21

CIG SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

21.1 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DEBUGGING AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

The CIG systems of today are large complex systems in their own right. Some
consist of 17 or more racks of electronic equipment. The sheer size of the
systems makes problems inevitable. A major portion of these systems are con-
structed in special-purpose hardware to increase computational speed. For
this reason it is essential that the CIG tystem be designed and produced
incorporating the most sophisticated debugging and maintenance tools
available.

The design and production phase is the time when Built-In Test Equipment
(BITE) and Fault Isolation Tests (FIT) should be incorporated. BITE and FIT
tests can be very expensive but they can, in the long run, pay for themselves
through:

(a) Fewer and lower levels of maintenance personnel required.

(b) Quick diagnosis of system problems to yield greater system utiliza-
tion and improved Life Cycle Costs (LCC).

These factors must be weighed against Initial Cost when purchasing a system.

During the course of the study it was apparent from the CIG systems visited
that more extensive BITE and FIT led to higher reliability, fewer and lower
levels of maintenance personnel, and more usable simulator time. Manufactur-
ers differ as to the current depth of BITE and FIT supplied with their
systems.

In addition to the ability to test the system, there may be real-time systems 4
monitoring. The monitoring could consist of diagnostic messages that notify
the user of impending or immediate problems. These messages could be broken
down into three types depending upon the severity of the problem.

(a) Error Message Type I 1
This message would be the least severe. It would be used to notify

the user that some internal problem had arisen that will not reduce
the total simulator capability. No immediate action would be
required at this point, but the user should be aware of the limited
capabil ity.
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(b) Error Message Type 2

This message would be of moderate severity. Its purpose would be to
notify the user that some action will be required in the near future
or the system will deteriorate to a level of non-use. If the proper
steps are taken, the system should be functioning again where it left
off.

(c) Error Message Type 3

This is the most severe message. It would be used to notify the user
that the system has crashed and give the cause, if possible. There
would be no options here other than starting over again after the
problem has been fixed.

The real-time system monitoring may be used in conjunction with periodic pre-
ventative maintenance to keep the system operating at peak performance. It
should be noted that, to the authors knowledge, no current systems have this
feature. It may not be cost effective to implement such a system in which
case morning readiness tests must take its place. Most failures will be
immediately visually apparent to the observer without it.

Debugging Procedures. If the system does fail, tools should be available to
isolate and fix the problem area.

The specification should state what level of troubleshooting must be supported
(i.e., board level, component level etc.).

21.1.1 Software Debugging and Maintenance Tools

It is important to note that not only does software require debugging but it
also may require maintenance just as hardware can. The reason for this
necessity is that, In the case of CIG software, data patterns vary in accord-
ance with the eyepoint of the viewer. Although a specific CIG package may be
completely debugged and appear operational, it is possible for unique and
untested viewer eyepoints to cause problems at a much later date.

The following software debugging tools should be available as a minimum:

(a) The ability to trace the communications between and within modules.

(b) The ability to halt the system upon the execution of a specified
instruction. There should be more than one breakpoint or trap avail-
able, with ten or more not being excessive. The instruction stopped
at and the appropriate registers should be available.

(c) The ability to dump any part of the system memory.

(d) The ability to inspect and modify words in memory.

(e) The ability to record specified areas of memory upon the execution of
prespeci fled instructions.
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The information provided by these software debugging tools should be available
in real time via a CRT or in hard copy format on a high-speed printer.

21.1.2 Hardware Availability, Debugging and Maintenance Tools

21.1.2.1 Availability Concept. Reliability may be directly linked to the
concept of availability. Availability is determined by two factors:

(a) Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF); and

(b) Mean Time To Repair (MTTR).

Availability is defined by the following equation: A= MTBF
MTBF + MTTR

21.1.2.2 MTBF and factors affecting it. The following are factors which
affect MTBF:

(a) Preventive maintenance

Preventive maintenance, though of limited applicability to digital
systems, is required in the video-generation portion of CIG systems
where analog signals are to be found. In addition, clocks as well as
air filtration require periodic preventive maintenance.

One important aspect of preventive maintenance is the control of
variables which may affect image quality. For example, Kraft (et
al., 1977) found ". the visibility of the runway texture must be
set and controlled in day-to-day operations. It appears from these
data that the best approximation of the glide slope will occur when
the detail just becomes visible 2,500 feet before the aircraft
reaches the visual touchdown marks on the runway." It is important
to both recognize and control variables within a CIG system. ".
This variable can be controlled by the day-to-day maintenance proce-
dures with this method of setting the apparent contrast and texture
brightness and its operation."

Global diagnostics and morning readiness tests may be considered a
part of the preventive maintenance procedures. They are also
included below in Section c.3, (MTTR/BITE and FIT).

(b) Hardware Complexity

Hardware complexity is considered to be to the key to MTBF figures.
CIG systems use integrated circuits (ICs). Several different fami-
lies are utilized with Schottky - TTL integrated circuits currently
predominating. In addition, ECL, CMOS, and MOS technologies are
utilized. Current CIG systems include one or more general-purpose
CPUs as well as special-purpose hardware. The Link special-purpose
hardware ranges in complexity from 20- 50,000 ICs, occupying six bays
(Link F-111 and NASA SMS). The Boeing CIG system special-purpose
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hardware occupies eight cabinets and totaled approximately 96,000 ICs
(GE Compu-Scene), while the VTRS system special-purpose hardware
occupies nine cabinets, comprising 1,200 boards for black and white
versus 1,550 for color (GE). The ASPT system occupies 17 cabinets of
special-purpose hardware, containing 188,000 ICs. This system could
probably be built today in 14 cabinets, containing 100-120,000 ICs
(GE). The C-130 system, which is a S-channel, 6-display system,
occupies 20 cabinets of special-purpose hardware and contains 144,000
ICs (GE). These figures are estimates and are given simply to allow
the reader to grasp the complexity of current CIG hardware.

(c) Miscellaneous Factors Affecting MTBF

Power distribution and grounding as well as cooling, connector types
and even smoke can affect MTBF.

Power distribution and system grounding is perhaps the most critical
and difficult implementation problem in packaging of a CIG system.
With 3-500 amps at 5 volts per cabinet being a typical cabinet re-
quirement, power distribution system design must be excellent. This
has not always been the case in CIG systems. Tin-plated back planes
and aluminum bus bars have created problems. Gold or silver-plated
copper bus bars are not an unheard solution.

Cooling can be critical, and, to a certain point, the lower the

temperature the higher the reliability of the system.

Connectors and card guides are another important factor in system

rel iability.

Even smoke from cigarettes can be detrimental to CIG system per-
formance. Not only does it clog filters and affect disk operations,
it tends to build up in the optical portions of the display system
and affects resolution, brightness, and contrast.

21.1.2.3 MTTR and factors affecting it. Mean time to repair is the elapsed
time between the start of diagnostic troubleshooting and the isolation and
replacement of the failing subsystem or board. It does not include the time
necessary to troubleshoot down to the component level, nor do the diagnostic
aids provided by the average CIG systems allow for this. Numerous factors
affect the MTTR:

(a) Documentation

Documentation is inversely proportional to MTTR. The greater the
amount of documentation available and the easier its use, the shorter
the MTTR. Current documentation runs the gamut from non-existent
through cookbook. Somewhere in between falls engineering documenta-
tion, which is often the best that is available. Engineering documen-
tation is sufficient for the engineer who designed the system but
generally inadequate for a technician to utilize.
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(b) Training

Training is essential, both for those who are users of the system and
those who are to maintain the system. The manufacturers offer
training courses of both types.

(c) BITE and FIT

BITE and FIT equipment is as essential as documentation for hardware
and software maintenance. Considering the hardware complexity, it
cannot be eliminated or even relegated to a low level of importance
in any CIG system. In addition to the diagnostic software, BITE
equipment successively wraps test data back around to the front end,
general- purpose CPU. These tests treat the CIG system as a pipe-
line, with patterns being generated by the CIG GP CPU and sent out,
first to the closest hardware in line from the CPU and progressively
further and further out as each successive test proves out the hard-
ware in the pipeline.

Morning readiness or global diagnostics are provided for in CIG sys-
tems. These tests give a cursory evaluation of the system and take
15 minutes to 1/2 hour to run. Exhaustive diagnostics can take
5-1/2 hours to run. BITE may be provided down to the card level.

(d) Card Testers

Card testers may be available for some systems but may be very
expensive ($450,000) and may not test all the cards in the system.

At least one user, after specifying that the diagnostics should allow
troubleshooting to the board level, found that the diagnostics were
inadequate for the task and did not allow troubleshooting to the
board level (Boeing).

(e) Sparing

Sparing. In order to keep the MTTR at a minimum, it is essential
thata full complement of spares be kept on hand. There is no
alternative to their immediate availability. Due to the compf-ex
nature of the CIG system, it is impractical to attempt to trouble-
shoot to a lower level during scheduled operation. Maintenance time
must be allotted for this form of troubleshooting, and sparing down
to the component level must be provided to facilitate it. Repair
turnaround time can be excessively long when not done in-house, but
for some parts of the CIG system this is the only alternative.

21.2 MAINTENANCE: EXPERIENCES AND APPROACHES

The NASA Engineering Lab, utilizing a CT3 (E&S), has experienced 1,3 failures
in 31 months of operation, five days a week, 24 hours a day. This gives an j
availability of over 99% and approximately 1,200 hours MTBF. Although no data
were available on MTTR, the new CT5 system has a targeted MTBF of 200 hours.
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E&S states that 100 to 200 hours MTBF is not unreasonable for a modest-size
system (Doenges, 1979).

At ASPT (GE) the CIG system is currently averaging 95%.

NASA originally used a camera model system. With that system and a very large
maintenance staff, the best availability NASA was ever able to attain was 75%;
the norm was lower. Currently, with the SMS, the system availability is
averaging over 80%, with the CIG system being much higher than that.

21.2.1 Person Loading

At the NASA Engineering Lab, one person is responsible for the maintenance of
the entire CT3 CIG system.

At VTRS, one local engineer and one GE rep are all that are required to
maintain the CIG system.

At the NASA SMS, where operations go on 7 days a week, 24 hours a day, four
men are required for the CIG hardware alone. Two additional men are utilized
for display and two additional men for software maintenance. A total of 32
people make up the maintenance and engineering staff on the simulator. These
people are responsible not only for ongoing maintenance of the equipment but
for the implementation of any hardware or software changes which may be
required. All the software engineering is done by this group and some of the
hardware engineering. Because NASA's situation is fluid in its requirements,
they have a large number of personnel on board continuously to allow for the
changes. These personnel keep track of mission and spacecraft changes very
closely in their simulation. Because AFWAL/FIGO's operational requirements
are so similar to the NASA/SMS environment, with the exception of the
schedule, similar personnel requirements will exist.

21.2.2 Maintenance Contracts

Maintenance contracts have been utilized at ASPT, VTRS, and NASA. These
symbiotic relationships appear to work well.

Ranc and Kusner (1978) stated a number of pros and cons for contractor main-
tenance of training devices:

21.2.2.1 Pro. Arguments in favor of maintenance contracts:

(a) Personnel costs are lower.

(b) An employee during training is non-productive.

(c) A trained employee who returns prior to equipment delivery loses
technical proficiency.

(d) Operators are often trained in maintenance as well as operation,
which is a waste.
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(e) The contractor is liable for providing fully trained personnel.

(f) The contractor attempts to maximize personnel efficiency.

(g) The contractor can supply experienced personnel.

(h) Maintenance staff administration is eliminated.

(i) The contractor's reputation is at stake on the maintenance of his own
equi pment.

(j) Lower acquisition costs may be incurred because documentation need
not be as extensive.

21.2.2.2 Con. Disadvantages are as follows:

(a) The Government may find itself in an untenable position, ;f for any
reason they choose to discontinue contract maintenance and have to
provide their own personnel with training and documentation to
maintain the equipment or find another contractor.

(b) The contractor may gain so much experience that he effectively
becomes a sole source for maintenance of the equipment and no other
contractor may be interested in taking over that maintenance.

(c) There may be potential difficulty in integrating the contractor into
the military environment.

(d) It is essential that the contract maintenance has defined performancestandards or measurements.

21.2.2.3 Disagreement. We disagree with only two points made by Ranc and
Kusner.

(a) The Government needs to train personnel in maintenance so that those
personnel can evaluate the effectiveness of maintenance procedures
and adequacy of documentation.

(b) We do not feel that savings should be attempted by the reduction of
documentation, as this reduction may prove detrimental at a later
date when the documentation is required and unavailable for
maintenance.

21.2.2.4 Recommendations. As previously stated (18.3.2.2) the AFWAL/FIGD
should contract for an extended supportability demonstration period of at
least 1 to 1.5 years. Following this period should be a 1 year period of
contractor maintenance. Only after this contractor maintenance period should
AFWAL/FIGD even consider in house maintenance.

Thorough, automatic maintenance and test procedures using BITE and FIT mini-
mly to the card level are recommended. This cost may seem high at the rr-ont
eid7but for an installation that uses CIG as a tool to accomplish its primary
task of R&D it seems the better choice than a low availability figure.
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SECTION 22

CIG SYSTEM UPGRADING

22.1 ADO-ON FEATURES

The expansion of a system by the addition of features which were omitted at
the time of purchase is possible. It is practical and less costly only if it
was planned for from the beginning. At VTRS, for instance, both color and
distortion correction were considered to be key features, which would eventu-
ally be added to the CIG system. With this in mind, interfacing as well as
the physical cabinetry and logic racks in which these additions would be resi-
dent, was a part of the original system. Other candidates for feature expan-
sion could be additional channels and expanded on-line data base capacity.

22.2 RETROFITTING NEW TECHNOLOGY INTO AN EXISTING CIG SYSTEM

The ease of retrofitting the CIG system is heavily dependent upon what change
is proposed, as well as on the age of the system. Systems, although "off-the-
shelf," usually incorporate features unique to the particular application.
Therefore, a feature new to a more advanced system may not be installable in
an older system at all.

As time passes, technological changes occur not only in CIG approaches but in
the basic hardware used to implement those approaches. Logic families, for
example, which were in heavy use 7 or 8 years ago, are no longer even
available.

In some cases it appears to be possible to retrofit new technology, in others
it is not. The ASPT is currently being or already has been retrofitted with
additional system capacity, additional moving models, and circular features.
This approach is very expensive when possible and cannot be considered unless
it is less costly than buying a new system.
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SECTION 23

FUTURE TRENDS

23.1 GREATER EFFICIENCY

Future systems will make more efficient use of the system capacity which is

available. They may do this in a number of manners.

23.1.1 Texture

Texture may replace edges where detail is not required but cues are. It may
be used to fill in the blanks.

23.1.2 Utilizing Human Perception Through AOI/LOD Management

It may be possible to take greater advantage of human perceptual characteris-
tics. Future techniques (i.e., AOI/FOV implementation) may allow for the cur-
rent excess edge/polygon usage, which occurs out of the foveal area to be
restricted.

23.1.3 Level-of-Detail Management

Level-of-detail management with blended transitions will continue to improve
the manner in which edge capacity is utilized.

Level-of-detail management could become more sophisticated. During terrain
following, as velocity increases, the slant visual range of the objects being
observed also increases. This is to say that the observer will continue to
look further out from the aircraft as the aircraft velocity increases. A
method may be found to allow for changes in the level of detail in relation-
ship to velocity and altitude (Szabo, 1979).

In addition, as velocity increases, the amount of time available for percep-
tion decreases, allowing the level of detail required and consequently edge-
count to decrease as well (Szabo, 1979).

23.1.4 Automated Data Base Building

Automated data base building is becoming of greater concern as gaming area
sizes, as well as system capacities, increase. See 11.2 and 11.3.
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Beck and Hoog (1979) have put forward the concept of a hardware/software

"discriminator" which would act as a filter between the online data base and
the CIG system accessing that data. The discriminator would:

(a) "Continuously monitor processor load in active data base (ADB)."

(b) "Restrict data transfer from mass storage to ADB, based on preset
criteria:"

(1) "Simulator characteristics"

(2) "Mission phase"

(3) "Mission specific"

(c) "Maintain constant optimal load in image generator."

The payoffs for this approach would be as follows:

(1) "Optimal loading of image generator."

(2) "Nominal image generator capacity."

(3) "On-site data base use flexibility."

(4) "Avoid multiple versions of visual DOB."

(5) "Reduce transformation requirements."

There are also the following potential payoffs:

(a) "Single, generic data base."

(b) "One transformation program."

The Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center Digital Data Base (DMAAC DOB) wasalso a topic of discussion for Beck and Hoog (1979). They proposed an ap-proach for 0DB conversion to CIG data bases. The intent of this program is:

(a) "New DMA DOB development."

(b) "Maximize transformation."

(c) "Determine degree of enhancement required."

(d) "Demonstrate concept of transportability of CIG data bases."

The use of the DMAAC DB for automated CIG data base building will not provide
an adequate CIG data base without human intervention. This intervention must
come in the form of enhancement to the CIG data base, which is automatically
derived from the DMAAC DOB. This enhancement could come from synthetic
feature generation, as well as a library of generic features and the more
conventional techniques utilized to generate non-generic scenes currently.
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23.1.5 Transport ability

Transportability of CIG data bases was also considered by Beck and Hoog (1979)

with two factors being mentioned:

(a) "Established, deliverable, transportable CIG data base."

(1) "Standardized format."

(2) "Allowance for growth."

(3) "Simplified conversion for any CIG system use."

(b) "Established library of CIG data bases."

(1) "Available for all users."

(2) "Criteria for acceptance."

(3) "Can be modified if necessary."

The amount of concern shown by both Beck and Hoog for this area of future CIG
development can only point up its importance to future systems.

23.2 INCREASED EDGE CAPACITY

Higher system edge capacity is inevitable. Current manufacturers have implied
that edge capacity will more than likely double or triple over the next 2 to 3
years. While these figures may apply only to a frame rate updated CIG system,
and could decrease by 50% in field rate update CIG system, they do point out
the trend.

Current approaches do have intrinsic limits to growth within them. Figure 36
which was provided by Boeing (Cyrus, 1979), illustrates the fact that most
hidden-surface algorithms increase the number of computations made proportion-
ately to the edge/polygon count of the system. The one exception shown in
this figure is a new approach taken by the Computer Graphics Research Group at
Ohio State University (Csuri et al., 1979). This figure is not meant to imply
that there is a direct monetary cost relationship between the algorithms and
the number of calculations required as scene complexity increases. Indeed,
this is not the case as some of the algorithms' hardware implementation is
much simpler than others. The Computer Graphics Research Group approach is
currently non-real time. This approach may never be implemented in real-time
hardware, and then again it may. Its implied potential is 100,000-300,000
edges.

Figure 37 is a replot of data from Cohen (Feb, 1979). The implication is
staggering, but the additional capacity may well be useless unless a much more
efficient method of data base building is utilized.

23.3 MORE CIG FEATURES

CIG features and special effects will continue to be added to CIG systems.
Refer to Section 25, Table 52 for features which are not currently available
but will become available over the next five years.
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SYSTEM CAPACITY INCREASE
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Figure 37. Future System Capacity (Reploted from Cohen, Feb, 1979)
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23.4 IMAGE QUALITY

Image quality and anti-aliasing features continue to make up a larger portion
of CIG hardware/software in relation to the traditonal functions of transla-
tion, rotation, clipping and hidden surface removal. As additional features
are added, those features require that heavier emphasis be placed on image
quality and anti-aliasing features (e.g., color and texture).

23.5 NEW CIG APPROACHES

Development of a CIG system from inception to a working hardware implementa-
tion appears to take approximately three years. This three-year cycle time
would probably be a good rule of thumb to be aware of when considering future
approaches. In addition to those future manufacturers mentioned previously in
this report (i.e., ATS, Gould, Grumman, and Marconi), there are other individ-
uals and groups working on future CIG approaches (e.g., the Defense Engineer-
ing Division of Chrysler Corporation, D. Cohen at USC Information Sciences
Institute, Boeing collaboration with Computer Grpahics Research Group, etc.).

The Boeing collaboration approach is of interest because of its high potential
for a greater than one order of magnitude increase in system capacity, as well
as automated data base building potential.

Cohen's approach is of interest because of its simplicity of implementation
and the fact that E&S, GE and Link are interested in it.

Other work continues to be done in computer graphics at universities across
the nation. The future impact of this research cannot be predicted.

It seems unlikely that the current CIG manufacturers will push for a major
breakthrough in CIG technology. Their past performance implies an orderly
evolution from earlier work, rather than a revolution.
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SECTION 24

PRICING INFORMATION

24.1 SPECIFIC COST FIGURES

During the course of this study, it was not possible to obtain specific pric-
ing information on individual CIG features due to the competitive nature of
the manufacturers who bid at a system level. They find it impractical to cost
out each potential feature.

To say that the manufacturers are reluctant to divulge pricing information is
to be guilty of a profound understatement.

The table reproduced below (see Table 42) was graciously provided by Paul
Hulin and Len Suminski of Computer Sciences Corporation, System Sciences
Division, Orlando, FL 32803. It is excerpted from their soon to be complete
Computer Generated Image (CGI) Current Technology Assessment and Cost/
Performance Model Feasibility Study. (This study is being performed for
PM TRADE).

24.2 BALL PARK FIGURES

It is possible to give ballpark figures for two types of systems.

(a) A training system with an 8,000 edge capacity and no displays would
cost in the neighborhood of $3 million t 15%.

(b) A research and development simulator, such as can be found at ASPT,
would probably cost $6-1/2 million t 15%, with the addition of a
visual system bringing the cost up to $10 million, ± 15%.

24.3 COLOR COST

The cost impact of adding color to a CIG system is minimal. The impact in the
display area is more significant, however.

(a) E&S, image generation, color costs are approximately 3% on a per-
channel basis.

(b) GE color accounts for 6 to 10% of the image generation hardware cost.
The higher figure is incurred when no provisions are made at the time
the system is specified for adding color at a later date.

(c) Link color costs are approximately 1% of the image generation hard-
ware costs.
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Table 42. GE Cost Figures (Hulin and Suminski, 1980)

DATA ELEMENTS COMPU-SCENE I OMU-SCENE 11I

MODELI'YEAR 1976 - PRESENT 1979 - PIES84T

DATA BASE (ON-LINE) eDGES 10,000 40,000
&i LIGHTS

DISPLAYED EDGESAIGHTS 2,000/2,000 8.000/8,000

DISPLAY RESOLUTION 4 2.2

(ARC-MI N)

EDGE CO0SSINGS PER RASTER 256 600 *Atlwlpt to maintain
LINE a 10:1 ratio

edges Ip EC/RL

SCAN RATE 525 875

C0N1RAST RATIO 20:1 25:1

BRIGHTNESS (FT-LAM) >6 >6

FOY PER OISPLAV 40 x 30 43 v 32 *Instantaneous FOY

DYDIKNNTyet Yes

COLOR RANGE (Levels/clors) 256.643 1024/2563

FACE SHADING (Sun Shading) No Yes

TEXTURED WATER Yes (Point Lights) Yes (Patterns)

MOVING OBJECTS 28

DELIVERY LEAD TIME IS MONTHS 30 MONTHS

COST RANGE 52.0M -54OM $3.OM- 6.014

FACES (SURFACES) 1000 4000 *Attewpt to mintain
roughly 2:1 ratio
edges to faces
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(d) Obviously the addition of color to a CIG system is not without cost
or added complexity. At AWAVS, the GE monochrome system currently
installed utilizes 1,200 boards. An additional 350 boards will be
added to implement the color feature. This means that in a color
system almost 23% of the special-purpose system hardware is devoted
to color generation. There is, of course, some decrease in relia-
bility, accordingly.

24.4 REALISM AND COST EFFECTIVENESS

Increases in two forms of CIG fidelity cause increasing relative cost. Pic-
torial realism is the most obvious. However, increasing dynamic or Inter-
a.tvfldel!ty (accuracy of response of the visual scene to control inputs on
the part of the pilot) also causes an increase in relative cost. When these
two forms of fidelity are increased concurrently, relative cost skyrockets
(Bunker, 1978). Heintzman and Shumway (1976), when talking about camera/model
image generation systems, gave us some advice which is very appropriate to CIG
systems as well. They said, "Indiscriminate modeling may be pleasing to the
eye and just the thing for museum display, but worthless for simulation.
Remember- simulate, don't duplicate." Excess fidelity is like altitude above
you and runway behind you; it's useless and can be extremely costly.

24.5 DATA BASE COSTS

The preceding costs did not necessarily, include the costs of developing,
require CIG Data Bases in the quality or size necessary to meet AFWAL/FIGD
requirements. See 11.1.
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SECTION 25

GENERAL CONCLUS IONS

25.1 PERFORMANCE VERSUS REQUIREMENTS

The results of this study are not black and white, not a choice of this system
over that, not a recommendation to buy now versus waiting for the next genera-
tion of CIG. The purpose was, hopefully, to have educated the reader to CIG
technology as it exists today and to suggest what might be available in the
future.

The system required by the AFWAL/FIGD is, in some cases, available today; in
others, tomorrow (1980-1985); and, in still others, the distant future. The
question still remains as to need. The technology in the computer industry is
moving very rapidly, which may cause some of the obstacles to disappear with
the development of new and cheaper hardware. See 23.1 - 23.5 Future Trends.

Today's CIG systems can accomplish a good part of the AFWAL/FIGD mission task
requirements if scaled down goals (e.g. fewer moving models, higher level
flight profiles, etc.) are set. These scaled down goals can be defined by
looking at what is currently being accomplished at other research and develop-
ment facilities such as ASPT and VTRS as well as utilizing the current CIG
capabilities discussed In this report.

If scaled down goals are considered to be inadequate, the future holds sig-
nificant promise for meeting a less restrictive set within a reasonable time
frame.

25.1.1 Cues: The Big Question

Because so little definitive information is available on what cues are re-
quired to perform what specific mission tasks, cues remain the big question
mark. Additional work must be done. ASPT and VTRS, as well as other
researchers, will provide additional information in the future. See Appendix
C for current research. Without this information, specifying a CIG system can
only be a "best guess," and utilization must, by necessity, be dictated by
what can be done.

If AFWAL/FIGD wishes to participate in this research it is now clear that a
systematic procedure (which may be time consuming) can be used to specify the.
kinds of cues which a CIG system must generate for the pilot. (See 7.2.2).

First, the designer must remember that there is no reason to overload the
pilot with information. Five or ten bits of new information per second is all
a person can normally handle.
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Second, intuitive and more objective procedures may be used to identify those
aspects of any particular scene which carry the most valuable information to
the pilot. In particular, a line or feature which is clearly changing tends
to carry most of its information around the point of change. After identify-
ing the features which are most likely to carry the information, scenes drawn
from them should be evaluated experimentally.

Third, in the artificial world of CIG displays, scenes which are geometrically
correct may be psychologically wrong. Some of the conditions causing these
perceptual distortions are well known, and the displays should be examined to
guard against misleading illusions.

Fourth, those items which are obviously of great importance (such as two-
dimensional and three-dimensional texture in low level flight), should be
incorporated.

25.1.2 CIG's Ability to Meet Mission Task Requirements

Some of the mission task requirements are easily met by current CIG capabili-
ties. Others are not easily met and, in some cases, not even possible. Please
refer to sections dealing with display hardware, system accuracy, cues, real-
ism, and CIG strengths and weaknesses for a full discussion. What follows is
an integration of those sections.

2.5.1.2.1 Air-to-air combat simulation. The air-to-air combat simulation
task can be partially satisfied by current CIG technology. However, to a
certain extent, CIG cannot yet exceed a camera/model and target projector
system for this type of simulation. Although CIG does allow for any number of
different types of aircraft to be portrayed, it does not yet offer the detail-
ing available from a model aircraft. The detail which is available does appear
to be adequate.

I(G simulation of 2 highly detailed aircraft with terrain which would allow
flight to below 1,000 feet, are currently feasible. The depiction of 4 air-
craft at an altitude of 50 feet with missiles in flight is not, however.

Because of restrictions in display technology, detection at 25,000 feet has
not been demonstrated.

2.5.1.2.2 Air-to-ground weapons delivery simulation. Air-to-ground weapons
delivery can best be looked at in two different manners, simple targets (with-
in the state of the art) and realist targets (beyond the current state of the
art).

(a) Simple Target Simulation.

If a simple target is to be represented on the terrain, CIG can do
an admirable job of air-to-ground weapons delivery. In this arena,
CIG capabilities exceed those of any other simulation technique.

Under these circumstances, CIG's capability has been described as
"spectacular," as well as " .more effective, sorti for sorti, than
the airplane" in a training situation (Cyrus and Fogarty, 1978).
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Booker (1979) described dive-bombing training with a limited edge
capacity (500 edges) system at Kingsville as being "very effective";
in fact, this was one of the few tasks at which the Navy feels it was
effective.

According to Monroe (1976), ". . Project 2235's major conclusion is
that computer image generation is the most viable approach to air-to-
surface, full-mission visual simulation."

Rivers (1977) found that "Of the A/S (Air to Surface) systems eval-
uated, only CIG systems afforded the clarity and resolution necessary
to recognize and identify objects at normal slant ranges." He further
went on to say that air-to-surface special effects, such as weapons
impact indications and moving targets, were best demonstrated by
ASPT, a CIG-based visual system.

(b) Realistic Target Simulation

If the air-to-ground weapons delivery task involves the detection of
a target such as a tank, which is camouflaged and hidden within a
surround of similarly dimensioned objects which are of similar color,
or if the tank is hidden in a hedgerow or trees, CIG cannot even come
close to depicting the scene. Available scene complexity as well as
target dimensions which correspond to the surround, is the cause of
the problem. Adequate detail simply cannot be generated over a wide
enough area.

Greening (1977) lists three factors, only indirectly associated with
the target, that affect target acquisition. They are:

(1) "The clutter and pattern of the terrain and its natural and man-
made features"

(2) "The atmosphere and its effects on contrast"

(3) "Masking and obscuration by terrain and (for small targets)
foliage."

He also states that the image should meet six requirements to proper-
ly represent the effects of terrain on target detection:

(1) "Meaningful, unique, large-scale features, relatable to maps"

(2) "Terrain and foliage masking, including partial obscuration"

(3) "Road networks, rail lines, streams in natural relationships"

(4) "Confusing objects of a variety of kinds, sizes, densities"

(5) "Indicators (such as dust plumes, mud holes, glint, motion)"

(6) "Contrast reduction related to range and sun angle" (glare)
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He stipulates that these characteristics must be represented only
when they are significant to performance, and if that performance is
of concern to the particular simulation involved. Only 2 of the 6
preceding considerations (1 and 6) are within the of current
CIG technology. This inadequacy makes target recognition unreal-
istically easy.

25.1.2.3 Terrain following simulation. Maintaining controlled flight at
minimal height above terrain is only just becoming possible with current
future CIG systems being able to demonstrate this capability. There is no
indication, however, that simply being able to avoid contact with the terrain
implies pilot control action identical to the real world. In fact, it seems to
be highly unlikely. Texture is probably essential. Without texture, the level
of detail required in the data base for terrain following, over anything other
than the simplest of terrains, requires a large system capacity and automated
data-base building. Future systems will support terrain following; no current
system does, however.

Terrain following requires a heavy effort in data base building because of the
necessary surface detail and surface area covered. Of all the missions tasks
terrain following places the heaviest emphasis on the requirement for auto-
mated data base buiding capabilities.

25.1.2.4 Cruise simulation. Cruise simulation is well within the capa-
bilities of current CIG systems.

25.1.2.5 Take off and landing simulation. Take off and landing simulation is
currently within the capabilities of CIG systems. Both CIG systems and
camera/model systems, however, are incapable of providing a simulation which
allows the pilot to establish a vertical velocity at touch-down equivalent to
that found in the actual aircraft.

25.1.2.6 Aerial refueling simulation. Aerial refueling simulation can be
performed by existing CIG systems. As is the case with air-to-air combat,
camera/model systems are equal to or more effective than CIG systems in this
area.

The CIG depiction of the aerial refueling task may have two other problems to
deal with. Transport delay may cause pilot-induced oscillations (PIO)and lack
of a stereo presentation of the boom may omit crucial cues.

25.1.2.7 Station keeping simulation. Station keeping simulation is currently
within the Icapabilitles of CIG.

25.1.2.8 Formation flying simulation. Formation flying simulation with 2,
and possibly 3, aircraft being depicted is conceivable, if terrain were mini-
mal, with current technology. Some rather significant problems exist in the
area of transport delay induced PIO, as well as cue disparities between
simulation subsystems such as visual/motion base. Please see Section 17.2.6 on
Transport Del ay.
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25.1.2.9 Sensor simulation. Sensor simulation is not currently a function
of CIG systems. Future systems, such as B-52, utilizing CIG for the visual
image generation also use CIG technology for sensor simulation. The image
generation for sensor simulation takes place in separate hardware which is a
sub-set of the visual CIG system. Commonality occurs only at the source level
of the generation of the two respective data bases.

25.2 NON-CIG ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
The image for image generation may be derived from three possible sources:

(a) Photographic sources have been utilized and have demonstrated varying
degrees of success. Both motion picture films and holograms fall
into this category.

(b) Models of various types have been used very successfully as sources
for visual information. Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) camera/
model systems, laser pickups, as well as an optically coupled, fish-
eye probe (Yager, 1975) have been conceived of and/or utilized.

(c) Computer Image Generation from a pre-programmed, visual data base.

Of the three approaches, only models and pre-programmed data bases for CIG
generation hold any current promise for the future. If flexibility and poten-
tial growth of future technology are considered, only CIG remains a viable
alternative for all of the mission tasks. Although CCTV camera/model systems
have in the past been used for air-to-air combat simulation, as well as take-
off and landing, aerial refueling, and formation flying, these uses can cur-
rently be rivaled by, and will in the future be exceeded by, CIG. The laser-
scanned model board system shows promise in the area of nap-of-the-earth (NOE)
(below 50 ft.) flight which is beyond the state-of-the-art of current CIG
systems. If terrain following (above 50 ft.) is considered, however, CIG is
showing good progress.

This study disclosed no other approach with greater future potential for image
generation. As stated earlier (Section 17 Introduction) for full mission
simulation there simply is not any other choice.

25.3 AFWAL/FIGD MISSION TASK VERSUS CIG IMPLEMENTATION

Tables 43 through 51 (at the end of the section) break the mission task's
requirements down Into related visual requirements and CIG implementations.
In addition there is information within the CIG Implementation column relating
to specific CIG features. This special information (i.e., [I 1-4]) refers
back to the Roman numeral and associated digits in Table 7.

The CIG implementation column in these tables contains conclusions drawn from
the study results. This column does not list a "hard requirement" but rather
a reconnended ultimate ooal.
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25.4 THREE POTENTIAL CIG SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

When establishing the configuration for the AFWAL/FIGD CIG system, many
different requirements and constraints were considered. Previous sections in
this report have specified and explained in detail their impact. At this
point, the idea is to define the system required in a summary fashion.

The main problem in this study has been to acquire factual information on the
next generation of CIG systems (systems which are currently being developed).
The only complete information was that which came from systems that have beenin use for d minimum of 1 to 2 years. All sites visited and personnel queried
were using existing systems as opposed to the next generation of CIG systems.
These existing systems do not have the capabilities of the next generation.

Table 52 contains conclusions drawn by the authors of this study from the
results of the study. They should be used only as a guide to CIG configura-
tions. Their use should be in conjunction with information provided for the
generic system configuration specified by in the Tables 43 through 51. Refer
to Sections 5, 6, 7 and 18 for additional information. The system configura-
tions to be found in the following tables provide the features that would
comprise three system configurations:

(a) Minimal System Configuration - Available features on systems speci-
fied in 1980.

(b) Optimal System Configuration - Available features on systems speci-
fled in 1982 - 1983.

(c) Fully-developed System Configuration - Available features on systems
specified in 1985 - 1987.

The minimal system configuration is the only system of the three which is
available today (1980). Its cost is that of the 8,000 edge system previously
priced (see Section 24). The two future systems should cost approximately the
same in 1980 dollars when they become feasible. This is true because even
though more complex they will be less expensive to manufacture, because of new
approaches and technology. (e.g. video disk memories, distributed processing,
very large scale integration [VLSI] integrated circuits [ICs], custom ICs,
sub-nanosecond emitter coupled logic [ECL], etc.). See Table 52.
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Table 52. Potential CIG System Configurations

Minimal (1980) Optimal (1982-1983) Fully Developed
System System (1985-1987) System

CIG Features Configuration Configuration Configuration

Occultation X X X

Level of detail 3 8 8

System capacity

Displayable d.b.* 8K D.E.t 24-32K O.E. )100K D.E.

Active d.b. >1.5 times displayable 6 times displayable ?

On-line d.b. 250-500K D.E./d.b. 75OK-i.54 O.E./d.b. ?

MultI-channel X X X

Stereo X X

Head/eye slaving X X

Multi simulations (eye points) 1-2 '2 4

Simultaneous sensors X

Auto d.b. building x X

Overload avoidance

Edge Crossing Capacity '3% of displayable 010% of displayable '20% of displayable

Display. d.b. buffer 5% of displayable 10%

Overload management Rudimentary Extensive Sophisticated

Anti-al lasing (spatial) Rudimentary Extensive Sophisticated

Anti-aI asIng (temporal) Rudimentary Extens Ive

Vertical edge smoothing X X X

Horizontal edge smoothing X x x
Field rate update X X X

Non-rostrIct rates X X

Transport delay <100 ms <60 MS Part of A/C response

Sun Image X X

Moon Imse X X x

Stars image X X X

Day I level 2 levels Variable

1,E.. a Display Edges
*d.b. a data base
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Table 52. Potential CIG System Configurations (Continued)

Minimal (1980) Optimal (1982-1983) Fully Oeveloped
System System (1985-1987) System

CIG Features Configuration Configuration ConfIguration

Ousk/Dawn I level I level Varlable

Night I level 2 levels Variable

Haze X X X

Fog X X X

L ight po ints 6K-WK ?

Horizon glow X X X

Scattered clouds X X

Broken clouds X X

Overcast X X X

Thunderstorms X X

Lightning , x X

IxII

Rain X X

2D & 30 Mdllng X X X

7 i

IShading (fixed) X X X

;Shading (sun" variable) X X,

2D texture X X X

30 texture X X

Shadows X

Circles X

Refleactions ,, X _

Transparency X

TranslIucency X X X

Color X X

4 Seasons X X

Own A/C occulIt ing FoV X X X

x x

Tim variables X

Ship wake X X

Collisilon detection Rudimentary Soph isticated Sophsticated

Sun gl int X

Moving mod)ls 2 X K

Swdt yet I laed but considered a Potential requiremt.K
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Table 52. Potential CIG System Configurations (Continued)

Minimal (1980) Optimal (1982-1983) Fully Developed
System System (1985-1987) System

CIG Features Configuration Configuration Configuration

Contrail s X X

Tracers X X X

Ordnance impact K X X

Deletion after hit X X X

Smoke X

FlIares X

Grayout/Siaccout X X X

Glare x X

Gun flash K

Lights

Landing lights K K K

Beacons X X X

Runway lights X K X

REIL lights X X X

VASI lights K K X

STROBE lights X K X

Taxiway lights K X K

BeaconIn cloud K K K

OFF line SITE &FIT X X K

ON line SITE K X

Automated data base bldg. 0 X X

Full function experimenters
stto K X

Ful douetto X K

Maintenance contract X K X

Test & Evaluation period X K K

Data bae" for each miss-on X K K

SNot yet implemented but considered a potential requirement.
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SECTION 26

SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusions reached in this section are specific to the AFWAL/FIGD
Research and Development mission tasks. The reader is cautioned not to
generalize these findings to training simulation or applications not identical
to those found at AFWAL/FIGD. No quotes should be made from this section
without prior reference to the associated text (see section numbers in
parenthesis following conclusion). The source of the conclusions may be other
than the present authors.

No specific conclusions are drawn from the first four sections of this report
as they are comprised of introductory material.

26.1 CIG FEATURES

(a) Eight levels-of-detail appear to be the optimal number (5.2[a][11).

(b) Utilizing eight levels-of-detail will double the on-line data base
requirement (5.2[a][11).

(c) Level-of-detail switching should utilize blending at transitions
between levels of detail (5.2[a][2])

(d If there is an edge crossing per system scan line limit, it should
optimally be 20% of the displayable edge capacity (minimally 10%)
(5.2[cJ).

(e) A stereo display capability must be considered a possible requirement
as it may provide missing cues (5.2[e]).

(f) Head/eye slaving should be considered as a required feature because
of the potential AOI induced edge conservation available through its
use (5.2[f]).

(g) The support of multiple simultaneous simulations is not recommended
unless adequate scene capacity for each simulation can be guaranteed(5.2Cg]).

(h) Overload avoidance should take precedence over overload management
(5.2[h]).

(i) Overload management must be very sophisticated and work in parallel
with level-of-detail management (5.2[t I).
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(j) Temporal and spatial anomalies (anti-"aliasing") require the highest
level of correctio.i available (5.2[j and k).

(k) Field rate updating or, more desirably, non-interlaced frames are
recommended; however the hardware/cost impact of their implementation
may be too extensive to make either of their implementations accept-
able (5.2[1]).

(1) The transport delay of the CIG system must be treated as an integral
part of the overall simulation (5.2[n]).

(W) HAZE is a required CIG feature (5.2[o).

(n) Light points must be attenuated with distance to compensate for their
oversized representation (5.2[p]).

(o) In the ideal system point lights would be depicted as < .8 minutes
of arc (7.1.1[d] and 17.2.12).

(p) A 6000 displayable light point system capacity should be adequate to
represent a night runway scene (5.2[p]).

(q) Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional texture should be consid-
ered essential for all mission tasks which include low-level flight
within the flight envelope (5.2[r]).

(r) Shadows are not essential but could help to hold objects, which
appear to float above the terrain, down (5.2[s]).

(s) Circles and elliptical features are not an essential part of CIG and
may not be found to be cost effectively implementable (5.2[t]).

(t) Color should be included (or at the least the expansion into a color
capability planned for) in the specified CIG system (5.2[w]).

(u) Moving models currently tax CIG system capabilities rather severely
and their available numbers are limited (5.2[aaj).

26.2 REALISM

(a) Absolute realism is, and will forever remain, unattainable, through
simulation (6.1).

(b) Reasonable realism is that which is within the capability of CIG to
produce (6.1.1).

(c) Adequate realism varies with the mission task and flight profile;
research has not yet adequately defined it for all cases, but a few
examples are available (6.1.2).

(d) The gauge for adequate realism is proper pilot response (6.1.2).
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(e) Subjective evaluations of what is adequate realism should not be
relied upon (6.1.3).

(f) A gradual degradation of cues should not be relied upon to evaluate
adequate realism (6.1.4).

(g) The pilot's performance in the simulator must match that of the
actual aircraft; if this is not possible, the differences must be
known and measurable (6.2).

(h) The research subject must not be allowed to adopt a control strategy
different from that used in the aircraft (6.2).

() The danger that a modified control strategy presents in an R&D envi-
ronment is that changes made in order to improve aircraft character-
istics may, in actuality, be simply changes required to improve the
simulator characteristics (6.2).

(j) One method for ascertaining simulator redlism may be the angular-size
judgment task (6.4).

(k) It is recommended that the pilot-response fidelity model be imple-
mented to calibrate R&D simulation (6.5).

26.3 CUES

(a) No definitive study has specified all the cues necessary for all
AFWAL/FIGD mission tasks (7).

(b) Cues to depth perception, almost exclusively, give relative depth
information rather than absolute range (7.1.4).

(c) A CIG system probably has no need to present the pilot with more than
about 5 or 10 bits of new information per second (7.2.1).

(d) Some form of area-of-interest image generation and display technique
to more effectively utilize available CIG display capacity is recom-
mended (7.2.1).

(e) Some form of graceful overload management should be implemented which
does not change levels of detail more often than once every 250
milliseconds (7.2.1).

f) Determining how to apply the limited capabilities humans have for
processing data can be done through experimental, intuitive and
objective as well as mathematical means (7.2.2).

(g) Highly detailed texture (more detail than .5 x .5 mile squares) is
not required in simulated flight taking place one thousand or more
feet above the terrain (6.1.2 and 7.2.4.1).

(h) Some cue requirements can be defined (7.2.5).
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(i) When formulating what cues are required in simulation, two purposes
must be kept in mind, the cues must elicit the specific, desired
responses and they must avoid inducing illusions (7.2.5.4).

(j) Experienced pilots develop their own unique set of preferred cues;
even after adequate research has been done it may notBe accurate to
predict which cues are required to perform which tasks because of
this human tendency (7.2.5.4).

(k) No simulation to date, CIG or Camera/Model, provides adequate cues to
allow the real world duplication of sink-rate judgments; what specif-
ically remains missing from the simulation is a mystery and this
mystery holds ramifications for low-level simulation, such as terrain
following which cannot be ignored (7.2.5.5).

(1) Color may help in those mission tasks for which it can eliminate
ambiguity (7.2.6).

(m) Platform motion cannot be discounted as an unnecessary cue, nor can
its effect on visual perception in simulation be ignored (7.2.8).

(n) G-Suit and G-Seat offer additional cues beyond those given by plat-

form motion alone (7.2.8).

26.4 ILLUSIONS

The potential for illusions in simulation is extensive; the types of illusions
must be kept uppermost in mind when evaluating the performance of a delivered
CIG system (8).

26.5 CALLIGRAPHIC CIG SYSTEMS

Calligraphic CIG systems are not appropriate to the AFWAL/FIGD mission task
requirements because of their inability to depict visual scenes containing a
high level of detail (10).

26.6 CIG DATA BASES

(a) Manual, interactive data base building is excessively inefficient and
unacceptable if considered the primary means for building CIG data
bases in a rapidly evolving R&D Simulation facility (11.1).

(b) Data base building costs can have major impact on overall system
costs (11.1).

(c) Automated data base building techniques are essential to efficient
operation in an R&D environment; some combination of techniques is
recommended, utilizing DMAAC data augmented or enhanced by automated
generic object creation, as well as a library of primitive shapes and
models which can be manipulated rapidly and easily to form recogniz-
able cultural features (11.2 and 11.3).
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(d) Lower levels-of-detail should be generated automatically from the
most detailed scene (11.2).

(e) Lateral, upwards and downwards compatibility of data bases as well as
transfer of data bases leaves much to be desired and remains a
distant goal (11.4).

f) Sensor simulation is currently implemented in separate CIG hardware
and data bases (11.5).

26.7 CIG SOFTWARE

(a) Work is currently underway to develop special purpose graphics lan-
guages to enhance software portability (12.1).

(b) Structured design and top down programming as well as programming
languages other than conventional FORTRAN could do much to improve
current CIG software implementations and software transportability
(12.2).

26.8 DISPLAY HARDWARE

(a) Contrast is a very important factor in image quality (14.1.3).

(b) Distortion, because of its impact on geometric perspective and posi-
tional accuracy must be considered of major concern in display
systems. (14.1.5).

(c) Further research is required (a technique is available) for deter-
mining the field of view necessary to support different types of
aircraft and mission simulations (14.1.8).

(d) The luminance level goal for a display system should be approximately
10 foot lamberts; the level increases the critical flicker frequency
however (14.2.4).

(e) The windscreeen and canopy should be deleted from any simulation;
opaque structures which act as a part of the windscreen and canopy
assembly must remain, however, as they provide occulting and poten-
tial parallax information (14.1.12).

f) Johnson's criteria for detection, orientation, recognition, and
identification should be used for defining target acquisition in air-
to-ground mission tasks (14.5).

(g) Resolution should not be utilized as a measurement of image quality
(14.6).

(h) The log Band Limited Modulation Transfer Function Area (log BLMTFA)
has been found to give the highest correlation between measured image
quality and performance (14.6).
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26.9 DISPLAY WEAKNESSES

(a) Display technology cannot currently, nor will it in the foreseeable
future, match human perceptual capabilities and no such goal is
reasonable or currently attainable over a wide instantaneous field of
view (15.1).

(b) No current system accommodates multiple observers without a corre-
sponding degradation in image quality (15.8).

(c) Helmet mounted displays may offer promise in resolving the problem of
accommodating multiple observers (15.8).

26.10 CIG STRENGTHS

(a) Although camera model systems do show strength in the areas of single
adversary air-to-air Intercept and landing simulation, for simulation
involving multiple moving models or simulation tasks no other
approach offers as great a current capability and future potential as
CIG (16).

(b) CIG systems have demonstrated a greater increase in landing skills

than did a camera/model system (16).

26.11 CIG WEAKNESSES

(a) Just as the uncontrolled variables display weakness (15.9) can
cause unexplained changes in performance on the part of the pilot,
incidental learning induced by CIG scene anomalies can have the same
affect (17.1.1).

(b) Scene anomalies, particularly temporal anomalies, are very complex
and little understood. Their total correction may be a long time in
the future (17.2.1.2).

(c) Edge crossing, position change and attitude change induced overloads
are all problems which are in the realm of correctability; however,
the hardware implementations of these corrections may not be justi-
fiably cost effective (17.2.2).

(d) If the edge crossings per system scan line restriction is too severe,
the displayable system capacity may never be utilizable (17.2.2.1).

(e) CIG transport delay is not the cause of the transport delay problem;
not using the known CIG transport delay as part of the solution to
the equations of flight is the problem (17.2.6).

(f) Transport delay circumvention is possible if the real world delay
between pilot control deflection and the onset of aircraft response
is utilized to include the transport delay of the CIG system. In
high performance aircraft, aircraft response delay is 200 to 300
milliseconds, with low performance aircraft showing a corresponding
increase in aircraft response time (17.2.6).
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(g) More than eight moving models do not appear to be currently practical

(17.2.91.

26.12 CIG SYSTEM ACQUISITION

(a) A CIG specification must, most importantly, be perceptually oriented
(18.1).

(b) Further studies are required in the perceptual areas; without a full
understanding and definition of the perceptual requirements, the CIG
user will buy more than he wants and get less than he needs (18.1).

(c) What is desirable to test and evaluate may be specified by AFWAL/
FIGD; how to test and evaluate these desirable items may be left
partially to the manufacturer (18.3.1)

(d) In the past, test procedures have been developed for the evaluation
of visual system performance and these procedures may be used as a
guideline for the AFWAL/FIGD specification (8.3.1).

(e) A supportability demonstration which lasts for a period of 1 to 1.5
years is strongly recommended (18.3.2).

(f) Pushing the state of the art lightly may be acceptable, pushing the
state of the art hard is not recommended for AFWAL/FIGD (18.2).

26.13 CIG SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

(a) Neither built-in test equipment nor maintenance documentation should
be considered as options to be deleted in order to limit total system
cost (21.1).

(b) Training in operation and maintenance of the CIG system should be
considered essential for at least some members of the AFWAL/FIGD.
This training would allow the full evaluation and utilization of CIG
system capabilities. The training, particularly in operation, should
occur even if a maintenance contract is utilized following the
extended acceptance period (21.1.2.2[b]).

(c) One hundred percent sparing of each unique hardware element and card
type is recommended (21.1.2.3[e)).

(d) Following the extended supportability demonstration, a maintenance
contract is recommended (21.2.2).

(e) Extensive automatic maintenance and test procedures using BITE and
FIT (minimally to the card level) are recommended (21.2.2.4).

26.14 CIG SYSTEM UPGRADING

(a) The addition of any feature which is considered desirable, but Is not
included in the initial CIG acquisition, must be listed as a poten-
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tial future add-on in the specification and hardware to support it
addition must be included (22.1).

(b) The ability to retrofit new technology into an existing CIG system
should not be taken for granted (22.2).
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APPENDIX A

BLANK CIG QUESTIONNAIRE (Blank Space Removed)

1.0 CIG DATA BASE MANAGER

1.1 TRANSPORTABILITY

1. 1. 2 LANGUAGE
1.1.3 HOST CPU
1.1.4 CORE SIZE
1.1.5 UNIQUE CIG REQUIREMENTS

1.2 STANDARD DATA BASE MANAGEMENT

1.2.1 COMMANDS

1.2.1.1 STATUS (REPORTS)
1.2.1.2 LOG ON/OFF (SECURITY)
1.2.1.3 HELP
1.2.1.4 SORT
1.2.1.5 PRINT
1.2.1.6 SAVE (FILES)

1.2.1.6.1 DISK

1.2.1.6.2 TAPE

1.2.1.7 SELECT (FILES)

1.2.1.7.1 DISK
1.2.1.7.2 TAPE

1.2.1.8 COPY

1.2.1.8.1 FILE TO FILE
1.2.1.8.2 DISK TO DISK
1.2.1.8.3 DISK TO TAPE/TAPE TO DISK

1.2.1.9 RENAME FILES
1. 2. 1. 10 MERGE FILES

1.2.1.11 CREATE (FILES)

1.2.1.11.1 INITIAL LOAD
1.2.1.11.2 UPDATE
1.2.1.11.3 RETRIEVE
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1.2.1.12 DELETE
1.2.1.13 LIST (CRT, PRINTER)
1.2.1.14 EDIT
1.2.1.15 UNLOAD/RELOAD
1.2.1.16 DOWN LOADING
1.2.1.17 BACK OUT CAPABILITIES/RECOVERY
1.2.1.18 COMMAND PROMPTING
1.2.1.19 ERROR DETECTION

1.2.2 FILES

1.2.2.1 FILE PROTECTION
1.2.2.2 SECURITY ACCESS

1.3 CIG SPECIFIC DATA BASE ATTRIBUTES

1. 3.1 CAPACITY

1.3.1.1 TOTAL EDGE COUNT
1.3.1.2 TOTAL POINT LIGHT COUNT
1.3.1.3 TOTAL GEOGRAPHICAL AREA
1.3.1.4 MODELED DATA BASE SIZE

1.3.2 MODEL CONSTRUCTION

1.3.2.1 BASIC PRIMITIVES, (TYPES, AVAILABILITY, etc. .
S1.3.2.2 COLORING

1.3.2.3 MOVING MODELS

1.3.2.3.1 MOVING PARTS ON MOVING MODELS
1.3.2.3.2 NUMBER OF MOVING MODELS ALLOWED

1.3.2.4 WORKING SCRATCH PAD AREA
1.3.2.5 BUILD MODELING MACRO COMMANDS
1.3.2.6 EXISTING MODEL MODIFICATION
1.3.2.7 MODEL CATALOG (PICTURES - REFERENCE NUMBERS)
1.3.2.8 MODEL BUILDING PROMPTING
1.3.2.9 DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS (i.e., EXPLOSION FLASH GROWING SMALL

TO LARGE)
1.3. 2. 10 ALPHANUMERIC MODEL STATUS INFORMATION
1.3.2.11 MODELING COMMANDS

1.3.2.11.1 PRIMITIVE CREATION (ATOM CREATION)
1.3.2.11.2 PRIMITIVE SAVE
1.3.2.11.3 PRIMITIVE PRINT (CATALOG)
1.3.2.11.4 MODEL CREATION
1.3.2.11.5 MODEL SAVE
1.3.2.11.6 MODEL PRINT (CATALOG)
1.3.2.11.7 MODEL SELECTION

1.3.2.11.7.1 SELECT ON MODEL TYPE (CAR, TANK, AIRCRAFT. .
1.3.2.11.7.2 SELECT ON GEOGRAPHIC AREA
1.3.2.11.7.3 SELECT ON MODEL ATTRIBUTES (IR, LLLTV, MOVING. . .
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1.3.2.11.8 MODEL MANIPULATION

1.3.2.11.8.1 ROTATE ABOUT ANY AXIS
1.3.2.11.8.2 CHANGE COLORS

1.3.2.11.8.2.1 NUMBER OF PRIMITIVE COLORS
1.3.2.11.8.2.2 NUMBER OF INTENSITIES
1.3.2.11.8.2.3 SEASONAL COLORING
1.3.2.11.8.2.4 SHADES

1.3.2.11.8.3 ADD SEGMENTS
1.3.2.11.8.4 PUSH/PULL OBJECT
1.3.2.11.8.5 LENGTHEN/SHORTEN OBJECT
1.3.2.11.8.6 SCALE UP/DOWN
1.3.2.11.8.7 MERGE MODELS
1.3.2.11.8.8 DELETE SUB-MODELS FROM MODELS

1.3.2.12 MODEL ATTRIBUTES

1.3.2.12.1 MOVING (SPEED, HEADING, ATTITUDE. .
1.3.2.12.2 LOCATION (X,Y,Z)
1.3.2.12.3 RADAR
1.3.2.12.4 IR
1.3.2.12.5 LLLTV
1.3.2.12.6 MOVING PARTS OF MODELS (ALGORITHMS) RELATIONSHIP
1.3.2.12.7 LEVEL OF DETAIL

1.3.3 SPECIAL EFFECTS

1.3.3.1 TEXTURED BACKGROUNDS
1.3.3.2 LIGHT STRINGS
1.3.3.3 CLOUDS
1.3.3.4 FOG/HAZE

1.3.4 ON LINE DEBUGGING OF VISUAL DISPLAY

1.3.4.1 JOYSTICK, CURSOR, LIGHT PEN - IDENTIFICATION
1.3.4.2 FLY VISUAL SCENE
1.3.4.3 DISPLAY ON MONITOR - NOT THROUGH COCKPIT WINDOWS
1.3.4.4 UPDATE DATA BASE IN REVIEW PHASE
1.3.4.5 CONTROL "MOVING MODELS" DYNAMIC MOTION
1.3.4.6 CHANGE VIEWING ASPECT
1.3.4.7 TIME REQUIRED TO ENTER VISUAL MODIFICATIONS AND THEN SEE UPDATED

RESULTS

1.3.5 DATA BASE VISUAL REPORTS

1.3.5.1 ALL MODELS
1.3.5.2 ALL UPDATES THIS SESSION
1.3.5.3 ALL MODELS BY TYPE
1.3.5.4 ALL MODELS BY LOCATION
1.3.5.5 PRIMITIVE LIBRARY
1.3.5.6 VISUAL CATALOG OF ALL MODELS
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1.3.6 EXPANSION CAPABILITIES
1.3.7 WHAT IS RELATIONSHIP TO EXISTING DATA BASES (i.e., IS CIG DATA BASE

A SUPERSET OF DMAAC DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY AEROSPACE CENTER) OR CAN
DATA BASE PROVIDE INFORMATION FOR CIG VISUAL, IR, LLLTV, IN TOTAL

1.3.8 RELATIONSHIP TO SIMULATION DATABASE (i.e., SAME, DIFFERENT, SUBSET)

2.0 REAL TIME CIG SYSTEM

2.1 CAPACITIES

2.1.1 TOTAL NUMBER OF VISIBLE EDGES
2.1.2 TOTAL NUMBER OF POTENTIAL EDGES AT A TIME
2.1.3 TOTAL NUMBER OF ELLIPTICAL FEATURES
2.1.4 NUMBER OF EDGES PER CHANNEL
2.1.5 MOVING MODELS (CARS, TANKS, AIRCRAFT)
2.1.6 DISPLAY CHANNELS
2.1.7 TOTAL NUMBER OF POINT LIGHT SOURCES
2.1.8 MIX OF SIMULTANEOUS POINT LIGHT SOURCES/EDGES
2.1.9 COLOR

2.1.9.1 INTENSITIES
2.1.9.2 PRIMARIES COLORS

2.1.10 MINIMUM RESOLUTION (i.e., 6, 3, 2, 1 MINUTES)
2.1.11 NUMBER OF DIRECTIONAL, PERSPECTIVE LIGHT SOURCES
2.1.12 NUMBER OF ELLIPTICAL FEATURES
2.1.13 LEVELS OF DETAIL
2.1.14 AVAILABLE TEXTURES
2.1.15 NUMBER OF POSSIBLE VIEWING ASPECTS
2.1.16 NUMBER AND KINDS OF SURFACE TEXTURES
2.1.17 ALTITUDE RANGE

2.2 CHARACTERISTICS

2.2.1 MODEL REPRESENTATION (POLYHEDRON/CURVED SURFACE)

2.2.2 SIMULATION INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS (i.e., AIRCRAFT MODEL POSITION
X,Y,Z, ATTITUDE)

2.2.3 AREA OF INTEREST (i.e., WHAT CHANNEL IS PILOT'S VISION DIRECTED TO)
2.2.4 RECOGNITION DISTANCES (DETECTION, ORIENTATION, RECOGNITION,

IDENTIFICATION)
2.2.5 ANTI-ALIASING
2.2.6 SHADING, CURVED SURFACES, SURFACE SMOOTHING
2.2.7 OVERLOAD RECOVERY

2.2.7.1 VISUAL DEGRADATIONS
2.2.7.2 PICTURE BLANKING

2.2.8 SPEED PER EDGE CALCULATION
2.2.9 NUMBER OF SYSTEMS DRIVEN (CIG, LLTV, IR, ETC.)
2.2.10 CORRELATED-VISUAL, RADAR, IR, LLLTV, MOTION CUES
2.2.11 SPECIAL EFFECTS
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2.2.11.1 SUN

2.2.11.1.1 SUN ANGLE
2.2.11.1.2 SUN GLINT

2.2.11.2 CLOUDS
2.2.11.3 HAZE/FOG
2.2.11.4 LIGHTNING
2.2.11.5 RAIN
2.2.11.6 G-RELATED BLACKOUT
2.2.11.7 DUST FROM GROUND VEHICLES OR WEAPON NEAR MISS
2.2.11.8 WEAPON FLASH, TRACERS
2.2.11.9 WEAPON HIT
2.2.11.10 DELETION OF DESTROYED MODEL
2.2.11.11 SMOKE

2.2.11.11.1 TARGET HITS/KILLS
2.2.11.11.2 DRIFT WITH EXISTING WINDS

2.2.11.12 SAM TRAILS
2.2.11.13 LIGHTS INTENSITY VARY AS A FUNCTION OF SLANT RANGE
2.2.11.14 LANDING LIGHTS

2.2.12 MOVING MODEL

2.2.12.1 CONTROL SURFACE REALISTIC SIMULATION
2.2.12.2 AFTER BURNER, SPEED BRAKE, TURRET SIMULATION
2.2.12.3 CORRELATION TO SIMULATION DATA BASE (i.e., INTERFACE PARAMETER

REQUIREMENTS AND MODEL IDENTIFICATION)

2.2.13 HIGH DETAIL
2.2.14 CRT BEAM BLANKING OF BACKGROUND
2.2.15 REAL-TIME SELECTION OF AREA OF INTEREST
2.2.16 NUMBER OF RASTER SCAN LINES SUPPORTED (i.e., 512, 1024. . .

2.2.16.1 INTERLACED/NON-INTERLACED
2.2.16.2 UPDATE RATE

2.2.17 DYNAMIC SETTING OF INTENSITIES
2.2.18 REAL-TIME CONTROL OF FIELD OF VIEW
2.2.19 OCCULTATION
2.2.20 CIG COMPUTER

2.2.20.1 GENERAL PURPOSE
2.2.20.2 SPECIFIC APPLICATION
2.2.20.3 COMPUTATIONAL SPEED
2.2.20.4 DATA TRANSFER SPEED
2.2.20.5 CORE SIZE
2.2.20.6 CORE EXPANSION CAPABILITY
2.2.20.7 CPU TIME USE (%)
2.2.20.8 NUMBER USED
2.2.20.9 ATTRIBUTES
2.2.20.10 WORD SIZE
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2.2.21 COMPUTER LANGUAGE(S)
2.2.22 CONTOURING AND CIRCLE FEATURES

2.3 DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

2.3.1 MAINTENANCE
2.3.2 PRE-TEST VERIFICATION
2.3.3 REAL-TIME DIAGNOSTICS

2.4 DISPLAY FORMAT FOR VISUAL DISPLAY (OUTPUT TO DISPLAY DEVICES)
2.5 OPERATOR CONTROL

2.5.1 VISIBILITY
2.5.2 CLOUD TOPS
2.5.3 CEILING
2.5.4 SCUD
2.5.5 FOG
2.5.6 DAY/NIGHT
2.5.7 SEASON

2.6 EXPANSION CAPABILITIES
2.7 BLOCK DIAGRAM
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APPENDIX B

CIG QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE TABULATION

CIG DATA BASE AND FEATURES COMPARISON

The following tables may be used to compare the AFWAL/FIGD CIG requirements as
they relate to various states of the CIG technology. In the tables, today's
technology is represented by CURRENT systems that have been built for flight
simulators and are from current manufacturers' products. The NEXT GENERATIONS
are those systems that are being produced by these same manufacturers and
either are being delivered currently or will be delivered within the next
year. The next generation systems have greater capacities than today's but
will not be fully wrung out for the next two years. The final group, the
FUTURE is made up of a representative group of manufacturers that have not as
yet produced a production CIG flight simulator visual system but are now de-
veloping competitive visual systems. The group picked has varied CIG experi-
ence. Two (ATS and Marconi) have provided CIG systems for non-aircraft train-
ing simulators. The two others (Gould and Grumman) are new to the CIG world.
One (Grumman) is perfecting a system that uses curved surfaces as opposed to
straight lines. The other (Gould) has demonstrated and is planning to market
a low-cost, low-capacity, standard CIG system for applications that do not
need high detail.

The following matrix will provide the instrument for comparing the AFWAL/FIGD
requirements to the following:

(a) Today's proven technology

(b) Tomorrow's technology (2 years)

(c) Possible future capabilities (4 - 7 years)

The following are discussions of the types of categories a system falls in:

(a) CURRENT: This includes major systems that have been tested and are
in a stable state. Most of these systems have been in existence for
more than one year.

(b) NEXT GENERATION: These systems are the ones that are in the process
of being delivered or are about to be within the next twelve months.

(c) FUTURE: These systems have been proposed and some non-real time
displays have been demonstrated. It must be emphasized that these
systems have been neither built nor tested.
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RESPONSES:

(a) YES: The system provides the capability specified.

(b) NO: The system does not provide the capability specified.

(c) N.S.: the AFWAL did not specify this capability.

(d) N.R. or "-" or blank: There was no response from the manufacturer on
this specific item.

(e) C.P.: This response is used to indicate that the area is company
private.

(f) N/A: This feature is not available.

(g) I.D: Insufficient data.

The data presented in these tables is organized dnd presented in a form that
allows the reader to evaluate the results of the survey. The table only pre-
sents information collected. It does not make any conclusions as to whether a
particular feature is good or bad. MeRtable is merely a means of presenting
information collected in an orderly manner.

The headers of the columns are the sub-question under the general header; that
is on the top of the page of the table. The topics of the header were taken
from the questionnaire that was sent to the CIG vendors.

The questionnaire was written in such a way that hopefully as much information
as possible could be gathered from all the vendors queried. The task became
somewhat difficult because each vendor has different attributes and termi-
nology. Therefore, an analysis of basic CIG system and CIG vendors resulted
in the questionnaire topics. To be fair to all vendors it was felt that all
of their attributes should be listed. This produced some problems in that
some topics were non-general (i.e. only affecting one vendor). As a result we
received either ambiguous answers (from those vendors who do not have the
feature) to no response (from those who did have the feature).

To understand the table, the reader should read down the table. 1. The
header at the top of the table defines the general topic of discussion.
2. The column header provides the specific topic of discussion. 3. The rows
on the left side of the table indicate the vendor and system under discussion.

One final point should be made. Only GE, LINK and MARCONI were kind enough to
respond to the questionnaire. ATS, E&S, Gould and Grumman did not. Any data
in their rows comes from published sources.
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APPENDIX C

JTCG/SATD ROADMAP THROUGH CIG TECHNOLOGY

JOINT TECHNICAL COORDINATING GROUP (JTCG)
SIMULATORS AND TRAINING DEVICES (SATD)

SUBPANEL ON RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR AIRCREW TRAINING DEVICES

THIS INFORMATION WAS PROVIDED BY:
Frank E. Wolf, NTEC, N81R, Orlando, FL 32813

and
James McGuinness Ph.D, Person-System Integration, Alexandria, VA 22314

This "roadmap" is a program planning tool designed to indicate what tri-
service R&D projects are planned in the area of Computer Image Generation
(CIG). The purpose of the roadmap is to show how individual CIG projects are
interrelated or "linked" together; how they compare to each other on the basis
of their resulting products; and how they can be distinguished from each other
on the basis of distinctive features. It has been developed for the Joint
Logistics Commanders by the Joint Technical Coordinating Group (JTCG) on Simu-
lators and Training Devices (SATD).

The general layout of the roadmap has been designed to permit visual
tracking of what CIG products will emerge from which projects at what time,
and how these products will be integrated with other concurrent CIG projects.
The roadmap is in essence an FY 80 "snapshot" of the anticipated FLOW OF CIG
R&D PROJECTS over the next five years.

Each project shown on the roadmap represents a segment of work which
results in a distinct output product. A project may contain more than one
task. Each project/task is represented on the left side of the roadmap by a
horizontal line flowing from left to right. The line terminates in a "bubble"
containing the last four digits of the pertinent project number and a sub-
script to indicate task number (if any).

Each "bubble" has been strategically positioned underneath the QUARTERLY
TIMELINE OF TASK COMPLETION DATES to indicate the time at which the product
will emerge. The heavy lines drawn vertically between projects indicate where
the product of one project "feeds" or provides an input to a subsequent task,
thus forming "linkages" between projects.

"Task" lines on the left of the roadmap flow directly into the "product"
goals on the right. The goals have been divided into two major areas of CIG
technology. These are represented by two separate matrices entitled Data
Base/Software and Display/Hardware. The goals have been subdivided into ig-
nificant CIG PRODUCT FEATURES, such as Data Base (DB) Transformation and
Projector Development.
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The columns of each matrix represent the significant product features* of
each major CIG area. The rows of each matrix correspond to respective
project/task "bubbles" drawn horizontally on the left of the roadmap. The
dots" in each row of the matrices on the right indicates the set of the

significant "features" of the product coming out of the associated project/
task "bubble" on the left.

TRISERVICE R&D PROJECTS ON THE JTCG/SATD ROADMAP THROUGH CIG TECHNOLOGY

Each project on the CIG ROADMAP is identified by a bubble positioned on the
left side under the quarterly timeline at its date of completion. Each
bubble contains the last four digits of the project number, plus a subscript
to indicate a task within a multi-task project (see below). Projects marked
below with an asterisk (*) are Jointly funded by the Army.

PROJECT/TASK COMPLETION NAVY
NUMBER DATE PROJECT/TASK TITLE

4781 U1 Visual Technology Research Simulator
(Ul) 12/81 Utilization (VTRS) Pilot percep-

tual criteria for scene content

,C2 Conventional Takeoff and Landing
(CTOL) on VTRS

(Cl) 6/79 Data base for LSO trainer
(C2) 12/79 Data base for helmet-mounted AOI

system
4781 V1,V2,V3,V4  Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL)

on VTRS

(VI) 12/79 Data base for destroyer landing
task

(V2) 12/79 Optical/geometric distortion cor-
rection

(V3) 12/79 Color modification to VTRS
(V4) 3/80 Wide angle lens development

Pilot Helmet-Mounted Display
87321,23 (1) 12/79 Perceptual criteria for detection

of motion
(2) 12/80 Data base with multiple levels of

detail
(3) 12/80 Laser projector/system integration

*The last column in each matrix, entitled Design Concepts/Criteria and Design
Specifications, signifies that the corresponding task will generate on y
design -concepts" or "specifications" as its product rather than a "hard"
prototype piece of equipment.
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PROJECT/TASK COMPLETION NAVY
NUMBER DATE PROJECT/TASK TITLE

87341,2,3 Automated Electro-Optical Processing
of Airborne Data

(1) 9/80 Perspective display of terrain
data base

(2) 9/81 Universal data base with 30 object
library

(3) 9/82 Real-time optical video disc
storage

874123,4 Low Level Daytime CIG
(1) 12/79 Unstructured, 30 calligraphic data

base
(2) 6/82 Structured, interactive data base

for VTRS
(3) 6/80 Sensor/visual data base for AVEOSS
(4) 12/80 Real-world, share-line data base

for SNAPPOTTS
Automated Data Base (DB) for CIG

87421,2,3,4 (1) 9/80 Data base language constructs for

CIG graphics
(2) 12/82 Problem Oriented Language for VTRS
(3) 6/83 Universal DB with Display Proce-

dures
(4) 9/84 DMA OB transformation to VTRS OB

8743* 9/80 CIG Area-of-Interest (AOl)

PROJECT/TASK COMPLETION AIR FORCE
NUMBER DATE PROJECT/TASK TITLE

1958-0101 6/79 Holographic Pancake Window Develop-
ment

0102 6/79 Wide Angle Color Infinity Optics
Display

0103 9/79 Liquid Crystal Light Valve Projector
(LCLV)

0105 6/80 Diamond Turned Pancake Window
Development

0110 12/79 Three CRT Color Television Projector
Development

0111 6/80 Wide Angle Refractive Optical Dis-
plays

0307 9/79 Non-Linear CIG Real-Time Study (for
AEOSS)

0308 9/79 Circular Feature Implementation
(for AEOSS)
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PROJECT/TASK COMPLETION AIR FORCE

NUMBER DATE PROJECT/TASK TITLE

6114-2101 9/81 Development & Evaluation of CIG Techniques

2102 9/82 Advanced CIG Visual/Sensor Develop-
ment

2104 3/80 Advanced CIG Techniques Exploiting
Perceptual Characteristics

2106 9/79 Surface Texturing Study Via PRN
Codes

2201 6/81 Fiber Optic Techniques for Helmet
Mounted Display

2202* 9/80 Helmet Mounted Display Prototype
Development

2203 6/80 Psychophysical Criteria for Visual
Simulation Systems

2204 3/80 Depth Perception in Visual
Simulation

2206 3/82 Simulation for Maintenance of Crit-
ical Combat Skill

23631234 Advanced Tactical Air Combat Simula-
3''3'4 tion (ATACS)

(1) 9/82 LCLV projector improvement
(2) 12/83 In-line optical system with

trichromatic holograms
(3) 12/83 CIG system using non-edge tech-

niques
(4) 12/84 System integration

23641, 2  Advanced CIG Sensor/Visual Simulation
(1) 6/83 Implementation of non-edge CIG

concepts
(2) 12/85 System integration

Simulator Development Activities
232513,14 (13) 3/82 CIG Digital Data Base Development

(14) 6/82 CIG System Optimization
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DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF PRODUCTS
FROM AIR FORCE CIG PROJECTS/TASKS

0101 monochromatic, holographic pancake window to replace high cost glass
mirror beamsplitter for a display mosaic of three windows

0102 competitive trichromatic, holographic versions of the 0101 lens

0103 liquid crystal light valve (LCLV) projector with capability of
writing ml tiple independent targets

0105 trade-off between diamond-turning and conventional grinding of large
mirror beamsplitter from acrylic plastic blank (backup for 0102)

0110 brighter image resolution from one-cube construction of lens with 3
CRT s upgraded to 1000 lines resolution/800 lumens output and
increased scan rate

0111 trade-off between using low-cost, low-risk plastic lenses in place
of large, high-risk off-axis spherical mirrors for a refractive,
multi-viewer display

0307 trade-off between sequential/parallel multiprocessor configurations
based on system through-put rates required for real-time implementa-
tion of a non-linear CIG algorithm

0308 circular CIG features implemented by modification of existing
Fortran routines

2101 evaluation techniques!criteria based on human perceptual character-
istics for evaluating circular features and non-linear terrain/
texture generation methods

2102 multiple competitive CIG system design concepts using non-edge Image
techniques to improve the efficiency of DB storage, data extraction,
and image generation

2104 evaluation of current CIG system deficiencies based on human percep-
tual criteria as a function of range for color desaturation, light
intensity, familiar object size, etc.

2106 evaluation of pseudo-random-noise (PRN) codes for providing varying
degrees of granularity/tonal variations and for correlating textural
patterns from frame-to-frame

2201 wavelength multiplexing of binocular Image in fiber optic bundle to
display a high resolution, 15* FOV inset slaved to viewer eye move-
ment by an IR eye tracker

2202 competitive lens designs with/without aspheric surfaces for the
virtual-image VCASS simulator display; one design trades off axial
color correction for weight reduction
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DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF PRODUCTS
FROM AIR FORCE CIG PROJECTS/TASKS (Cont)

2203 design tolerances/criteria for visual simulation systems based on
human perceptual capabilities, including a priority ranking of
relevant system characteristics

2204 evaluation of the presentation of depth cues in visual simulation
systems based on a task analysis of landing, aerial refueling,
formation flight and low-altitude maneuvers

2206 evaluation of alternative design concepts for a part-task trainer
implemented on a portable helmet-mounted/inflatable dome visual
system

23631 improvement of photoconductive surfaces in 0103 LCLV projector, plus
comparison of dual and single-beam high resolution CRT's

23632 integration of 0102 red/blue/green holograms into single, in-line
optical system

23633 CIG system with 30K edge capacity as a result of combining edge
image generation with the non-edge techniques from 2102

23634 system integration of 23631 projector, 23632 optics, and 23633
CIG system by matching optical/CIG system characteristics to projec-
tor resolution/update rate

2364 1 evaluation of the non-edge CIG system design concepts from 2102 and
expansion of the 2102 08 to include a microstructure of textural
detail

23642 system implementation of the 2102 design concept evaluated in
23641 as demonstrating greatest potential and cost-effectiveness

, 232513 transformation of OMA D8 levels 1, 2, V and X into a universal
format 08 with enhanced level of detail for a specified gaming area

232514 hardware/software discriminator with look-ahead capability for
*screening on-line 0B to maintain image generator at a constant level

and to prevent system overload

4781U1 determination of pilot perceptual learning capability as a function
of object/texture/altitude cues present at different levels of scene
complexity/detail
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DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF PRODUCTS
FROM AiR IUR' U1G 'RUJET5/TA5K5 (Uont)

4781l 08 for CTOL simulation of A-7 glidepath approach for LSO training

4 78 1C2 transformation of the VTRS DB into a 2-level course/fine O for
selecting an AOI image according to viewer helmet position

4781 DB for VTOL simulation of landing task on a destroyer

478 1V2 pipelined processor for vertical/horizontal correction of both
optical and geometric distortion in a 2D linear image projected onto
a curved surface

4781 V3 color modification to the VTRS hardware by adding red/green video
generators and expanding the VTRS 08 to include color face param-
eters

4781V4 high transmission/resolution, wide angle lens having a manual roll
prism and changeable aperture, integrated with a real-image, color
light valve projector

8732 1 determination of minimum system time constant based on lag time for

detection of visual motion after eye fixation

87322 transformation of the VTRS 0B to vary levels of detail as a function
of radius to the point of eye fixation

87323 laser projector for helmet mounted eye-coupled AOI display

87341 algorithms for perspective display of a terrain OB digitized from
recon photos + OMA 30 pt. elevation/reflectance data

87342 photogrametrlc B including 30 object library with interactive
color/texture face assignments, digitized from real-world stereo
photos

87343 optical video disc storage for 87341 terrain 08 used for real-timegeneration of perspective display

87411 off-line generation of 3D calligraphic 08 digitized with interactive
2D plotter

87412 transformation of unstructured 87411 08 into a structured, inter-
active DB for the VTRS with color/shading face parameters

87413 IR sensor/visual D8 generated for AVEOSS system definition study

87414 highly-detailed OB of real-world shore-line environment and naviga-
tion objects generated for SNAPPOTS system definition study
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DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF PRODUCTS
FRO AIR F URL FH0iPRwJtGsfirA5K'5 (cont)

87421 definition of 08 language constructs to extend graphics proposed ACM
standard to a CIG OB

87422 problem-oriented language based on 87421 language constructs,
written in a high-order language tailored to generate the VTRS 08

87423 universal CIG D8 format extending 87412 08 and 87342 object
library to real-time, interactive insert/delete/delete/reposition
capability for displayed objects

87424 transformation of DMA DB levels i and V (including IR sensor data)
to the VTRS 08, and validation of DMA OB level 2

8743 4781C2 DB increased to 8 levels and partitioned to eliminate
discontinuities due to slight changes in viewer orientation
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FLOW OF CIG R&O PROJECTS

QUARTERLY TIMELINE OF TASK COMPLETION DATES

'Yo F'Y81 FY82 FY83 FY64 FYS

6/79 1 6 / 2/U I/6I 12/St I 6/a 1/82 6/83 121 / i /0 iI t I i I i I i I , I i I i I i

JAIR FORCE PROJECTS1

-------------------------------------------------

• - ----- ---

'23" -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Al A
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CIG PRODUCTS

DATA BASE/SOFTWARE MATRIX

CIG dt
PRODUCT

FEATURES ~.

29

AIR FORCE CIG PRODUCTS [AIR FORCE PROJECT/TASK TITLES

6308 *--- -- --- -- C*RCJLARf FETUREf IPLMETATION (FO AEOS)
Z106* SURFACE TEXTURING STUDY VIA PROu CODES

S - - 9 -- 9 9 ADVANCED CIO TECMNIQUES EXPLOITING PERCEPTUALCHRTEIIS

2220----49 DEPTH PERCEPTION INi VISUAL SIULATION

203 S * P$CHIQP.iSICAL CRITERIA FOR VISUAL SIMUILATION SYSTEN"

:101 - 0 - DVELOPMENT A EVALUATION OF CIG TECKNIQUES

9* ADVANCD C:: :ESRVSA SIMULAAION
ZJ6~ -- - ADVANCED TACTICAL AIO COM IMKG O C 4flCS)4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 33 -I ----- 0 osysteam asing mona-edge tecriniques

22I 1 * * CO DIGITAL DATA BASE OEVELOFHEN

*
2
2114  0 CI SYSTEMI OPTIMIZATION

N$AVY CIG PRODUCTS *41AVY PROJECT/TASK =TITLES

475~-------------------4CONENTIONAL. TAKEOFF AND LANDINGc (ClOL) ON VTRS
-78 Data base for S0 trainer~6~V - -- 1 - *ERTICAi. TAKEOFF AMD LANDING (VTOL) ON Vial474I.V *atbase for destroyer lending task

-------AAVIUACHNtOG R115A"C SIMULATOR UTILIZATION )VTRS)4 7S1~~ - - - - . -A- 4 Pilot perceiptual criteria for Wcent, Content

$7a) LOWd LEVEL DAYTIME CIG
I A A - -- - -- -structured. 30 calligrauult data base

$74 2LOW LEVEL WATIMiE CIG
__A _ A _ AStructured. interactive data bate for VAS3

A Senor/vistail data base for IVEOSS

$741~ a L)W LEVEL DAYTIME CIG
- - - ~~ -------- -- Real-viorld. shore-linle dta bsie for SAAPPOTTS

47611z & CONVENTIO0AL TAKEOFF AND LANOINiG (CTL t ON VTRS
SData bate for helmet-Wunted AWl system

0743-------------------------d AREA.OF-INTERIEST (kOl)

-~ PILOT HELMET 4OiTED DISPLAY
- -- --- -- ----- P0,0c~ual criteria for dSetection of Notion

-73 2 __AA- PILO' 4UMiET40-JNTED DISPLAY dti
Data base witSlw title levels of 414

61134? ~TM ELEC'RO.CP1ICAL DN3CESSZNO )F aIPRORTEi DATA

-J,"AE -LCOPtA PRCSN OFAIBON DATA

$742A turimratfitAe1C~~O~~ ~r
8?At~ A ~TKA D ATA BASE (02) FOR CIG

Data base languge :onstructs for USG grasiuics
2-- --- Problem Oriented Lafta9* f~r VTQS

0142 AU'CHATEO DATA SASE (061 FORCI

AA - U - - - Universal 3 %ith Ditalay PrOCeds9e
I74*~ 4~AlJTMATEO OATA BASE (081 FOR CIt,

m E U EE U E U E Do tN~ ranSfor"ation toV~TS as
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FLOW OF CIG R&D PROJECTS

QUARTERLY TIMELINE OF TASK COMPLETION DATES

rv80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85

efl, 12/79 6/rn 12/0 11sd 11:s1 1ta !J11 11111 1111 163 uisu Iift 6/

[AR FRE PROJ ECTS A A2 A3

0111

[NAVY PROJECTS-- - - -

~~144
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CIG PROQUCTS

01 SPLAYM/~ARDWARE PATR IX)

cis 83 ;w

AIR FORCE CIG PRODUCTS AIR FORCE PROJECT/TASK TITLES

0201 O .'I0ft..INEARt CIt. AEAL-TIME STUD (FOR ACDIS)

01t0 9HO9iiES CRY COLOR !ELEVISID" PROJECTOR DEVELOP~qkXT

0111l 0 Ol WIDE ANGLE REFRACIIVE OPTICAL DISPLAYS

2w0 * 0 __e __9 HLmET.NIAJNTED DISPLAY PROTOTYPE DEVELOPPIENT

2201 9 19 0 9 * FIBER OPrTcI CmUES goo HuE~oMxT4 C0NE DISPLAY

2206 - 01 _ _ - * * St riamw.T FOR MAINTENEAIICE OF CRITICAL COMBAT SKILL

olot OLOGRRAPIC PANCAKE WINOW N VELDPMENT

0102 - -wIDE ANGLE COLOR INFINITY OPTICS DISPLAY

0103 * * *LIQUID CRYSTAL L:GHY 1AI.VE PROJEC-00 (LCLV)

alas - - DIMOND tURNED PANCAKE AINOOW DEVELOPMENT

- -ADVANCEDI TACTICAL AIR COMBAT SIMULATION ',ATACS1
Z3631LCLV projector 'iYpo om ~ft

AANCED TACTICAL ARCOMBAT SIMU9LATION !ATACS)
223 -- - - - - - - _ nIfine oatical syste with trvroai NO~g

2203 * * _ * Q VVAMCED TACTICAL AIR COMBAT SIMULATION (ATACS)
+ System ;nteqratioi

23?E4  * - - ADVANCED ClI SENSOR/VISUA. SIMULATION
236 iytem Integratonl

NAVY CIG PRODUJCTS (NAVY PROJECT/TAS7 TILES

S714~~ A'jtOMATZO ELMOTO-JPTI CAL MRCESSING Of AIR£CWN DATA
- A - -- Vl-Clme optical ideo disc stzraqL

87423 AVOWED~C DATA SASE {OI: FOR CGi
01423 L.ivees.l1 08 witpi 011pIei Dr~xed..Ps

4?SLZ -- - - - - - - - - - -ERTICAL AKEQFI X1ND IANOIIG (1.7X ON ,jTIS
-7% V2 - -opticalfqedme:ric ditortioncroci
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INDEX

A
Aberration

chromatic, 141-142
spherical. 142

-cceptance testing,179
Mccommodation. 52.g 5, 80-81

a9 e, 53
tme 53. 54
visual worktime,53
resting state, 53

Accuracy .153.155,269
Active data base. 14. 31, 124, 171, 262
Active raster lines. 127, 130. 147
Acuity. 43. 48.149-150
Acul t

fac tars affecting .49-50
minimum perceptible,49,69
minimum separable, 47, 69. 149
minimum vernier. 48. 69
static object,47
stereo , 49. 69
variable. 60. 143

Acutance, target detection, 51
Add-on features. 192
Advanced TechnolowhS~stems,8
Aerial refueling. 99101 167

mission tasks. 94. 243
simulation. 205-206

Aeromechanics Laboratory.7
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. 143
AF SIM SPO. 6,9
AFHARL/ASM, 6, 9
AFHFRL/FT. 6
AFWAL/FIGD.6

current displays. 181
mission tasks 8

AIAA. 6, 9
Air Force Human Resources Laborator8.6
Air Force Simulator System Program Jffice.6
Air-to-air. 77

combat simulation, 41, 63. 75.172. 203. 206
mission tasks.88-999-101.208
simulation, 270

Air-to-ground. 40. 77, 99-101,155,204
illusions. 78
mission tasks.88.90.217
task vs texture. 172
weapons delivery simulation. 63. 172. 203

Airborne maneuverino,20,26
Airborne tarets. 147
Albery. 169-170
ALGOL, 119
Aligorithms, 196
"Al ia 6ing": see anomalies
Alphanumeric legability,151,153
Alterna tive approaches. non-CIG, 205
Al titude

rate control, 64
rate cues, 65, 67.75

Ame:rican Airlines.6
Am rican Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.6
AmeS, #
Andrews. 138
Angular judgments. 45. 57.63
Angular velocity.,19-6,17.13.6,7

spatial. 22. 35, 102. 159-161, 262. 266
teimporal. 22. 35, 102. 159. 161, 163. 262. 266, 270

Anti-"aliasing": see anomalies
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Area -of -interest, 32, 60, 143-144, 166, 193, 26t;, 267
data base building. 144
head motion, 144
insetting. 154
level-of-detail, 193
weaknesses. 144

Armyg Project Manager of Training Devices,6
Artificial tasks,5
Art ist/draftsperson, 104
ASD/SD24E, 6
Asp ect ratio, 128, 144
ASPT, 7, 9,31-32, 38,40,75-76, 103, 119, 133, 143. 163, 166

169-170, 188, 190, 192, 202,.204
Assemblyilanguage, 121
Astronomical p henomeria.20.23
Atmospheric penomena. 20, 24
ATS. 6.123, 198
Attitude1 155
Attitude control..64,67
Au mented effects, 156
Aurokinesis. 80
Av.ailability. 187, 190-191
AVRADCOM, 7
AWAVS: see VTRS

Back edge, xvii
Back f ace, xvii
Background mode, 103
Sall park figures, 199
Bandwi dth , 35, 40, 127, 144

equation. 129
Ba nk anple, standard deviation of,69

BASIC, 119
Basing er, 40, 43, 117
B ays, 187
bbn, 152
Beacons, rotating .27-28,264
Be am splitter, 141
Beck , 116, 194-195
Berry, 48
Bibertuan. 47, 50. 146. 148
Bibliographic Retrieval Services, Inc..4
Biary digit1 58
3inou ar143
disparit*,52-53

BiTE, 185, 189,191,271
off-line.26
on-line, 264

Blackboard. 41
Blackout/greyout. 264
Blatt. 170
Blending. 29. 265
Block diagram1 123

E&:S CT5 hardware, 126
GE Compu-Sc int hardware, 124
Link hardware, 125

Slurring, 163
Boeing, 6,116,151,154-155,158,173,177,1837,

198
Bolt, Beranek and Newman. 152
Bomb bursts. 156
Booker, 103,119,144,204
Booth, 47-49, 131. 139-139. 148. 151
Boundaries, channel,34
Brandt, ill
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Briqntness, L38. 200
ar~ect on target detection, 51
judging absolute, 52
ju~dging equal, 137
judging relative, 52

!3r own. 42-44. 56, 64, 69-70, 76, 132
213 RS, 4
a uc kland, 76, 133
tBuffering, 34
Bupfet s~jstem, 77
Bunk er 37 41, 55, 60, 73, 75, 169

C
C-130, 188
C/MOS. 187
Cabinets, 18
Calligraphic CIG systems, 102, 171. 268
Camera station, 103
Camera/model systems.69. 152-154, 158,206,268
Camoufla e, 147
C-andela. 136
Candle, 137
Candlepower. 136, 138
Canne d demonstrations, 184
Canopy. 135, 2669
Card Testers, 189
Carico. 133
Cartoon, 43, 61, 158, 172
Cattell, iii
CCTV, 206
Central processing unit, general purpose,38. 103, 118,124-126
COI, 10
Chambers, 144
Change begets response,61
Channel

assignment, 124
boun daries, 34, 164
coordinates, 126
edge crossing restrictions, 32
prioritization, 166
registration. 153

Chase 69-70
Checkerboard, 41, 73-75
Chromatic aberration, 142
Chrysler. 6, 198
CIE. 136
CIGO. 11 10

acquisition. 174,271
approaches, new. 198
compatibility of new, 182
concept, 10
conFigurations, 207, 262
features, 20, 265
features table, 21-25, 195
gestation period. 198
implementation vs mission task, 206
ke phrases, 5
maintenance, 185. 271
mission task requirements,203
potential for improvement, 158
questionnaire (b ank ).293
questionnaire (responses).299
raster scan, 102
roadmap,334
scent creation: see Data base creation
software, 118,269
specification. 271
s rengths. 154, 270
Theory of Operation. 10
types. 102
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CIG (cont.)
u ograding. 192, 271
utilization, 183
.weaknesses. 158. 270

Circle features. 25, 37, 263. 266
Clarity. 43
ClipL'ing, 16-17. 124-125

cull. xvii
pAlgon.1Closd Circuit Television.206

Closure rates 64-65, 68. 1011 156
Clouds. 24. 36,263

breakout through overcast, 53
Cluster. xvii. 166-167
Clutter, 204
CMOS, 187
Cohen, 41. 44. 6473, 102, 116,134, 172, 174, 195, 197'198
Collimation. 140-143. 152
Collision detection,26.38,263
Color, 25.37. 168.192, 263, 266. 266

aberrations. 141
adjacent channel mismatch. 151
air-to-ground. 71
alphanumeric legibility. 151, 153
calculations for red, green, blue (RGB), 124
contrast. 51, 71-72
convergence, 151
correcting aberrations, 151
cost, 199
fringing, 151
in landing. 71
luminance, 151
perception in simulation, 70-71
r.ange. 200
separation. 151
shading rule, xvii
terrain following, 72
weakness, 151

Communications, 4
Communications table, 6-8
C.ompile environment, 108, 111, 114, 121
Complex shapes. 172
Comou-Scene: see OF
Compute o

rotation angles, 124, 126
window dimensions. 122

C-omputer graphics. 198
Computer Graphics Research Group, 195. 198
Computer Sciences Corporat ions 19
Concave, 166
Concentric system, 142
Conclusions

general. 202
S pecific, 265connectors, 188

Cons tanc sphenomenon.M15 2-83
Cotc nevigtion,65,67

Contour edge Xvi
.ontours 71
.ontrsils. 26. 37,264
.ontrast. 49-50, 52. 71-72, 79. 131, 144, 151. 161. 200. 269
:ontrast equations. 132
2, tr 01I
disp lacement 58. 170
%trote y. 36,41,43,46,133, 169, 172, 26"

:J "trol 1 ynthesis Branch,6. gnc*. 52. 55,83
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Coordinate sy stem
dynamic, 17
environmental. xviii
*Ye X 1 1

moving model, 124, 126
00 je ct.xviii
pri 0r it y list. 124
S'ene, xix
transformation, 125
viewers, 14

Coordinates of imaae vertices, 126
Coordinates, channel, 126
Corridor, 101 12

Cost, 175
figures. 199-200
memory. 121
weakness. 159

CPU, 36.103. 118,124-126
Crash investigation,80
Crawford. 56,63.73
Crawl, runway edges, 1IA
Crawling, 160
Cross-ties, 81
Crow. 161, 171
CRT

direct view. 139
mosaic ked. 16

Cruise mission tasks, se. 92, 99-101.232
iThuise simulation. 205
CSC, 199
Csuri, 195
cr3. 31, 199
CT4. 116
CT5, 32. 103, 116, 171. 169
Cues. 40, 42, 47. 202, 267

altitude rate, 75
aspect. 68
coincidence, 169
conflicts. 168
degradation of. 267
depth perception, 140,267
disparity'76, 85.,168
elicit response,268
erroneous. 158
Functions. 64-65
generalized visual,64
geometric. 65
inadequacy compensation,69
known size.67
motion. 52, 71, 204
motion base. 75-76. 142. 268
on approach. 63
peripheral vision, 57
prof erred. 68,70, 268
programming .68
requirement s,64
ris p nses to known, 158
roll rate,56,67
shape. 8
simulation, 67
simulation inadequacies,68
size/distance. 5,6.68
sound. 87
target dttction. 51
velocity, 67
Wing-tip. 68

C-,1tural features,67
Cursor, 103
Cycle, 127, 129
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Cylies,. number of displag~ed, 128
Cyrus. ii,105, 144 ,169,1 9 -196,203

D
Data base. 268

active. 14. 31.124.171, 262
CIG. 103
commonality.116
costs. 103. 201.268
displayable, 31. 35. 262
for each mission.264
iully operational. 179
interchangeability .116
library,- of CIG. 195
manager. 14. 34
memory. 124
non-interchangeability. 167
on-line. 14. 20, 31.,126. 200, 262,265
on-line (VTRS/GE).33
seansor simulation, 117
transportability. 116,269

Data base building. 11-13. 108. 111. 113. 124-125
area-of-interest, 144
automated, 21. 105, 107, 166, 193, 262. 264, 268
concept. 108
costs 268
dedicated system. 103
futilit y of manual, 104
generic scene, 104,107
it er ative. 104
level-of-detail gener -ation, 105
manual interactive. 73. 103. 2683
manual intervention automated, 106
off--line. 103
on-line1 103
problem. 144
proficiency. 104
real-time, 37
wzeaknesses, 166

Data processing
human, 57-63, 267
measuring human,60,61

Data retrieval control, 125
Data tablet, 103

Day/dusk/n ight, 200
ill uminati on. 23
scenes, 102

DOB. 105
DOC.. 4. 9
Dead band, 42, 69
DEC. 126
Defense Documentation Center,4,6
Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center, 105
Degradation of

cues,267
Pidelity,42
resolution vsiperformance, 148

Delivery lead ime,200
Density of displa led information, 144
Depth-of-field 131 154
Depth perception,49. 52. 55.72.267
Detector irradiance level, 144
Diagnostic

testing. 194
global. 187

Disigonal lines. 160
Dial. 143
D IALOG, 4
Dio. 60
Differential Maneuvering Simulator. 147, 169
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D.10
Digital Equipment Corporation, 126
Dig~ital R~adar Land Mass Simulation, 105
Digitizer, 103
D)irpters, 53
Direct view CRTS, 129
Discriminator, hardware/software, 194
Disk access, 125
D'isk 1/0, 126
Disp lay

brightness dis pariy.143
chaninel scene loss, 164
considerations.126
hardware, 127, 269
helmet-mounted, 144, 153
performance versus acuity. 50
real image, 139. 141, 144
registrat ion 143
res olution, 200
tech nolovy. 77

tps13-143
virtual image, 140-142, 144
weaknesses, 149.270

Display edge,30
Display g rocessor, 126
Displaya le data base. 31, 35, 262
Displayable edge capc itu,34-35. 149, 171, 184,200
Displayable r aster line, 127
Displayed information, density of, 144
Distance accommodation.55
Distance jud gment, 35, 62-63, 67
Distortion, 56 76, 131,269

correction, 149, 152, 156, 192
weakness, 149

Dis~ributed p rocessing,207
DMAAC, 105-107, 111, 116, 166-167, 194
DMS, 147, 169
Documentation, 121,198,264,271

as built, 179
Documented sy stem evaluation method, 175
Doenges. 155, 190

Dore ystems, 76
Doubl framing, 164
Double imaging. 162
Draft procurement package, 175
DRLMS , 105
Duoview. 143, 152
Dusk,23, 156,263
Dust, 26, 204

E&S, 7, 9, 2!.31,38, 56, 103, 116, 123, 155,

Edge. xvii, 11, 107
buFfer, 125
conservation, 143
generator, 124
implied. xviii
intersec tion, xvii, 124
list memory,.125

potentially vsbe3
priority resolved, 124
smoothing. 22, 124, 262
word.generation, 124

10,0 to 300,000,195
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psi plastbe ca lneliit 1,3,6317, 8320.2.7
utiitineraction. 16

raster interacioeneti,12
raster line intersection calculations. 124

Efficiency. 193
Eherenstein effect.84
Eicher. iii
Ellitical features.25,37.266
Emitter coupled logic. 187.207
Environment formulation, 108, 111, 113
Environment store, 124
Error message. 185-186
Eval1ua tion

p roposed vapproaches, 159subjective. 41, 76,133,168,267
Evolution, 198
Ewart. 148
Exit pupil, 131, 133. 152
Experimental Computer Simulation Laboratorty,7.9
Experimenters station. l83,'264
Extrapolate simulator data to CIG. 124, 126

Edominance, 143
points. 152
position sensing, 144
relief. 133,1 141-142
tracking. 162

F
Face. xviii, 200

boundart4.30.
* channel assignment, 124

edge rocessor. 124

shading. 200
Fading. 12.4, 164, 166
Farrand,7, 143
F-arrell,47-48, 131,138-139,148,151
FE-Ill, 7,31
Ferr'is. 37
Fl, 6
Fidelity, 39-42, 44-45
Field

rate. 10, 125-126. 128. 162, 168. 171
rate updating 22. 35.162, 168, 171, 262.266
tracking. 161

Field-of-view, 57,69, 133-134. 141-143, 147, 149. 156, 269
clippinl, 126
horizontal, 101
landins.134
limit*134.,144

normal techniques, 133
occultin g,25,26
perudisp lau.200
req irements, 133
vertical, 141
wide. 57, 134, 151

FIG,6
FIOD, 6
Fi hter/bomber simulator, 99
Fif led space.81
Film sustins, 158
Filt or Ing,170
Final approach. 63
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FIT, eje probe. 206FIl5, 189. 191,264,271
Fixation point. 50
Flares, 26. 264
?-lat screens, 140
Flat world, 172
Flexible sy~nc standard. 164
Fie xman, 41
Flicker, 10, 134, 138, 151, 164
Flight

equation iteration rates, 170
low-level, 36, 69, 72,76
path control. 64
pefracs otential. indices of,44

Flight Dyjnamics Laboratory.6
Floating .86
FLOLS, 41
FOCI, 7

F Fog, 24. 263
Foot-lamberts, 135. 137
Foot candle. 137
Foreground mode, 103
For mation fly ing mission tasks,68,88,96.99-101. 167, 169-170.253
Formation flu ing simulation.205-206
FORTRAN, 118-1 20. 269

inefficiency. 120
Fovea. 52, 57
Frame

1.,1,1124
Frame rate, 10, 125, 162
Frame rate updating

effect, 162
non-interlaced. 171

Fresnel Lens Optical Landing~ System, 41
Full-devlope system configurations 207.262Further studies,2n 1

Future
systemcpct,9
trendesc, aci9 ,19

G-seat. 77, 169. 268
G-suit,77, 169,268
Galanter, 60,62-63
Gaming area, 14, 101
Gaming area

dis meorg125

GE, 7,9,37-38,56, 103, 116, 123, 155. 1683,170-171, 188, 190,
198- 199

GE Compu-Scene. 116. 154, 188
GE Compu-Sc one hardware block diagram. 124
GE cost figures, 200
Generic features, library of, 194
Genetic scene, 103
Geographic orientation. 64,67
Geometr ic

cues, 65
distortion correction, 149
oat tern, 75
perspective. 56, 68.73,79, 152, 269
processor. 126
texturo, 75
textural patterno75

Ghost imags14
Gibson 55ge.4
Gill. 139
Glare.26.38,138,204,264
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G1ide path, 71
f~lide slope 8,127
)l nt 204

ov/erlyJ ambitious, 174
;rtalistic, 175
onattainable, 177

Qordon. 147
Gould.7, 19a
Granularitj. affect on target detection. 51
Graphics standard, 119
Graphics Standards Planning Committee. 16
Grass. 73
Gratjout/blackout. 28.264
Greening. 71. 204
Grounding (electrical). 188
Orumman,.,198
Gullen. iii
Gum. 169-170
Gun flash,26

V H
Hansen, 131
Hardware

availabilityj. 17
block diagrams. 123
complexitJ. 167
debugging. 185.187
integrat ion. E11
maintenance tools. 187
special purpose. 103,159, 187-18

Hardware/software discriminator. 194
Harshbarger, 148
Harv-el 7-
Ha z e, 24s 35. 56. 63. 67-8 85,.263, 266
Head movement. 133. 141
Head-up-display.55
Head/eye slaying.21,32. 144 262. 265
Head ins. 67

Height, jud ment of. 79
Heintzman,44 .175
Helmet-mounted displa4. 143-144. 153.270
Helmholtz. 47
Hidden surface, 128
Holmes, 149, 151
Holograms. 206
Homogeneous surfaces. 72
Honey~well Incorporatod.7

;og. 105-108. 116. 194-195

glow. 24. 263ine.67.160
line illusion.56. 144
raster line. 183

Horizontal
resolution. 128, 130
scanning. 116
test lints, 130

Horizontal time interval
Active) 129
total, 128J

Host simulation computer interface. 124-126. 167. 170. 181-182
HUID. 55
Hulin. 199-200
Human

data pvoc;%,ing.57-63. 267
paralleI pr osulng,59
o.rception vsrn*of luminance. 138
perceptual cap itie,,270
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Hojman (cont.

Drocessing time for visual data, 58
resolution elements60
through-put. 57-59
t±ime sharing .60
visual capab ilities,47

Ice, 72
Illuminance, 136-137
illumination, 49

day/dusk/ni ght.23
Illusion. 43, 6., 203. 268
alphanumeric legibility. 153
avoidance, 68
distance judgment. 159
horizon line.56, 144
in flight.78-80
in simulation,81-87
moon, 55, 80-81
real images, 140
toll rate. 56

Img

contrast. 145
geometry. 126
processor. 124
quality. 198
qual ity requirements, 20. 22,148
retina 1,55

In-line reflective
non-n upil-foifming displays. 141-142
pupil-forming displayus,141 142

Incidental learning, 158.161,179,270
Indopendent o peration. 184
Inf ini ty optics systems. 140-141
Infrared, 117
ingalls. 37. 73. 75162
Ingle, 40. 43.117
Innovation. 174
Insetting. 127. 154
INSPEC, 4
Institute of Electrical Eng ineers.4
Integrated circuits, 17-18,207
Int rdata, 125
Interface operations, control. 124
Interfac in3* direct. 181
Interlace, 5
Interlace effect, 161
inter osition, 56
Intuitive definition of data processing.61,202
Inverse-square law. 136-137
IR. 1 17
iteration rates, flight equation. 170
iterative process, 104

J
Johnson, 145-146. 148, 269
Joint Technical Coordinating Group. 334
Jones, 70-71, 76, 131, 133. 138-139, 143
Jugmen72

angle, 57
angular. 63
5rhtness, 52. 137-1383
dis nce62-63. 67

height, 79
rate, 57, 63
sink-rate. 268
subjective, 76, 169
t ime-to-g0, 57, 63
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'Aau man, 52
K&eeseJ, 47
Kel 11 actor, 128. 130-131
Xaey Phrases

Perception. 5
senso0r simulation. 5

.inesthetic sensory system.56
King sville. 204
Kin kade, 138-139, 151
Kocian. 143
Kraft, ,iii,49. 52-54, 57,60,68,70, 125, 149-150,153.161. 168,172-173.

187
Kusner. 190

L
LA.4
Lags, mochanical, 155
LAMARS simulator, 99
Lamb ert, 137
Landing. 60.65. 69.72. 144, 161,172-173

approach cue functions.63.66
Pie-ld-of-view, 134
light patterns (aircraft).27
lig~hting systems,27,264
Simulatio0n. 68, 205-206, 270
simulations, illusions.86
skills, increase in,270

Langley. 76
Language

assembly. 121
constructs of, 12-1
high-level. 103, 118-1 19, 121

La~ussa. 139
Laser dis play, sstern.140. 158
Laser pic c UPS 26
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.9
LCC, 185
Learning

incidental. 179
Performance. 44

Legally blind. 149
L showitz, 58, 166
Level-of-detail, 16.20-21,73,103,164.262,265.267

generation. 169
generation, automated. 105
manaiement, 193
over oad. 166
selection, 124, 126
strength. 156
transitions, 37
velocity. 193

Levels of visibiljt * 16
Lewandowski.61-62.70.73-74,91,96
Life cyce costs, 185
Liqht. 24

inte~it*vs prcepion.3557
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Line pairs/arc minute, 147
Linear Perspective. 56
Line ar slew. 170
Linearliseparable. xviii
Lir~es. dional.1.50
LinkB-9, 3 .37-38,56. 103 107.,123. 168.

170-171, 187. 198-199
Link hardware block diagram, 125
Literature search.4
LLLTY. 117
Longitudinal accelerationo77
Loss of retention, 58
Low level flight.36.69.72,78
Low light level television. 117
Lumen. 135-136
Luminance. 135. 137-138.140,151.269

affect on acuitij,50
color. 151
flicker. 134
goal. 138
raster-scan observer performance. 144
units ofP.137
weakness. 149

Luminous flux, 135-136
Luminous intensityj.136
Lux. 136-137

M
Mach rate. 22. 35
Macro-patterns. 172
Magicam. 7. 9.153
Maintenance. 124, 156

contract. 190-191k 264, 271
C!G sy stem. 185

-9 Ixperiences 
and approaches. 189

periodic preventive, 186
personnel. 185
recommendations. 191
t ra ining. 271

Manager
daa base. 34
ab ect. 126
pol ygon 126

Maneuvering, airborne,20.26
Maneuvers. 67
Manual interactive data base building.73.103.268
1M0anual intervention automated data base building. 106
Map texture, 75
Marconi, 7.198
Masking, terrain,204
Massachusetts Institute of Technologtj.8
Mathematical definition of data processing. 61
Mathematician. 104
Maximum altitude above terrain.101
Ma s, 149.,151
Mc Cormick,59
McDonnell Douglas Electronics CompanyE3
Mean time between failures. 187
Mean time to repair. 187
Measurement of image qualityp 148
Measuring human date processing,60
MECL. 187
Meirose. 148
Memor ,

edge list, 125
gaming area disk. 125
'iertex, 124

Meita-language. 116
metal o xide semiconductor. 187
Miller,76. 169
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1iIIi amnb er t, 137

Minimal hardware/multiple tasks strength. 156
Minimal System Configuration. 207. 262
M inimax tast. xviii
Mimimum altitude above terrain. 101
Minimum object dimensions 145
Minimum perceptible acuitu,49,69
Minimum separable acuit1, 9.149
Minimum vernier acuity, 48
Mirtz. 49
Mirror, 142
Mirror, sgherical. 141
Missile treats. 156
Mission task visual requirements,89-98. 101
Mission tasks,88

CIG implementation. 206
rTc entag es 99-100

Mock bands1 161
Model

build ing. 108. 111-1 12
coordinates to image coordinates, 126
destroyed (deletion of).26
documenting and drawing, 103

P ~ impor tance. 166
inov.ing 16. 26.38, 125. 263, 266. 270-271

Model: pilot-response fidelity. 45
Model. substit ton.45
Model, training objectives,45
Modulation transfer function. 148. 269
Moire effects, 161
Monitor processor load. 194
Monochrome ssstem. 127. 129
Monucular, 14

Movement parallax,32.57
vi ewing. 71
vision. 63

Monroe, 144. 204
Moon illusion.55,e0-61
Moon image. 23. 262
morninj readiness tests. 187
MOS. 18,
Mosaicked CRT.16
Motion. 71. 204
Motion base. 75-76, 142, 168-169. 268
Motion parallax,65.67
Motion picture films.206
Motion picture simulation.39
Motiv-.ation. 44, 158
Motorola emitter coupled logic. 187
Movement sensitivity. 52I
MOVIE BYU. 103
Moving model. 16,3101.oi125.156.200,263,266.271

coordinates. 124
multiple. 26. 270
restrictions. 171 -

Moving model transpor t dela u.170
Multi-channel o p eration,21. 32,133. 153, 262
Multicrew simulation.99. 152,270
Multipl processors. 119
Multiple simultaneous simulations,21,34. 184.262.265

N
Nag-of-the-earth. 171.206
NASA, 4.8-9,31. 56. 69.103. 151. 156. 189.177.

189- 190
NASA En inerring Laborsary.9. 103 .
NAC8A In ustrial Applications Center,4,9
National Technical Information Service,4
Nausea. 85
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Naval Air Development Center, 143
Naval Ocean Systems Center1 152
Navy, 204

Near-end lights. 86I
New information. 60
Newman, 120
"PIAC, 4, 8-9
Ni.ght, 23. 156.263
Noise. 147

affect on acuity, 50
aff~ect on target detection, 51

Non--compo site video, 124
Non-interlaced frame,22, 35. 161-162, 171,266
Non-planar. xviii
Non-n upil-forming dis lay. 141-142
Northrop Corp oration, 8-9

NTC, 6
NTEC. 7.103. 119, 140. 144, 177
NT IS, 4
N 'umber crunching. 126

0
Object dimension, minimum. 145
Object manager. 126
Object recognition. 62
Object size,65
Objective definition of data processing.61
Objective evaluation. 133.202
Obstacle clearance. 65.68
Occlusion (FOV) by own aircraft.25
Occultation (occlusion).21, 124. 135, 171,262
O~f-axis reflective d's lays. 141-142
Of P-the-shelf, 159. 175-16.9
On-line analysis. 183
One-window display. 134
Opaque structures. 135. 269
Operator training .271
Oppel illusion.85
Optical probe. 156
Optimal load, maintain constant, 194
Optimal Sqstem Configuration, 207. 262
Orbison effect,84
Orderer, 124
Orderer, point i ght. 124
Ordnance impact,2 2264
Orientation of presentation. 14-15
Orientation., geographic,64
Orlansk3.40,174
Overhead mana gement/'system supervision. 126
Overload, 116. 202

attitude change induced. 164. 270
av/oidance. 22. 34, 194, 262. 265
compensation, 164
edge crossing induced,163,270
management , 22, 29,34,58.,262, 265. 267
mana gement weakness. 163
posit ion change induced. 163-164,270
raster line, 164

Uvorton. iii, 59.61

Palnmer, 42,45,69
Pancake window, 142
Oarallax errors. 139
Parallax Information, 135
Parrish. 76
PASCAL. 119-120
Patch, 29
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Pattern. geometric, textural.7
PavlIov, 61
PD112-11. 171
Penetration, xviii
Percentage util ization.99-100
Perceoetion. 47-77

depth. 72
kephrases. S
mo onindepth,57

position in depth. 57
yeloc ity, 57

Perceptua
distortions vs timing.86
illusions. 78
tasks and simulator realism, 45
oriented specification. 174

Performance
learning. 44
requirements. 202

Peripheral
cues to roll rate. 67
vi3 ion. 57. 134

Persistence, 151
Person loading, 190
Perspective

aerial. 35. 55-56. 63, 67. 204
divide.126
seometric. 56. 68.73-74

position determination, 56
transformation. xviii

Pester. 37
Petitt. 42. 45, 69
Phot. 137
Photometry, 135
Pia get.e6
Picture. height/width, 128
Picture elements, 10, 40. 127
Pilot

control taskso64-65
induced oscillation. 168, 170, 205
response@ ac curacip 36.41.43. 46.133.169.172.266-267
skilled. 42

Pilot Response Fidelity Model,45,267
Pitch, 67, 101. 169

rate. 22. 35
Pi'xe1.10, 19. 127-128, 130, 155. 158. 160-161. 173

light point spot siz9, 173
processing. 126

PL/I, 119
Plan~ar, xviii
Plane equation. xvii. xviii~xix
Planometry file, 106
Platform, motion: see motion base
PM TRADE, 6,9
P2igendorff effect, 83

Point light
orderer 124
raster line intersection, 124
I ource, 49Polygon. 11, 29. 126

manag,,er. 126
restriction, 32. 163

POlI gons, surrounding~xix
Postman.,5

* Potentially visible, 16,30
Power distribution. 1A

* Preferred cues.68,28
Preventive maintenance, 187
Pricing information: see cost
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;uilding. 107-109
catalog, 109
I1ibi'ary, 107, 110

Prior itu 16
....lcutions, 125
list. .124
processing, 19, 124
resol v e- 24-125

Processing time
human 58, 166
optimized, 118

Processor
displaj, 126
fa ce/edge, 124
geometric1 126
image, 124
priority, 124
vector, 24
,iertex, 124
video, 124

Procurement phases, 179
sructured,120

top downs 121
Project 2235,204
Pro ection stjstems, 140
Pro otype. 15,177
Pseudo-ed ges, 164
Pseudorand om noise texture. 75
Psycho-physiological factors,58
Psychololicall wrong/geometrically correct, 203

Puig 53
Pup.1-forming displaip 142
Pupil-forming, dual-mirror displays, 141

Guantitizing. 10,35
Gueijo, 168

r
R theta, 156
R 'D, 1.40,42-46,76, 80,103, 159, 166, 178, 265
Rad iometri, 135
Rain, 24,2 23
Ranc, 190
Range, 52, 69,267

corventional, 134
rate, 67, 147
4tactical, 134

Paster direction, 144, 163
Raster line, 19, 162

active. 127-129. 130, 144
overloaded, 183-164
total number, 19,130

Raster scan CIG,3, 102
Raster scanning. 126
Raster shaping, 153
Raster scan imaging effects of performance. 144
Rate

attitude, 22, 35, 262
alIt1itude, 65t,67
change of information,60
clIosure, 65, 68
Pield, 125. 162
frame. 10, 125. 162

judgments, 57, 6336I ___ _____ _362
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Rate (cont.)
* ma ch, 22. 35

mean touchdown. 69
* ran? e.67

s n,42, 69
Re-entrant angle. 29
Reaction time. 58
Real image. 133. 139-141, 144
Real-time systems monitoring. 185
Real-world scone.65, 103
Realism, 39-46. 266

absolute. 39. 266
adequate. 40. 266
co t. 201
inadequate, 43
low fidelit*,.172
pictori 1,39.46
reasonable. 40. 266
simulator. 45, 267

Realistic target simulation,204
Rear projection. 140
Receptors. 57
Red ifon. 140. 142-143
Re-jundancy. 57, 59-60
Reed, 116
Re~loctions. 25, 263
Reflective displays. 140-141
RePractive di spla ys.140-141
Refueling mission tasks,88
Re an,57
.4IL lights. 27, 264
Relative

depth. 48, 52. 267
motion. 65
r-)tes. 65
size, 55.83

Reliability. 156
Renderings of the visual scenes, 175
Repeatability. 155Res earch stat ion. 183
Resolution,40-41,69, 127, 131, 140, 146-147, 149-150, 152,154,289

elements. human, 60
equations. 147
horizontal, 128. 130
human, 47
spatial, 69
vertical. 128. 130

Resolver, 124-125
Re soonse

eliciting spec ific. 68
time. 58
to known cues. 158

Retention, loss oP. 58
Retina. 49, 52. 162
Retinal disparity .53.152
Retinal images 55
Retrace time. vertical, 130
Retrofitting new technology. 192. 272
.Reverse order. 40
Review and u pdate. 108, 111. 115
ReynolIds, 52. 5,72. 75, 171
Ricard, 168-170
Richeson. 144
Ri. 164, 166
R iIe*y, 76, 168-169
Ritchie,.40. 42.59-60.62
'Rivers, 40, 43. 70-71. 76-77,87, 133-134, 147, 155. 204
Poadmap. CIG,334

8oc..8-83
Rol.67. 101,169
RoLI rate. 22. 35.56, 67
Rolled raster. 163
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RPoscoe,55,65
Rotating beacons. 27-28
Rotation#, 124-126
Rotor blades. 162
Rougalot. 102. 162
Runwa I

edges crawl. 158
1 i h ts, 68, 153. 264

sur~ace. 153

texture. 167I
Ryan. 43

SAAC, 41,75,77
Sand. 72
Sander illusion,85
Scale, 61,73
Scale and format data, 124
Scan line intersection computer, 125
Scan rater 200
Scene0

aff~ect on target detection, 51
anomfalies. 22, !59. 171, 270
content, 39.65. 72.102-103. 158
loss. 164
modification. 155
rotation. 14
two/three-dimensional, 11

Schade. 131
SchottkV,.187
Schumac cer. 102,162, 166
Schw.artz. 43
Scintillating textured material, 171
Scintillation, 126, 160
Screen

Sam. 138. 152
uminance, 138

tyjpes,.140
Seasons, 25. 263
Se ment comparisons. xix

SEn itvit to movement. 52
Sensor simulation, 21.206, 262. 269

data bases, 117
key phrases,5
"nission tasks.8,97, 99-101.260Sensory information, 58

Separable, linearly, xviii
Saparation planes, 124.,166-167
Shading. 25. 126.,263
3hadows, 25. 8, 263, 266
Shake down period, 179
Shirle0y.,75
Shumwa g, 44, 175
SIGGRA H, 116
Sigmund. 120
Signal-to-noise ratios, 127, 144-145
Simple target simulation.203
simplicity.,42
Simulation computer interface, 10.124-126
Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat, 41
Simulators and Training Devices, 334
Simulator, calibration of,45
Sing #r-Librasc ape.140
Sin? rato 42, 69. 28
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S i e, 6a, 7 1
apparent. 55. 65, 163
cues,56,67-68

Size reierence,73

3killed pilot. 42
Small. scene elements. 158

Soe,26,18,9,264
Smoking. 134
Smooth ing

ho-riiontal edge.22.262
vertical edge,22

sI's. 8-9, 38. 56.18. 190
Snow, 72
Software

becomes hardware, 166
commonalitu .119

dev opmet/ue/mantennce121
integration. 181
partitioned. 119
problems. 179
transportabilityj, 269

Sorting. xix
Sound cues.87
SPi. 171
SP2, 171
Sparinl1 189, 271
Spatia

anomalies. 22. 35.102.159-161,262,266
distribution of relative luminance. 138
frequencyj. 161
position control,64
resolution, reduced .69

Special offects, 125-126
a ugmented. 156strength. 156
syn thetic, 156
t ime variable.25,37
wake. 25

Special Interest Group n Computer Graphics. 116
Special purpose. 1-2. 17

rahci lang uag ci.269
ardare103. 159, 197-188
iml~cossor hardware, 124

enginotringly oriented. 174
perceptual l oriented. 174
oitfalIls. 174

Sp erical
aberration. 142
beam splitter. 142
dome sn tems. 140
mirr or, 141
screens. 140

Spooner. 139-140
Spread funct ion. 49
Sproull, 120
Stair-ste p ping. 160
Staple 4349, 53. 56-57, 69, 71,134
Stark. 31. 40-43, 53. 56o 64W-65,67-68, 75. 77, 87, 174
Star imogt,23,262
State-of-the-art .pushing. 127, 174-177. 206.271
Station keepi ng,88.95#99-101,205,249
Stengor. 75. 161. 172
Step resolution. 155
Stop response, 170
Steradi an, 136
Stereo. 21.32, 48-49,69,71. 151-152. 205,262.245
gtereopsis, 49. 53.69.152
STQ. 41
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Stilb, 137-138
Stimulus radient,55
Strafin a.156
Strai h t-ahead tasks. 134, 144

Srton,53
Streaks. 164
String. 40. 174
Strobe lightinl,28.,264
Stroboscopic e oect. 162
Structured programming. 120-121. 269
Stub, 122
Stglus. 103
Sub-p ixel elements. 161
Subjective evaluation, 41, 76. 133,169,267
Substitution model,45
Suminski, 199-200
Sun glint.26,263
Sun imago.23. 156,262
Supportability demonstration, 178-179.264,271
Surface. 200

detail. 65
normalI, xix

Surroundingpoyns i
Symbiotic Meatigonships*190
Symbol-processor. 39
Sync standard, flexible, 164
Synthetic

effects. 156
feature 8enerat ion. 194
Te rrain &enerator, 41

Systemscapacityo 21P 29s262
System T159 iering Laboratories.9
Szabo. 19193

A T
TAC, 7
Tactical range. 134
Tactual sensory system. 56
Take off/landing
mission tasks, 887*93, 99-101, 237
sirnulaton, 65.68. 205-206. 270

Tan theta, 156
Target

* airborne. 147
aspect. 147
back ground. 144
del t ion. 26. 264
detection. 49-51, 57, 101, 145-147. 151. 174. 269
detection criteria. 146
identification, 57. 101. 145-146, 174, 269
,insettin g, 140. 154m~oving g1 6
orientation, 57. 145-146. 269
projectors. 153
range. 147
range rate, 147
recognition. 50-51. 57. 62, 71, 101,145-146.174,269
stat ic,49
tracking. 134
visual an 1.. 146-147

Target simulation
realistic, 204
simple, 203

Task, 148
TAWC, 7
Taxiing. 68
Taxiway lightIng 29.71,264
Technic. liepor sp selection ofo5Te:chnologicl chnges. 192
Technology Service Corporatlon. 75.171
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7-elevision. 127
displayj format. 128

Temporal anomalaeps,22,35. 102,159. 161. 163,262,266.270
Terrain. 67

elevation file. 106
masking, 144. 204

terrain and cultural objects,20. 204
Terrain following .63.99-101,104, 171-172.205-206
mission task.88,91,227

Tess. lat ion. 75
Test and evaluation. 177,284.271
lost subject.51
Test ing, diagnostic. 184rextural @I ments.65
Texture. 3a.60, 67. 193. 203. 287

beyjond 1,000 feet,63
cue,72
cultural features.73
definition5 72
generator. 125
geometric. 75

~igh contrast. 171
in air-to-ground task. 172
in scone anomalies, 171
inadeguacy,.171

natural terrainP73
perception of motion, 73
pseudorandom noise. 75
three-dimensional. 25, 75. 172. 263. 266
tile. 75. 172
time variablo.75
two-dimensional. 25.75,263.266
t~p cc,75

4 ~water. 200
Thomas. 70-71. 76. 131. 133, 138-139, 143
Thorpe. 45, 154
Three dots. 41
Three-dimensional

features, 25
model ing. 263
objects. 67-68
scene. 11
se *o lso: stereo/stertopsistexture. 25.75. 171. 263. 266

Three-dimensional to two-dimensional projection. 124-125
Three-gun, 151
Three-window display, 134
Through-put rate, human. 57-59
Thunder torms. 24. 263
Timt sharing. human,60
Time va iab &,263

effects. 25. 37
texture. 75

Time-to-go judgments. 57, 63
Top down progromming.121.26Y
Totmiller. 73
Total Syjstems Intogratioa Simulator, 1.99
Traceors, 26. 264

CIO operator. 139.271
device tests. 177
maintainance. 189
objectives modol.45
simulation. 44.80

Transformation. xix
Trans Pormation, espci. vi
Transistor to transistor logic. 18lI7
Translucencyj,25.37,263
Tran per ncj. 25, 37. 263
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Tranpor deay,22,35. 167-169,262.266,270ac cpt& bi lttj 76
acvual aircraft, 168. 170
avoidance. 164
c A irc umven tion, 170, 181, 270
Compensation. 170
ofC moving targets. 170
vs pilot induced .oscillations,205
vs pilot performance, 168

Tran portabilit4, 116, 120.195,.269
Tre stumps. 73-74
Trips 4
Trouble shootin a, board level. 186. 189
Truncate edges, 124
TSIS. 1.99
TYL, 187
Tunnel effectsP81
TV, 127

lines. 145
lines peropicture height. 130-131

Two-d imensional
-features. 25
image scan, 124-125
modeling, 263
scene croation. 11, 16, 16
texture. 25, 75, 263, 266

Two-to-on., interlaced video, 152
Ttlr40. 52

UCSD. 4,8-9
Uncertainty. 58
Uncontrolled variables. 152.179,197,270LUniversityj of California at SaniDiego, 4,9
Univtrsity of Southern Califo rnia,8
Upgrading, CIO sastem,192, 271
USC Information Sciences Instituto.8-9. 198

V
Vagneur, 63-64
VJan Cott, 138-139, 151
Variable acuitU. 60. 143
Variables, uncontrolled, 179,187,270
YASI. 27. 264
Vector calculations, 124, 125
Volocity. 64. 101

angular,57
change detection. 134
flight path. 65, 67
asensitivity,52Vernier acul t,69

/lertox
memory, 124
points, 103
processor. 124

Vertical
field refresh rate. 128
fitld-of-view, 101. 141

raster, 163
resolution. 129, 130. 154retrace time, 130scanning. 116
test lines, 130

VrU large scale integration. 207
Vestibular sensory system. 56
VQG 125
Vibration, 76
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Video, 127
disk memories. 207
non-composite. £24

Vprocessor. 124-12!Ve wing area. 129
viewini distance. 144

V~r.Uaimage. 133. 141-142
Virtual imagoe infinity optics systems. 140. 143-144
VisibiIi tip 35

lev'el$ of. 16
Visi on

20/20. 49
20/200. 149
angle, target, 14A-147
binocular. a9
capabilities (human),47
cum n oineralized.640 Oncu ar, 63
percep tion-receptioni.47
perip h ral.57
scenes. 175
segment, 79
sp ere, 10
stereoscopic.5
systems test configinration. 177
threshold, 42.69

VLSI, 207
Volumetric size variations. 160
VTRS,6,8-9,31-32,38, 103,119,143,149.171. 188.190,192,202

V Wakes, 25, 37,263
Washout. 76
Wet.jr,72
Weather effects. 156
Window, 16

boundaries. 124
dimensions, compute fixtd, 124

Windscreen, 79. 135. 269
Wing-tip cuus,68

Wo39

X-Y coordinates.£03

y
Yagtr, 206
Yaw, 67. 101
Yaw rate.22, 35. 171
Yooend, 133
Yellow-green area of the spectrum. 135

z
Z (depth) axis. 16, 152. 169
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